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the senior class 
of ursinus college 
presents ... 
the 1955 r 

the essential part of any college, our faculty 
and administration have proved themselves 
willing and capable persons both in and out 
of classroom activities . by being a small 
school , ursinus has been able to provide many 
opportunities in which the students can meet 
and discuss with the faculty and administra-
tion informally. many of them have also 
given some of their valuable time to co-oper-
ate in the sponsorship and p romotion of ou r 
clubs and social activities and to he lp the stu-
dent in many other invaluable ways. 
. '. . . .. .... . .. 
. ,. . .' .. 
administration 
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Miss Camilla B. Stahr, A.B., is a graduate of Wilson Col-
lege. Since 1938 Miss Stahr, as Dean of Women , has 
endeared herself to the women of Urs in us. Th is most 
charming and dignified woman has become both confi-
dant and counselor . Understanding .and sympathe tic , 
Miss Stahr has won a place in the heart of all who know 
her. 
G. Sieber Pancoast, Ph.D., a graduate of Urs inus College 
in the Class of 1937, is a well-known figure o n the cam-
pus, on the ball field , and in the classroom . As De an of 
Men, an instructor of political science, and coach of the 
baseball team, Dr . Pancoast is both educator and com-
panion to the students. 
president 
Ursinus College is honored to have as its Pres ident 
Norman Egbert McClure . Dr . M cClu re , Ph .D., 
L.H .D., L.L.D., was graduated from Ursinus College 
in the Class of 1915. He has served for many 
years not only as Presiden t of the college: but as 
Professor of the Engl ish Language and Literature. 
Those who have had the pr ivilege of meeting 
Dr. McClure in the classroom or socia lly know 
him to be a venerable and humble gentleman 
whose ideas embody the traditions of the school. 
vice-president 
Donald L. Helfferich, Esq., H.B., LL .B. , LL .D., a 
graduate of this college and of Yale Law School, 
has been the Vice-President of Ursinus since 1936. 
Dr. Helfferich is the man responsible for admin-
istering the financial and business needs of the 
college . For many years he was the faculty ad-
visor for the Curtain Club and even today his 
enthusiasm and intelligent advice are a great as-
sistance. 
dean 
William S. Pettit, M.S., was graduated from the 
University of Pennsylvania. Serving as Dean of 
the College and Professor of Chemistry, Mr. Pettit 
has been a friend and a counselor to the students 
of the college. Even with his administrative and 
teaching duties, the doors of his office are always 
open to all and his sincere and understanding 
efforts have been an inspiration to many. 
officers of 
ursinus college 
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Dr. and Mrs. Eugene H. Miller are well known by the students both in a professi onal capacity 
and as counsellors, fr iends, and supporters of many campus activities. An Ursinus graduate, 
Eugene H. Miller, Ph .D., Professor o f Poli tica l Science, earned his M .A. and his Ph.D. at 
Clark Universi ty; he has been at Ursinus since 1935. A member of the faculty si nce 1947, 
Jessie A . Miller, Ph .D., Lecturer in Sociology, received her B.A . from the Un iversity of Ma ine, 
and she attained her M.A. and Ph .D. at Clark Un i'Je rsity, 
faculty • • 
DONALD G, BAKER, Ph.D, 
Professo r of Greek 
Ursinus since 1932 
• 
designers 
MAURICE O. BON E, B.C.S, 
Professo r of Econom ics 
Urs inus since 1929 
JAMES l. BOSWELL , Ph ,D, 
Professor CJ>f Economics 
Ursinu s since 1923 
MAURICE W, ARMSTRONG, S.T .M., Ph,D, 
Professor of H isto ry 
Ursinus since 1945 
EVERETT M , BAILEY, MA 
Di recto rs of Athletics and 
Professo r of Ph ysical Education 
Ursinus since 1935 
A LFR ED l. CR EAGER, B,S., B,D" 0 .0 , 
Associate Professor of the H istory 
of the Christian Church 
Ursinus since 1947 
J. DOUGLAS DAVIS, M .A. 
Assistant Professo r of H istory 
Ursinus since 1945 
HELEN T. GARR ETT, Ph .D. 
GEOFFREY DOLMAN , M.A. 
Director of Admissions and Associate 
Professor of Eng lish 
Ursinus since 1949 
RAYMOND V. GURZYNSKI , M .Ed . 
RICHARD M . FL ETCHER, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Psychology 
Ursinus since 1956 
JOHN J. HE ILEMANN , Ph.D. 
Professo r of French 
Ursinus since 1942 
Associate Professor of Ph ysical Educ ation 
Ursinus since 1947 
Professor of Physics 
Ursinus since 1941 
H. LLOYD JONES, JR ., M.A. 
A ssis tant Directo r of Admissions; 
Assis tant Professo r of Engl ish 
Ursinus since 1947 
AMMON G. KERSHNER, JR ., Ph .D. 
Assistant Professor of Engl ish 
Ursinus since 1947 
ROBERT R. MAcMURRAY, M.B.A. 
Instructo r in Eco nomics 
Ursinus since 1957 
ELIZABETH R. FOSTER, Ph .D. 
Assistant Professor of History 
Ursinus since 1939-1941 ; 1953 
C. DAV ID HUDNUT, B.A . 
I nstructor in Engl ish 
Ursinus since 1957 
FRANK l. MANNING, Ph.D. 
Professo r of Mathematics 
Ursinus since 1930 
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WALTER W. MARSTELLER, B.S. 
A ssistant Professo r of Physics 
Ursinus since 1949 
WI LL IAM F. PHI LIP , Mus.Doc. 
Professor of Music 
Ursinus since 1935 
CHARLES D. MATTERN, Ph .D. JAMES A. MINNICH, M .A. 
Professor of Philosophy 
Ursinus since 1937 
WI LLIAM J. PH ILLIPS, Ph. D. 
Professor of English 
Ursinus since 1946 
Director of Placement; 
Professo r of Educat io n 
Urs inus since 1945 
RAYMON D l. RAFETTO, JR ., M .A. 
Assistant Professor of Economics 
Ursinus since 1956 
WILLIAM T. PARSONS, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professo r of H istory 
Ursinus since 1947 
A LLEN l. RICE , Ph .D. 
Assistant Director of Admissions ; 
Professor of German 
Ursinus si nce 1947 
• In the fielcl of knowleclge • .' . 
RICHARD T. SCH ELLHASE, B.A ., B.D. 
Assista n t Professo r of Re ligion 
Ursinus since 1956 
BLAN CHE B. SCHULTZ, M .S. 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
Ursinus since 1946 
JENEPH ER P. SH ILL INGFO RD, B.S. 
I nstructor in Physical Education 
Ursinus since 195 4 
ELEANOR F. SNELL, M .A . 
Professor of Physical Education 
Ursinus since 1931 
ROGER P. STAIGER, Ph .D. 
A ssociate Professor of Chemis try 
Ursinus since 1943 
GEORGE R. TYSON, Ph.D. 
ROBERT C. STEIN, Ph .D. 
Assistant Professor of Biology 
Ursinus since 1956 
Professor of Psychology and Education 
Ursinus since 1927 
RUSSEL D. STURGIS, Ph.D. 
David Laucks Ha in Professor 
of Chem is try 
Ursinus since 1925 
HARRY C. SYM ONS, M.A . 
A ssis tant Professor of Econo m ics 
Ursinus since 1947 
Evan S. Snyder, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of 
Phys ics; Paul R. Wagner, Ph .D., J . Harold 
Brownback Professor of Biology; and Levie 
Van Dem, Ph.D. , Professor of Biology d iscuss 
a topic of sc ientific importance. 
A brief respite between classes is enjoyed by 
Alfred D. Roberts, M .A., Assistant Professor 
of Romance Languages; Alfred M. Wilcox, 
M.A ., Profes50r of French; and Calvin D. Yost, 
Ph .D., Professor of English. 
I I 
First Row: Mrs. Cloyd A. Haz lett, Miss Camilla B. Stahr, Mrs . John H. McCandless. Second 
Row: Mrs. G . Henry Shryock, Mrs. Pa ul E. Towers , Mrs . Law rence H. Pearson, Mrs . A . E. 
Schellhase, Mrs. Robert MacMurray . 
Robert F. Sutton , head librarian; Mrs . Roger P. Staiger, circulation assista'nt; 
T. Spencer Hand , ass is tant librarian. 
offering their 
Frederick Wentz, Wallace Angstadt, James Rue . 
Mrs . Sm ith , Dean 's Office. 
assistance • • • 
Miss Helen M. Moll, R.N. and Mrs. Verna Schushnar, 
R.N. 
Boltom Row: Russell Remig, Howard Schul tz, Michael Gombeda. 
Row: Albert Baker, Carl Lewis, Ike Beyer, Earl Miller . 
Top 
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almost with a se nse of regret we face what 
lies beyond 1958. four years have afforded 
much that was frivolous and short-lived. how-
ever, the advice of st . paul is now worth con-
sidering again . we must put away the ideas 
of children and face the realities for which we 
have been preparing . true wisdom will re-
place sophomorism, a more honest appraisal 
of our responsibility must supersede what we 
once mistook for pressing matters. yet, we 
can face the new experience with confidence 
for we have been prepared, and a generous 
portion of ursinusiana will remain with us in 
bringing to others the college of which we 
are now a part. 
• \ I{ 
•• 
• 
• • .. 
graduates 
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class history 
"It seems only yesterday that .. . " It's an old 
phrase and probably overworked but perhaps 
the same thought comes into your mind when 
looking back over our years at Ursinus. How 
else now can we view them really but as four 
of the most enjoyable years of our lives. Gone, 
as we look back, now are the memories of the 
games lost, the tests worried about, and the 
all-nighters we pulled. Remaining with us in-
stead are the pleasant thoughts, the ones we 
will always car ry with us. 
How easy it is to think back to our arrival. 
The sophs made sure we didn't forget which 
rung of the ladder we were on, but as nothing 
can last forever, it wasn't long before even 
customs was over. Despite some anxious 
moments, our four officers, led by Bob Gilger, 
arrived safely at the Freshman Banquet and 
at last we were a class. Our first dance, 
"Hawaiian Holiday," was a success and with 
it we concluded our activities for the first year 
and began looking forward to the second. 
Our first task as sophomores was taking care 
of Freshman customs. This was well-handled 
by Lee Rigler and "radiant, regal, royal Rene.' 
The class, now under the lead e rship of Hal 
Redden, presented " Le Chat Noir" complete 
with can-can dancers straight from Paris and 
the soph hop, "Oriental Fantasy ." Other 
events sponsored by the class that year in-
cluded an invitation to "Meet the Four Guys" 
down at the T. G . and a record dance in the 
Rec. Center for the benefit of Marge and 
Ruth. 
In our Junior year , again led by Hal, we pre-
sented " Dar Arndt Tanz, " a real Pennsylvania 
Dutch Harvest Dance . That spring we also 
ta ckled our first prom, " Fantasia" at Sunny-
brook Ballroom . So well we remember how 
lovely Val looked as she was crowned and 
received her bouquet of roses as our queen . 
Then with the election of Tom and Ann as 
Ruby co-editors we realized that graduation 
would soon become a reality. 
As seniors we had to face up to many new 
responsibilities. We had to complete our 
work while at the same time make prepara-
tion for our years after graduation. We pre-
sented our last dance, "Knight of Nights" at 
Sunnybrook. Happily we heard Tom Bennig-
nus and Joan Martin announced as Lord and 
Lady of the Senior Ball, a fitting "thank you" 
from the class for their many contributions of 
time and energy. Hal Redden, Ken Grundy, 
Gayle Livingston, and John Idler were made 
permanent class officers that night, a memor-
able one indeed as we danced to the smooth 
music of Bud Rader. 
There are other events, of course, that hold 
fond memories for us. Some of them will fade 
as the years pass. Others will remain im-
p rinted on our minds throughout our lives. 
Ce rta inly, however, we shall always recall with 
much gratitude how lucky we were to attend 
and take part in the activities of so fine a 
school as Ursinus . 
GAY L E L IVINGS T ON 
Secreta ry 
WILLIAM ' RUFFING 
Treasurer 
• senior 
officers 
HARRAL REDDEN 
Presiden t 
KENNETH R , FAY 
Vice-President 
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NORMAN ABRAM SON 
ANDREW ARGER 
"Greek" . . star halfback from the Bron x 
· .. in tramural boxing champ ... steam t able 
· .. Zeta Chi .. . zoo member ... adviser 
to Ira and Herb ... lover of classics . . . 
chemis try major . . . Alexander the Great's 
disciple ... "Sack time" . .. organic whiz 
· .. the remini scer . .. carries a rough sched-
pie. . "Pottsville Pioneer" .. . collects 
butts. 
CHRISTINE M . ARMSTRO NG 
"Chris" .. . Phi Psi pal . .. "What it's like 
to be a Y executive's wife" ... Pi Gamma 
Mu . . . " l i t mints, anyone?" ... likes li ttle 
animals ... " Da y studen ts are never told 
anything!!" ... those f abulous place cards 
· .. steady Dean's lis ter. 
JAMES R. BARTHOLOMEW 
HELEN J . AMES 
ANDRE W ARGER 
THOMA S E . BENNIGNU S 
N O RMAN ABRAMSON 
" Norm " . . . Dean 's lis ter . . . Alpha Phi, 
fi nally ... " Sod ium" . .. n .n.n ... . Ela ines 
· . . g rea test pre-medder .. . " J-Shoes" .. . 
essence o f obse rva nce and su avi ty .. . " Faces" 
Baker's Boy .. . str ictl y ivy ... pretty 
g i rl s ... Fred A sta ire ... keeps " Bluebook" 
. " let's get some-" . . . sleeps like worm 
. lou sy wrestler ... greatest true fr iend 
. psychic . .. "Swasaloof ." 
HElEN J. AMES 
" Helen" ... Ph i Psi president . . . frantic 
sw itchboard operator . . . that freshman year 
· .. "long li ve J.G." . . . punctual? . .. pub-
lic speaker supreme . .. dest ination, Valley 
Forge, conveyance , b icycle ... "Ha ve to get 
some sleep" ... sensitive to cold .. . Hobson 
in the "good ole ' days" . . . loyal and de-
pendable worker. 
CHRISTINE M. ARMSTRONG 
JAMES R. BARTHOlOMEW 
"Jim" ... along came Abie ... future 
Greenwich Village umbrella mender . . . 
Steinbeck Jr .... the crude Dutchman ... 
do nothing radi ca l . . . connoisseur of fine 
art .. . research sociologis t . . . gray-green 
eyes-frequently bloodshot . . . "She hates 
me!" . .. co-writer of naughty ballads ... 
changed to boxer shorts. 
THOMAS E. BENNIGNUS 
"T.B.". . l aurel and Hardy ... dignified 
sk ip . . pigface ... "Ha, hu, what 's this" 
· .. do it yourself Ruby ... Black Bea st ... 
Yugobagnesian Prime Minister . . . saucey 
varlet ... hen-pecked ... Butterfly Fairy 
· .. metamorphosis through Sensei ism 
money .. . Inner Circle ... Dick, Jas, Step, 
Conn ie and Bill. 
W . RONALD BENOLIEL 
" Ron" ... ex G.I .... " A nyone for a sports 
car rally?" ... family of four ... "What 
chemical do you use to take acid holes out 
of your pants? " ... shuller bug ... future 
in the Conshohocken chemical industry. 
SUE A . BERGER 
"Sue" ... S.E.A.P. prexy ... " Hey kids" 
Ma y court ... " Those eighth graders!!" .. 
personality plus ... ''I'm really scared" .. 
Phi Psier ... "Hungry?" ... " Coffee any-
one? " ... Demas sis ter ... "Biology?" 
Stauffer secre tary .. . Dr. Yost for hours 
studen t teaching at C-vi lle ... neat. 
JOAN ST ERN BERM 'I N 
SYDNEY B. BIDDLE 
"Syd" . . . Ph i Psi ... W innie the Pooh fo r 
sleepy-time reading .. . refuge from Lynne-
wood .. . endless hours in bio. labs . . . 
hall chairman with nothing to do .. . a re-
tired senator . . . dependable, sincere, and 
above all , nice ... always assembl ing ap-
paratus. 
RI CHA RD M . BLOOD 
"Bloody" .. Florida hitchhiker ... Andy's 
tutor " "Mr. officeholder" . .. M .S.G.A . 
mainstay . weekends at the Pla za . . . 
"Ricky!" . .. B-rodbeck zookeeper .. . presi-
dent of Zeta Chi ... "Yeh, ,"' II get you up" 
. . . N.J .... headwaiter ... atomic physics 
for hours ... pioneer of Pottsville ... math 
major . . . J.V. grappler . .. Who's Who. 
W. RONALD BENOLIEL 
JUDITH ANN BERRY 
SYDNEY B . BIDDLE 
SUE A. BERGER 
JOAN STERN BERMAN 
"Joanie" .. . his tory major . .. transfer from 
Goucher ... day hop ... career girl-keeps 
Bobby happy .... chic ... pet peeve-student 
teaching .. . Is that blue Studebaker illegally 
parked? ... "You know, like ... " . . . 
passion for purple . 
JUDITH ANN BERRY 
"Judy-bee" ... sugar and spice. . "I'm not 
d iving th is yea r!" ... 0 Chi girl ... always 
;lood for a fourth ... Pisma r ... Maples 
Lady ... "Bueno!" ... walkin' in the ra in 
... star-gazer ... "Where's my pretazeebee?" 
... " horses!" . . . another free record . . . 
M ickey ... two mo:e inches .. . devoted 
math major. 
RICHARD M. BLOOD 
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JERROLD C. BONN DONALD BRETZGER 
MARILYN SHELLY BRINER RI C HARD C. BRITTAIN 
DORETTA M. BROW N KENNET H E . BUGGELN 
JERROLD C. BONN 
"Jerry" .. conscientious procras tinator 
usually on a die t ... telephone calls ... 
lemon meringue pies ... "Ma tu sow, you 
got the 'informashun'?" ... A .P.O. San ta 
Claus . Debating Club's perennial novice 
· .. "John Bonn" ... Stockier's smile ... 
"I came here to 'build myself up' " . will 
continue the monumental task at Jeff. 
DONALD BRETZGER 
"Wilbur" ... "the highbrow" . .. a car in 
the good Doctor 's train ... chess club presi-
dent ... Brodbeck first and last . .. Dean's 
lister ... isa to ic anhydride . . . " If you ha ve 
a m inu te I'l l show you how" . . . Wh itey, 
Toddy, and Derr ... "I've got to go to lab" 
· .. "Amazing" ... "Checkmate." 
MARILYN SHELLY BRINER 
" Toots" . Mrs. B. since June .. . Tau 
Sigger . . . ex-Maples' lady . . . Juniata 
bound ... Richard . .. Ursinus twirler ... 
Chri ssy and Stinky .. . fun in the summer-
time ... ''I'm hungry" ... ec. secretary .. . 
burns midn ight o i l ... last semester at Mary 
Washington ... Lieutenant's wife at Quantico . 
RICHARD C. BR iTTAIN 
" Brit" ... Zeta Ch i ... Ec. major . .. varsity 
tackle ... engaged to Betty ex-janitor 
of Brodbeck and member of the Zoo . . . 
Varsity club . .. Bob's boy ... weightman 
in track ... Dean's lister ... soph ruler ... 
"Hey Del " ... weekends at O .c. ... ''I'm 
going to law school " . . . bootlegger from 
Danville. 
DORETT A M . BROWN 
"Doretta" . . . mother Brown . raised 
Loretta ... Gene's little woman ... domestic 
dove . . . talented seamstress ., mathe-
matical whiz .. . physics forever ... Rosi -
crucians ... "But it's only logical" ... from 
Bancroft to Hobson ... grass or grapefruit 
seed? ... "Well, it's debatable" ... romance 
through the mail ... Gene's here; see that 
glow! 
KENNETH E. BUGGELN 
"Buge" .. . loyal A.P.E .... track co-captain 
· .. known to hold a few records ... Varsity 
club . .. winter garden runner for Shanahan 
C. C. . .. O.C.B.P .... condition man ... 
the student? .. Curtis to Stauffer ... pres-
sure pinning ... "Breakfast, Mark?" ... 
10-10: 30 man ... wild summertime parties 
· .. crazy jitterbugger ... easygoing. 
MARIE REGINA CAIRO 
" Regg ie" . . . "I never argue when I'm 
right!" . . . l inoneum-ambulance . . . Sig 
Rho 's first lady (via John ) ... Stone Harbor 
... summer school! ... cheerleader .. . 
Junior Prom court . . . Flatbush U-turn .. . 
Fronko's favorite sister ... "Give me an F 
and M hi-fl-er ... Maples lady ... religious 
bull sessions witr. room ies ... Tau Sig .. . 
Beardwood prexy . 
JOSEPHINE A . CARINO 
" Josie" . .. al ias O 'Car ino . .. 0 Chi veep 
... Three Musketeers . .. Cheerleader ... 
Dr. M iller's Scribe ... "Oh?" ... dancer 
delu xe . . . bu s. adder . . . "What are 
Stuckeys?" .. . red and white Chevy . .. 
Friday 13 th ... North Penn asse t ... Dond i 
Hobson hairculler . .. " Ole !" ... sunny 
and spi rited .. . navy blue and gold . 
CAROLYN S. CARTER 
"Carter" . .. qualified chaperone .. . day-
time sleeper .. . night time bridge playe r 
· .. Pont iac every yea r . . . " Be su re I'm 
up" .. . "Coffee-time?" . . . second home, 
Norris town pool ... Sig Nuer ... W.A.A. 
council .. . happy days at Bridgeport ... 
Shreiner's ca nary? . "I 've got a game to 
ref" . .. fr iend to the end . 
ROBERT H. CAUFFMAN 
" Bob" . .. " Ah , I'm just kiddin'" ... always 
with the sa me girl .. . "Guess w ho ran into 
a hurdle in the inter-fratern i ty track meet !" 
· .. champion drood ler. . loves Post ca r-
toons . .. only senior in P.E. 101 ... mi ssed 
half a ba se ball season. Why?-broken wris t! 
· . . day student. 
RICHARD S. CHERN 
"Biggie" . . . bus .ad . . . athlete, scholar, 
lover ... baseballer, ba sketballer ... af~r-
noon flake .. . Demas boy-no thing . .. not 
built , but wiry ... " Bigg ie the Bea r" ... 
heads in tra mural s with "Oils" . . . Speck 
customer . . . Yost's hatchet man . . . " But I 
love her" ... ''I'd like to announce." 
BERNARD A. COLAMECO 
"Pops" .. . Delaware devi l da y dri ve r 
bu s. ad major . .. captain of the culinary 
crew ... army vet .. . neopolitan nightmare 
frequenter ... loya l A.P .E . .... intramural 
ace ... " Fat Men" ... rowboats and re-
freshments . . . va rsi ty dart . .. " Where you 
been , pres?" .. champ at eights ... Cape 
May hamburger tycoon. 
MA RIE REG INA CAIRO JOSEPHINE A. CARINO 
CAROLYN S. CARTER ROBERT H . CAUFFMAN 
RICHARD S. CHERN BERNARD A. COLAMECO 
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NORMAN R. COLE 
"Norm" ... bio . major ... home on week-
ends ... Meistersi ngers and Messiah stalwart 
· .. "Ping-Pong?" ... "Wowee!" ... copious 
notes ... 10 : 00 tea time ... prone toward 
classical music ... early to bed, early to rise 
· .. "Check my comp" ... "Women, like 
money, can be root of evil-little evil is spice 
of life." 
ROGER S. COLE 
" Roge" . .. Around the world and Maples 
in 80 days ... I.R.C. ... Weekly ... Dean's 
list? ... "This car gotta go" ... ex-army 
tanker ... "What am I gonna do, Minter?" 
· .. the ardent Frenchman ... "I can't be-
lieve that! " . the Weekly 's letter writer 
· .. the kid can dance. 
MARLENE F. CORDING 
SANDRA C. CUMMINGS 
" Sandy" ... English major ... Phi Psi Pal 
.. . " Don' t hi t me, I'm li ttle!" ... Dr . Yost 
fan . .. "Coffee time!" ... hails from Ph i la-
delphia . " Let's have one more cigarette!!" 
ex-Super House girl ... studen t teacher. 
WILLIAM P. DELANEY, JR . 
" Bil l" ... " Diny" .. . elocu tion expert 
basketball player? . . . wa tch out for those 
black l ines ... surefoot ... known to w rite 
editorials ... Curtis inhabitan t ... cop player 
deluxe .. . accounting whiz ... shortarms 
... loyal A .P.E .... no ec. courses left ... 
wha t piano? ... Varsity club .. . Norris town 
calf champ. 
NORMAN R. COLE 
JERRY C. CROSSLEY 
SANDRA C. CUMMINGS 
b 
ROGER S. COLE 
MARLENE F. COR DiNG 
" Perri" .. . the gal from Brooklyn ... Kappa 
Delta Kappa ... fem inini ty plus ... T.G.I.F. 
club ... "Pixie anyone?" ... F.T.A .... 
sincere friend . . . Meistersingers "Canary" 
... kid sis ter ... "Oh, really?" ... " Must 
do some work" ... German enthusiast 
Hobsonite . .. Messiah Chorus . . . "Oh, no!" 
JERRY C. CROSSLEY 
"Jer" . . . Bull of Brodbeck . . . "Why 
doesn't Doc use?" . .. A.P.O. enthusiast ... 
" Boy , are you neurotic!" ... God's gift to 
the female race ... Ma ttern fan.. English 
major . . . martyr of the track team . . . 
" This year I'l l try the two-mile" ... Lantern 
staff . . . Dean's lister . 
WIL LIAM P. DELANY, JR. 
RICHARD E. DICKERSON RO SE MARIE DODIG 
DAVID DUNFEE 
" Da ve" ... gray Pl y mouth ... " Dem mones, 
d em bones" ... Pre-M ed socie ty ... efficient 
ta xi se rvice . . . "Gee whiz". . scie nt is t of 
the lunch table . . M essia h ... hater o f 
horns ... Meistersingers .. . amateur press 
photographer . . . H i-Fi bug ... Lane 's prize 
torment. 
WESLEY P. DUNNINGTON , JR . 
" Wes" ... bus. ad. major . .. t. v. minor 
· .. "Finally made it!" ... Fircroft 's com-
missar ... navy ve t ... met icu lous dresser 
· .. Lloyd 's buddy . .. a real sa lesma n ... 
"You' re dead!" . . . "Hey, Bruce!" . . . not 
known for holding up traffic .. Beta Sig 
· . . " 1 need some coffee". . " She ' li never 
know." 
DAVID DUNFEE 
JOHN w. ECKERSLEY, JR. ROBERT M. FAMOUS 
RICHARD E. DICKERSO 
" Dic " ... b iology major ... letter man in 
footba ll and track ... Vars ity club ... Demas 
strong arm man ... heads O.M.M .... "Is 
my son dead?" ... future in research .. . 
cool sounds ... music minor? ... laugh at 
anything ... great dancer ... modern jazz 
· . . M y man! ... big as all igators. 
ROSE MARIE DOD IG 
" Rod i" ... Norristown teacher ... " g lad 
day" ... Beardwood Chem. Society preSident 
· .. MeSSiah ... Chem assis ta n t ... part-
t ime Dean 's lister ... calculus for hours ... 
" 1 like them six feet and over" ... ex-b ird 
watcher .. . popcorn ma er ... fencing ... 
" Wish I had more clothes" . . . nower of 
chemistry world ... realist ... one of three . 
W E SLEY P. DUNNINGTON , JR. 
JOHN W . ECKERSLEY, JR . 
Jas. Step, and T.B.. A.P.O . ... " The 
victory-never again " ... the Dean 's team 
· .. "Let's drug it" . .. "Going home th is 
week-end?" ... Lo is . . . Temple bound ... 
Bug sy's boy ... citadel of knowledge 
" On ly fi ve labs a week" ... "Gotta fudge 
it" ... fishing fanatic . .. Pre-Med society 
president. 
ROB ERT M. FAMOUS 
"Roddie" ... proud father . .. football cap-
tain ... alwa ys seen with little mah .. . 
Veep of A.P .E . . .. known to play Cops .. . 
co-captain of baseball team . .. multi-major 
· .. secretary of Varsity club. . "Papa was 
a halfback" .. . Don 's brother .. Little AII-
American . . . pro-baseball . . Who's Who . 
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KENNETH R. FAY 
"Pete " . .. Pascal of philosophy 7 ... Beta 
Sig 's master ... "Come on , Bern ie, let's go 
see Danny" . . . "So that's why you can ' t 
sing in chapel " ... sleeps with same grin 
· .. 29 V2 ... "Where's the other half, Pete? " 
· .. "Anyone for barbecued ch icken? " .. . 
day by day . . . Tennessee. 
SANDRA L. FENSTERMACH ER 
"Sandy" . . . "Phi Psi, me favorite " ... "Oh, 
those parties!" ... " But Darla , you know I 
love gum" . .. " 13 le tters ?-that's me rooms" 
· .. Fircroft 's wall writ ing ... " Say I did!" 
· .. "You? " ... "If you th ink you have 
troubles" . .. " Pea s! I love peas!" ... mail 
and male problems! 
CARL E. FONTAINE 
" Carl " ... that "veteran-view" . .. U.S.A .F. 
· . . "M y car needs an ad jus tment" . . . 
dinners out wi th the wife. . fa vo rite sub-
ject: part -time jobs ... "Drug Store Ph i l-
osopher" . . . hectic history major ... "Got 
an idea for a feature !" .. . a night out w ith 
the boys . .. law school level. 
REBECCA K. FRANCIS 
" Becky" . . . Collegeville 's own contribution 
to old U.c. .. . a Drexel transfer most partial 
to " Apple Pie" .. . the girl with the gavel 
· . . a "Y" leader ... summer work camper 
in Finland .. . Tau Sig bred ... g ift for gab 
· .. seminary bound. 
JANET L. GEATENS 
"Jan" ... Pre-Med scribe ... Messiah 
bio. assistant . . . " Alice" . . . part-time 
Dean 's lister . . . organic for hours . . . 
"umor" .. . lesson plans for North Penn . .. 
"Letting my hair grow" .. . doesn 't l ike pork! 
· .. movie star with cadaver ... one of three 
· .. blink ing lights ... whistler .. . "ambi-
feetrous" ... " Don 't be ridiculous!" 
ROBERT C. GERY 
" Bob" ... bus . ad major ... commutes from 
East Greenville in "Bessie" . . . supports 
Upper Pt;rkiomen Valley J .C.'s . . "Bob-
burger" king ... married to Jack ie ... no 
more week-end trips to Danv ille ... lunch 
with Sieb's Chief of Pol ice ... " Let 's check 
the files" . . . Delta Pi tan . 
KENNETH R . FAY SANDRA L . FEN STER MACHER 
CARL E . FONTAINE REBECCA K. FRANCIS 
JANET L. GEATENS ROBERT C. GERY 
JAMES B. GEYER ROBERT S . G l lGOR 
DARLA l . GINGERI C H BEVERLY W . GlODFElTER 
W . lAWRENC E GODLEY , JR. MARY R. GOTSHAlK 
JAMES B. G EYER 
"Jim" ... a d ay student who owns sea t in 
Supp ly Store .. . "Time for one more hand" 
· .. math major, ex . bus. ad ... . Dean's list 
in year 1 A .G . (after German) ... avoca-
tion - br idge, chess, and tutoring, in tha t 
o rde r. 
ROBERT S. GJ LGOR 
" Bob" . . . Pre-M ed veep . . . Pe nn bound 
· .. Ruby staff ... A lpha Psi ... shades of 
D.O ... . Dean's lister . .. " Rozape" .. . 
dates other ha lf ... p hilosop her ... orig inal 
6 -0 , 6 -0 ... " He read s a lot" ... p sychic 
· .. " Hey, Norm" .. . g ung-ho every th ing 
· . . " How does th is tobacco smell?" . . . 
plans to buy academy .. . P-man .. . " O n 
Ry Kr isp ." 
DARLA ~. GINGER ICH 
"Do you think" ... " ok" . .. most sociable 
supply manager ... Farmer's daughter ... 
" 0 Perfect Love" ... " Be sure to wake me" 
· .. Zetan mascot ... bubbl iest Ph i Psier 
· .. "Shenanigan's, of course" ... Fi rcroft 's 
attic cinderella .. "Sure, I' ll go" ... " Buy 
me th is" . . . loves apples, ki ttens, and 
" French." 
BEVERLY W . G LODFEl TER 
" Bev" . .. "Oh heavens!" ... Massachusetts 
bound ... green Ford . . . "Great Scott!" 
· . . guest at Guests . .. Sigma Nu's a mighty 
crew .. . W eekly staff . .. " Y" for me .. . 
secondary ed . future ... Day Study veep 
· .. "Coffee anyone?" . .. Curtain Club . .. 
I.R.C. . . . Armstrong adherent ... " Ever 
onward!" 
W . LAWRENCE GODLEY, JR. 
" Larry" . . . business admini st ration 
former Stine resi den t ... Howard Johnson's 
every week-end .. . " Touchee" . .. Alpha 
Phi Omega, national service fraternity . 
Lord Kilbracken ... " Not French again!" 
MARY R. GOTSHALK 
" Mary" ... " The trouble with Harry" 
commuting res ident . . . good friend 
" Out for d inner, anyone? " ... affin i ty for 
housemothers . . . pen for every occasion 
· .. can't si t st i ll ... T.G .I.F. club ... three 
years in Bancroft-one of "Irma's imps" 
Swedish ... " Aunt ie Mame" . .. July 
" eight o'clocks" .. . "I' ll never tell. " 
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KENNETH W . GRAY 
WILLIAM L. HAINES 
" Bil l" . . . worshi ps music ... Meistersinger 
... Messi ah choru s . . . fugitive from Zoo 
.. . hi story major who likes psych . .. . man 
of few words . . . " Nex t semester, th ings 
w i ll be different" ... Breakfast = F ... 
"Where's Barr' ?" .. . news for 'Doc," Dick, 
and Andy : AI "has" discovered cancerous air 
Buick bound fo r law school. 
THEODORE G. HALL, II 
" Needles" . . . tall ... Sig Rho 'er . . . pariah 
of the pre-medders . .. "fifth" man at Lake-
side . . . likes tal l women. Hibernu im 
Irish ... " Don' t equivocate" ... top man 
on his one man totem pole ... deadly at 
darts .. will be success in h is field .. . 
loyal friend . 
JUDITH A. HARTGEN 
KENNETH W. GRUNDY 
WI LL IAM L. HAIN ES 
DONALD HARTMAN 
KENNETH W . GRAY 
" Kenny" . . Sig Rho . .. the "Y" for all! 
" Easy Ed's" cry ing lowel ... " Feather" . 
Soph Ruler ... " But I luv' you Ken-ny!" . . 
introvert's row .. . organ ic for hours .. 
OCS bound . . . play cri tic supreme . . 
Roland . .. a We ider champ ... " It 's bronze 
up time" ... Carol. 
KENNETH W . GRUNDY 
" Grun" . .. " The Machine" . .. pinned to his 
books .. . Ruby Business Manager . . . Cub 
and Key .. . soccer capta in .. . terrible t ies 
. . . hoards paper and food . . . doesn' t 
drink .. . Demas . .. Sandy's Party . . song 
composer ... math minor . . . $5100 ?? . . 
Stuic . . . bites fingernail s ... Flor ida . 
Carle ton College . . . Canad ian Ace . . 
tightwad . 
THEODORE G. HALL, II 
JUDITH A . HARTGEN 
"Judy" ... Pa isley's First Lady ... Connecti-
cut Yankee.. Sig Nu ... one of the Flop-
house Five .. . " Let's have a party" ... ex-
Cia mer strut . . . p ian is t for Mess iah and 
Meistersinger-four years .. . Europe with the 
Hoboes ... "I'm reacting " . . . Pi Nu scr ibe 
"You 've got to be a diplomat." 
DONALD HARTMAN 
"Wuz" ... chem . major ... 167 pound 
grappler ... the old man of the team ... 
"Hey, Howie!" ... music m inor ... chased 
Barbara t i ll she caught him . bought a 
station wagon to make money on the away 
matches. 
CARL W . HASSLER 
"Carl" ... West Lawn 's gift to Ursi nu s ... 
Jeff. medicine man ... "Head" man of Curt is 
· .. proctor ... Mose's room ie for three years 
· .. "Check my ma il box" ... week-ends at 
Jeffersonville ... great pug ilis t ... football 
quarterback . . in tramural B-ball ace ... 
Varsity clubber . . . Dema s. 
PETER HAYNICZ 
"Pete" "She'll have to ask me!" ... 
tomato taster and potato p icke r ... farmer 
boy ... "Hi, Bugs" . .. Yiddi sh Polack? ... 
Pre-med ... "Rocco's anyone?" ... coolon 
dance floor ... "Oh, Petey" ... " Uncle Bob" 
· .. another agony afternoon ... no sweat 
" Lumper" ... Jeff bound .. . poker 
face. 
BRU C E L . H E LL E R 
CONRAD e. HOOVER 
" Conn ie" . . . "Cuddles" ... holi er than thou 
... honor student . .. future successor of/ 
Sf. Peter ... busi ness deal in Rome ... the 
perfect straig ht man ... Rei n ie, Dick, and 
Pa ul ... sickl y fa i th hea ler .. . resi dent day 
student . .. " Uborna ya!" ... emulator of 
Bob .. . one of the toad s ... lewd prude 
heads Meisters ingers and Chi Alpha . 
ORIN G . HOUSER 
" Hoody" . . . ex. G.I. . .. Harry, Hood y, and 
Jim . . . Nova Scotian . .. sports minded . . . 
stick ball champ . . an ,A. .P.E .... Court 
Robber .. . peanuts ... hamster k ing ... 
M usketeer by marriage ... antique add ic t 
. .. gentlemen prefer blondes . . . summer 
school physici st ... Val 's man. 
CARL W . HA SS LER 
DONALD R. HODGSON 
CONRAD C . H OOVER 
PETER HAYNICZ 
BRUCE L. HELLER 
" Bruce" . . . among other th ings, a member 
of Calvin 's Cult ... subtley slipped the snares 
of seminary . .. a somet imes bridge player 
... "Only a little b i t Dutchy" ... "Grom-
oshka " ... "I f you ' re gonna goof- do it right!" 
... thorn in Lloyd's side .. . "Thank you , 
Wes ." 
DO NALD R. HODGSON 
" A ud ie" ... Sue J .. .. Bus. ad ... A. P.E. 
p rexy . . . I. F.e. member ... president, River 
Rats ... ex-marine, tank d river ... stea m 
table cook ... week-end beer magnate .. . 
" Lacrosse anybody?" . . . 10: 30 snacks . . . 
4 yea r Cu rt is man ... no seconds ... " Close 
that door" ... tracto r-trailer fo r grad uat ion. 
OR IN G . H OUS E R 
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ALVIN HUTCHKO JOHN N. IDLER 
ANN L. IRISH JOHN C . JACKSON 
RONALD J. JASTRZEMSKI CAROLINE R. JEWETT 
ALVIN HUTCHKO 
" AI " . .. Sig Rho . .. Spirit Committee 
cheerleader . . . pre-med (?) . . . "intro-
vert's row" ... loved by all those Read ing 
women . . . Hutchko's Hideaway ... helps 
Ken weight lift!! . .. "I 'm sorry fellas, but I 
just don't drink fast " .. . Campbell Soup and 
Aljoe 's in the summer . . . headed for Cornell 
(maybe) . 
JOHN N. IDLER 
"Nussle" . .. Sigma Rho Lambda president 
· . . ex-class exchequer . . . pre-law . . . 
soph ruler .. . I.F.e. .. . had a "happy" 21 st 
· .. ain ' t got no bed . .. "nussle" champion 
of Sig Rho . . . I.F.e. half miler . . . "Hey 
rum!" . . . studier personified . . . Reggie 
major and pol. sci . minor ... true ... Spirit 
Committee ... Stuic. 
ANN L. IRISH 
"Ann" ... "Fircroft Theata" ... Zeta Chi 
lover ... a ship shape room ... assistant 
headwaiter 's buddy ... has had many a 
roommate ... Mrs . Rei ssig's pet ... another 
Yost test . .. " Lose sleep?-Never!" .. "A 
party, let's go" ... advanced knitting ... 
"A Michigan Blue jacket." 
JOHN e. JACKSON 
" Bops" ... Dema s president . footballer 
· .. ex-heavyweight wrestler ... known to 
break training . .. tea parties .. . sticky bun 
man who hasn't made money at all ... been 
known not to wake up ... "Call me in" 
navy vet ... intramural basketball .. . every-
body's friend. 
RONALD J. JASTRZEMSKI 
"Jas" . . . Holocaust in hi-fi . . . "I hate 
science" . . . annual offering to Baal 
founder of e. of e. ... Inner Circle 
Doctor of Yugobagnesian ... friend of Pacelli 
· .. Bridesburg Revi si ted . . . " Too bad the 
Inquisition didn 't last" . . . "Pre-Med, ha!" 
Step, John, Dick, T.B., and Kiv. 
CAROLINE R. JEWETT 
"Lynn" ... prexy of W.S.G .A .... Meister· 
singers ... week-end jaunts to Drexel Hill 
· . . Vermont Yankee ... "It's my year to get 
B's!" ... member of Dr . Yost's fan club ... 
"Must go 'work' in the kitchen" ... house-
hunting with Tom ... "Golly"! ... pale pink 
wedding gown? ... antique admirer ... 
Who's Who . 
SUE E. JUSTICE 
"Sue J ." ... Friday night widow ... "Florida 
flamingo!" ... avid student teacher ? ... 
"Coffee time? " ... best roomie Nan ever had 
... prexy W .A .A. ... "Susie Q ." . .. battle 
scars from hockey . . . "Gotta study so I'll 
go to sleep!" . one of Snell's Belles 
Don's first lady ... dancin ' decorator! 
JAMES C. KERSHNER 
"Jim" ... Beta Sig scribe for two years ... 
big day February 2 . . . bu s. adder ... Cur-
tain clubber ... great asset to Tatnall Meas-
uring System ... dart champion plus .. . 
Barb's favorite student. 
NANCY L. KING 
" Nan" ... prexy Y.W .C.A . ... King vs. 
" f/ope" . .. best roomie Sue J. ever had ... 
"Tau Sig 's the best!" ... French coa t traveler 
. "Young Christian Woman" ... diet day 
... kitchen "krew" ... Calvin 's club ... 
. . . "Oh! I'm easily shocked!" ... " fa ncy 
pants" ... "Coffee t ime!" ... school marm 
Who's Who. 
N. WAYNE KRESSLEY 
"Kress Babe" .. . "Awright gang" ... wrest-
ling ... "Mr. Bandman" ... "I'm going to 
breakfast tomorrow" ... M essiah and M eis ter-
singe rs .. . immigrant to "72 4" ... Orni-
thorhynchus ... Chess club sec retary . . . 
ice cubes and frozen sli ppers . . . King Cole 
fan ... affinity for maps ... future physical 
therapist. 
LINDA G. KULP 
"Lin" . .. drives the Black Beetle ... mad 
typ ist .. . always on the go .. . " Bridge at 
9 : 30, gang?" ... Sig Nu .. . Ruby staff ... 
" Want to ride to P-town?" . .. psych major-
history and ec. for hours ... "A'del, Aeyrud 
did it!" ... ringleader of the Pais ley play-
ground. 
IRA R. LEDERMAN 
"Ira " ... Jefferson bound pre-medder 
Weekly and Lantern associate editor 
Ruby feature ed itor ... football . .. music 
major . . . test tube washer . . . " The 
Thinker" ... "The Pusher" . .. biology whiz 
.. . honors ... "Sack time" . .. Brooklyn 
playboy ... d3bbles with women ... Andy 
and Herb's buddy .. . perennial Dean's lister. 
SUE E . JUSTICE JAMES C. KERSHNER 
NANCY L. KING N . WAYNE KRESSLEY 
LINDA G. KULP IRA R. LEDERMAN 
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ANN L. LEGER 
" Ann " .. . extra-curricular major ... Ruby 
co-editor ... Flophouse Five member ... 
Curtain club and Sig Nu scribe .. . Europe 
via Hobo Tour ... party enthusiast . 
Alpha Psi Omega . . . thumper star . 
I.R.C. veep . .. morning coffee klatch . 
Dr. Miller's devotee . . . N .S.C.Y. '57 . 
supply sto re bridge ... South memories .. 
W .U.S. general committee . . . "Set the 
ala rm!" ... jazz lover ... Who's Who. 
A. LAN E lITKA 
" Lane" . .. chem. major ... day stu dent 
from Evansburg . . . Messiah tenor . . . 
Beardwood Chem. society ... Delta Pi Sigma 
. . . par t-time man in the labs of Superior 
Tube .. . sports enthusiast . .. one of the 
" Week-end Warriors" of the naval reserve 
... easy to ge t along with ... Dave's tor-
ment. 
G A YLE LI V IN GS T O N 
T. WAYNE LOUX, JR. 
"Wayne" ... day student from Norristown 
. .. chem . major ... th ird floo r Pfahler, 
second home . .. Canterbury club . . . "Ha ve 
you done your Erdman? " .. . Beardwood 
Chemical society ... dri ve; a b lue and gray 
Plymouth . . . " Drugs it" occasionally 
future to be found in chem istry. 
LEONARD A. LUB KING 
"Lenny" .. . president of A .P.O . ... treas-
urer of S.E .A .P .... summers at O .c. .. . 
often seen with red-headed phys. edder . . . 
known to B.S ... . keeps law and order in 
Curtis ... card shark No. 2 . . . ardent scholar 
.. . student teacher . . . scoutmaster of Col-
legeville . . . Explosives, Inc. 
ANN L . LEGER 
RI C H A RD L. L O RD 
T . WA Y N E LO UX, JR . 
A . LAN E LlTKA 
GAYLE LIVINGSTON 
"Gayle" ... Ph il's weekly phone cal ls 
alarm clock blues ... 0 Chi p rexy ... Beta 
Sig 's queen . . . " Bri dge, Judsch?" . . . 
5 ' 1 1 " - hea d above the crowd . . . "Gotta 
grow my na i ls" . . . subt le remarks . . . 
" Can 't bel ieve I'm twenty-o ne !" .. . " I'm 
independent" ... grad . school . . . "I 'm from 
Long Island" .. . spends summers sailing . 
RICHARD l. LORD 
"Dick" ... drives a Jag . .. futu re lawyer 
.. one of Sieb 's boys ... 29 V2 . .. Demas 
. . . q uie t hustler ... home on week-end s 
. . . dusty books . . . Rupe's buddy . . . 
inelig ible Dean 's lis te r . . . tea par ties . .. 
wel l heeled . . . perenn ia l g ripe r . . . intra -
mural B-ball champ . .. Bops' roommate. 
LEO N ARD A . L U B K I NG 
D. BRU C E MaCGREGOR 
ANGELINE J . McKEY 
"Angie" ... tall timber from New Hamp-
shire ... " Reall y!" ... "Vive 0 Chi" .. . 
twice Curtain club prexy . . . Three Mus-
ke teers ... win ter sports fan .. . Alpha Psi 
Omega . . . Friday 13th . . . "O le" . 
Dean 's team . . . president of Hobson . 
Pogo . .. clan of Yost and Armstrong . 
Stuckeys ... future Bernhardt . .. sophist i-
cated lady . 
LORETTA A. MARSElLA 
"Lorella " ... ind ividualism pius ... " I'm 
shy" . . . Yost all the way ... "Oh, that 
library life" ... " Blast it anyway" ... logi -
cal? never! ... " Now Dorelia" .. . "I hate 
men " ... " How do I get into these th ings? " 
. . . "To teach , or not to teach : that is the 
question ." 
EDWA RD J. MARSHALL, JR . 
EDWIN S. MACK 
ANGELINE J . MCK EY 
JOAN F . MARTIN 
d 
D. BRUCE MAcGREGOR 
"Moose" . . . has been seen studying 
" Let's put the top down" . . . Garden City 
Hood ... Zeta Ch i .. . member of the zoo 
· .. Marlboro Man . .. "Patty 's the smaller 
half" ... "Hey, Bandstand's on" . .. Ruby 
staff ... ex. sports ed itor of Weekly . 
ec. major . .. basketbal l whiz ... "Let's do 
something!" 
EDWIN S. MACK 
"Whitey" ... fluted in the band ... spent a 
summer at B.U .... "I shall return!" ... 
Meistersingers and Messiah .. . a chess mate 
· .. d igital computers and circular chess ... 
pinochle in the day study ... cribbage in 
Brodbeck ... chess in Pfahler ... math in 
Freeland ... ukulele anywhere . 
LORETTA A . MARSE LLA 
EDWARD J. MARSHALL, JR . 
" Ed " ... 4 years in U.S.A.F ... . Ursinus 
'50-'58 ... bio . major ... Dia ne's daddy 
· .. " Di ane, no-o-oll" ... Zeta Chi ... 
"Must be Stell 's cooking!" ... champ mat 
man ... "Am lout of cond ition .. . Vars ity 
club ... "Gotta new rifle" . .. loves New 
England seafood! 
JOAN F. MARTIN 
"Joannie" ... president of Tau Sig and Spir it 
Comm ittee ... "Zowie dow !" ... pinned to 
Dr. Bob ... " Let's have a howl !" .. faints 
at weddings! ... " Fight Beahs, Fight" . . . 
" Pahty and cahs" ... Zeta Chi queen .. . 
bubbl ing blonde .. . " babe" of Norristown 
High ... Ruby ... famous shimmyer ... 
May court . .. Who's Who. 
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LOIS J. MARTYN 
" Lo" .. . " Let's move the fu rn iture" .. . Sig 
Nu 's grace-saye r ... Temple M ed. School 
bound ... energy p lus ... " Wh y d id Hutch 
have to leave?" ... cl usters .. . Adele 's 
conscience . .. " Y" retreater . .. " Ginger-
brea d never goes stale !" . . . " Who can I get 
fo r vespers?" .. . L.J .M. o riginal s. 
LOUIS F. MASSI NO 
" Lou" .. . business admin is tratio n majo r 
day student from G lenside . . . Newman cl ub 
· .. deba t ing team . . . foo tball and ba se-
bal l p layer for "Sieb" . .. always enjoys 
te l ling and lis tening to a good joke . .. " Did 
he take roll yes terd ay? " ... enjoys ji tte r-
buggi ng and talking about sports. 
ALLEN J. MA TUSOW 
" AI " ... president of Pi Gamma Mu ... 
abstra ct thinker . . . wi tt y, rati onal ... I.R.C. 
· .. fu tu re col lege prof . . . . b ig Brodbeck 
threat wi th we t towel . . . fi rst Curta in clubber 
to mess up his on ly li ne . .. " We gotta 
smash 'em" . . . Dean 's lister . . Debati ng 
club's g ift to Immaculata ... Lantern ed i-
tor ial board . 
MAR lLYN L. MEEKER 
"Mari lyn" ... tra ck star betw een meetings 
· . . I.S.C. - Kappa Delta Kappa prexy . . . 
Da y Study cu stodian resid ing 16 1 Stauffer 
and library ... French speak ing hi story major 
· . . " What am I go ing to do ?" . . . parking 
t ickets . . . summers by the sea . . " OK" 
· .. Messiah .. . " counter" recording . .. I.R .C. 
and Meistersingers .. . w onderful roommate! 
CHAR LES I. MI LLER, JR. 
"Chuck" . .. chem istry . . . Delta Pi secre-
tary . . . Frida y nights at Melody Barn . .. 
shoot cork-fi ve with seven innings ... " Got 
an y jell y bean s, pledge" .. . music appre-
ci at ion gang .. . trips up-s tate wi th M ike . 
holding down the cha i r in Pfahler lobby ... 
" I' ll get my mom to type it. " 
JOHANNA M . MI LLER 
" Jub i lant Jo" . . . " It wasn ' t me thi s time!" 
· .. 239 or Eskimo's heaven ... dungarees 
amputated at the knee . . . owns Chaucer, 
most popular Urs inus bear . . . Ph i Ps i's girl 
with the stars in her eyes . . . social secre-
tary .. . hi -fi amoeba . . . imagination extra-
ordinaire . .. sincere friend . 
LOI S J . M ARTYN L O UI S F . MASSIN O 
ALLEN J . MATU SOW M ARIL Y N L. M EE K ER 
C HARLE S I . M ILLER , JR . J O H A N N A M . MI LL E R 
RICHARD P . MIL LER WILLIAM F. MILLER, JR. 
HENRY C. MINTER GEORGE Y. MIYAZAKI 
LOIS V. MOLITOR WALTER WI LLIAM MONTGOMERY 
" Dic " 
pipes-smo 
tege 
bu tah" . 
hair" .. 
RICHARD P. MILLER 
. square wheels-shl tl ... SIX 
es cigarettes Westley's pro-
eep of Toad Club "Pass the 
. "The big d w th he bushy 
hyperbol c h s rlonlCS . . . "Be 
ready In a minute ac or, art st, and 
Bill and Connie. aesthetic . Jas, Step T B 
WILLIAM M. MILLER JR. 
" Bill" ... father of three girls ... future 
" mouthpiece" . . . ex G I . . . "where's 
McCabe?" ... one of the makers of par ing 
violation tic ets . . . Del a P . . . "uber 
alles!" ... stir crazy at La eSld~ ... known 
for his De lta Pi airplane ... great person-
ality ... always a smile. 
HENRY C. MINTER 
"Cl ark" . .. world tra vele r .. . I.R .C. . . . 
ambassador of good will. business admin-
istrat ion major ... Lantern staff ... Beta 
Sig's week-end mechan ic . . . the charmer 
... " Let 's tour the valley" ... gregarious 
hermit ... philosophy fo r hours ... "Oh, 
those Maples days!" ... the Gal i leo project 
" Wake me for chapel!" 
GEORGE Y. MIYAZAKI 
"George" ... pre-medder . . . th ird floor 
Pfahler, secon d home . . . lab assis ta n t . . 
" Ah , come on!" . . . Messia h tenor . 
favorite pastime-s leep .. ideal is t . . 
artistically inc lined . .. " But, then ... " .. 
Dean's lister . . . "You ' re out of i t !" . 
shaves before exams . . . works (?) in 
kitchen ... " Thanks, Martha !" 
LOIS V. MOLITOR 
" Lo" . .. W .S.G .A .... Ph i-Psi . .. "See 
Oils? " . .. " Ha ve any Sen ior Prom themes? " 
... "Called my mom!" .. . "Yu mmy" .. . 
efficiency plu s . . . Chinese tea grower .. . 
student teacher ... June!! . . "I 've got a 
Yost test" . . . the girl with the Chevy . .. 
" Plea se hook th is bracelet " . .. Who's Who. 
WALTER WILLIAM MONTGOMERY 
" Monty" ... president of Delta Pi ... Alpha 
Psi bigw ig ... part ial to Sig Nu ... ed itor 
of the Weekly ... morn ings at coffee . . . 
re tired Santa ... Cub and Key member .•• 
that laugh! . . . international travel er .. . 
champion guppy guzzler . . . fr iendliness 
plus. 
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RI C H A RD J . M OR A N 
ROBERT J. MOSER 
"Mose" . Norristonian . occasional 
B-bal ler . . pre-medder ... Demas secre-
tary walks to Paisley .. . Chevy con-
ve rtib le enthusiast . . . Hass's roomie for 
three years . .. Curtis breakfast clubber . . . 
"and all" ... adult wes tern critic ... clean 
liver . .. Fl orida trip .. . intramural ace ... 
sanitation engineer "Speck's anyone?" 
studying th is year. 
JANE LOUISE MOWREY 
"Janie" ... Tau Sig 's Do ri s Da y . . . "That's 
the way it should be" . .. A.P.O. queen 
... coffee and Shakespeare . .. that Ipana 
smile! ... arts Df homemaking . . . likes 
pizza ... two school teachers in one family 
. . . Meistersingers .. . classical music en-
thusiast .. . marriage?-five days after gradu-
ation , June 14th. 
DAVID L. MOYER 
EUGENE T . M ORITA 
ROBERT J . MO S ER 
E. MEGAN MYERS 
RICHARD J. MORAN 
"Moran ie" ... history major . .. qu iet and 
reserved .. . fa ithful student of Bio. 3-4 ... 
depression cha i r .. . those Frida y nights in 
St ine . . . "Time for another cigarette" ... 
" But why is i t always me?" .. . Mr. Platt 's 
right arm man ... bound for d ivi n ity schoo l. 
EUGENE T. MORITA 
" Gerith" .. . Jefferson bound ... proctor! 
· . . M .S.G.A . .. . " Tenni s anyone ?" 
camera fiend .. "Who me?-i n love? 
si ngs better in shower than in Messi ah 
clar inet player ? . . . chern lab ass istant 
" You ' re ask ing me ?" . .. honorary degree 
in dishwashing . . . "That just isn' t right " 
· . . "Thanks, Martha." 
JANE LOUI S E M O W REY 
DAVID L. MOYER 
" Larry" . .. engineer turned physicist 
two years upstairs waiter . .. Shakespeare 
and German for hours? . . . ep itome of 
bachelorhood . . . late, late bull sessions . . . 
card shark No. 1 . .. "Now's the time for 
se rious work" . .. work cycles . .. known to 
sac out .. . hot Mercury ... Explosives, Inc. 
E. MEGAN MYERS 
"Meg" . Pl ymouth-Whitemarsh teacher . .. 
Messiah ... Pre-Med society . . . bio. as-
sistant ... "Alice" . . . " Don't hardly even" 
· .. Templ e Dent. fan . . . salvages things 
· . . organic for hours ... Ruby typist . .. 
charcoal suits ... "Clarissa" ... Bermuda 
· . . SMH summers . . . movie star with 
cadaver . .. one of three . . . five minutes 
behind rest of world. 
HARRY E. NELSON 
" Harry" ... another one of those crazy head-
shrinke rs ... Vet ... " W hen I wa s in Japan" 
... ph ilosopher in Curt is ... A .P.E . . .. 
waiters ' waiter ... found a home at Urs inus 
. .. " go tta hi t those books" .. " should 
have been a langl.age ma jor" . . . guards the 
coal p i le . .. " W here's Rene?" ... b ig game 
hun ter. 
SUSAN P. NEMBAC H 
" Sue" . . " Nems" . .. G reenwich V i llage 
maiden . . . hammertoe . . . co i ffures by 
Nembachee .. . Brant Beach summer resi-
den t . .. hi fI -er .. . olive o i l . . thinks 
football's coo l! . .. gung -ho every thing . . . 
" No- Sam Spade!" .. . Tau Sig Spi ri t .. . 
fo rmer M aples lady . . . Florid a? . . " M iss 
Coordination" . .. Snell 's ido l .. . brainy 
. . . ph iz edder? 
L OU I S N EM PH OS 
EDWA RD D. OTT ING ER , JR . 
" Ed" . jun ior transfe r to Ursinus from 
Dickinson. . no t ime for colleg iate activities 
· . . bu sy with wife , son , and a student 
pa stora te .. booster of nat ional fratern i t ies 
in general and Sigma Ch i in particu la r . 
RO BE RT E. PAULI 
" Bob" . . . married Do ro thy Anne Pe i rce . . . 
treasurer and fou r year Chi Alpha . . . 
Meistersingers . .. Chapel Choir . .. Mess iah 
· . . expe rt mis-typi st? . . . " Y" Worship 
Commission . . . almost Freeland 's procto r 
· . . history major . . . religion , philosophy, 
and Engl ish minors . . . "Too much work !" 
Greek!! . . . Scranton coal cracke r . . . 
low bass, attempts tenor. 
HARRY E . NEL SO N 
W ARREN E . NORT H , JR . 
EDW A RD D . O TT ING E R, JR. 
SUSAN P . NEMBACH 
LOUIS NEMPHOS 
" Lou " ... day student from Norris town 
poli t ical science major .. . Dean's lister 
d 
Pi Gamma M u . .. " n'est pas tres mal " 
Eng lish Li t. 3-4 gen ius ... connoisseur of the 
arts . .. d rives blue Pontiac .. . grea test 
G reek scho lar since Ar is totle . . . " I know 
it's co ld" . enjoys sports. 
WARREN E. NO RTH, JR. 
" Del " .. . zx . . . Lieutenan t of O .e. B.P. 
economics majo r .. . pla ns to ma rry Paula in 
June ... jani tor of Brodbeck ... member 
o f zoo . .. I.F.e. . .. Soph Ruler ... pl ays 
f ootba ll and track . hell raiser on thi rd 
floor . . . rooms wi th " Bri t" ... ''I'm going 
to Ph illy this week-end ." 
ROB E RT E. PAUL I 
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HERBERT C. PERLMAN STANLEY F . PETERS 
--_III 
RU T H PETRAITIS LARRY N . POWELL 
JEROLD H . PRIC E JOSEPH PULEO 
HERB ERT C. PERLMAN 
" Herb" ... M .S.G.A. ... Zeta Chi ... pre-
medder Jeff-bound ... 1-4-5 .. . " Let's buil d 
a radio! " .. . chemistry whiz ... " Wake me 
at seven!" ... student turned pla yboy ... 
sunlamp treatment . . . Central Plaza . . . 
midnight grinder ... Andy and Ira 's buddy 
· .. " Are you studying again?" . . . sack 
time ... Brodbeck's pharmacis t. 
STAN LEY F. PETERS 
" Stan " . .. pre-med society .. chem so-
ciety ... Dr. Wagner's right hand . . . Dean 's 
list at last . .. Jefferson bound ... A.P .O. 
· .. U.c. band . .. Messia h Chorus ... 
Chapel Choir . .. pa st member of in trovert' s 
row ... heard wedd ing bells . . l ikes 
tra i ler life ... " Where 's the film? " ... ocean 
fisherman . 
RUTH PETRAITIS 
" Ruth" ... Day Study prexy ... " Let's do 
something" .. . wha lchamacallit . . . thinga-
mabob .. . " For instance, II " ... summer 
by the sea . . . Alpha Psi enthusiast . . . 
camera girl .. . at the "500" .. . fi re twirling 
d rum majo rette .. . " W hat 's this act ion?" 
· .. p re-med socialite ... ass istan t in chem . 
lab! ... Sig Nu forever . 
LARRY N . POWELL 
" Larry" ... " E Pluribus Yogums" .. . Beta 
Sig's Ugly Man . . . " The mail mus t go 
through!" . . . language major . . . Sieb's 
answer to Bob Felle r ... "This might be the 
one!" ... America 's good will policy to Cuba 
jacke t fi tt ing 1-2 ... " Library anyone?" 
· .. fa rmer turned hi-fi expert. 
JEROLD H. PR ICE 
" Jerry" ... am ateur psychologis t . . . " Th is 
semeste r I'm going to stud y harder" . . . 
Fette rolf physical cul turist ... Beta Sig indi-
vid ualis t . . . irregular hours ... Slender-
el la ... the old philosophe r . .. Soph Ruler 
... co-wri ter of ballad s ... "Just when you 
think you've got them figu red out." 
JOSEPH PULEO 
" Joe" ... busi ness ma jor ... navy veteran 
.. . shou ld go to law school but won't .. . 
likes teach ing but is going into sell ing 
likes Engl ish and history but ma jors in eco-
nomics ... " This is a rough world!" 
ROSEMARIE K. PULEO 
"Ro" . . . " Wo and Cwa ig " ... Flor ida tr ip-
per .. . pol. sci . major but phys . edder at 
heart ... explos ive personal i ty . . . fIre-
crackers .. . tales of south . . . al ways 21 
. . . "I refu se to bel ieve i t! " ... O.c. w eek-
ends .. . Europe bound ... " I l ive a charmed 
life!" ... " Good grief!" . .. supp ly store 
add ict. 
IRENE M. RAWCLIFFE 
"Rene" ... "Smiley" . .. ' 'I'm very sensi tive" 
... staunch Tau Sigger .. . former Maple's 
lady . . . hi- fl-er . . . Snell -Belle ... basket-
ball co-captain .. . tennis musc le . . lost 
Tau Sig hat in F;orida . . . "Who am I th ink-
ing of? " . .. New York escapade . .. wet 
shore week-end ... sports Harrysan 's p in. 
HARRAL A. REDDEN , JR . 
" Hal " ... " Foggy" ... gung-ho insurance 
· .. bu s. ad. major .. . '58's class presi.dent 
Cub and Key . . . green bean ... 
M essiah Chorus . . . ardent grappler . . . 
our star cheerleader .. " New girl, Hal? " 
· .. " Am I late ?" ... rack time ... Carleton 
College ... pants ... ho t for Fla . 
CHARLES W . REID, JR . 
"Cha s." ... chemistry ... hard worker 
Dema s trea surer . .. head Ruby hot dog man 
· . . part time sticky bun man; full time floor 
washer ... golden gums? .. "flexer" ... 
outdoorsman ... Barb ... mari tal status ??? 
· . . " Biggie," three years tr ied but never 
"outlasted" Bevo ... T.V. and "O.B." ... 
"Seriously, Big." 
FRED J. ROEDEL 
" Digger" . . . economics and philosophy 
major from Camden ... sticky buns ... 
would-be grappler ... finally settled down 
· .. "Jeeze" ... "Let's take a trip!" ... " It's 
a bear! " ... Coke man . .. second in com-
mand in room 202. 
WILLIAM H. ROGERS 
" Bill" ... future football coach ... married 
gridman ... touchdown scoring tackle ... 
Varsity Club prexy ... Zeta Chi social direc-
tor ... "High pockets" .. . known to spend 
time in the sack ... ' 'I'll pull an all-nighter 
yet!" .. . student-teaching ai Bridgeport . .. 
"Hey, Warren , got those writeups done yet?" 
RO SE M ARIE K . PULEO IRENE M. RAW CL I FFE 
HARRAL A. REDDEN , JR. CHARLES W. REID, JR. 
FRED J . ROEDEL WILLIAM H. ROGERS 
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CHRISTOPHER A. ROHM 
"Chris" ... future Knute Rockne . .. gave 
up dorm life for married life-Jody ... ex-
scri be of Zeta Chi. . "break-a-way" half-
back for U.c. grid team . .. bridge for hours 
. Mr. Bus iness of Campus ... Pennsylvania 
president of S.E.A.P .... " Hey, Punch, got 
a smoke?" ... intramural track star. 
NEWTON C. RUCH 
" Newt" ... problem child of the math de-
partment ... Dean's lister . .. frequen t tutor 
... character acto r .. . future African doctor 
. . . "Guess who was at the drug?" . . . 
l inseed oil . .. Fetterolf pizza enthusiast . .. 
"Isn't it wonderful how today's young people 
are so slim?" ... conformis t . . . Lee. 
WI LLIAM A. RUFFING , JR. 
GAIL H. SANGREE 
"Butch" ... "He's just my Bill" ... "That's 
my mister!" ... K.D.'s scr ibe ... Der Meister-
singer ... Messiah .. . B.S. from U.c. and 
MRS. from Princeton ... stickie-bun girl ... 
pastime with arti st's pal:et . .. "Got anything 
to eat? " ... "You have no idea!" ... "It's 
a weak neck that can't turn the head" .. . 
psych major ... bright eyed and bushy tailed. 
M . MARGARET CHERRY SAWYER 
"Peg" ... Randy 's "Mrs." ... three years in 
Maples . . . big operator-switchboard and 
Supply Store ... one year in Meistersingers 
... "Gotta study-bridge, anyone?" .. 
former corresponding secretary for O-Chi .. . 
pet peeve-our Engli sh car .. . Messiah .. . 
early riser(?) ... fishing and hunting widow 
... Lore lei Luck. ' 
CHRISTOPHER A . ROH M 
WARREN RYBAK 
GAIL H . SANGREE 
NE W T ON C. RUCH 
WILLIAM A . RUFFING, JR. 
" Ruff " ... Sig Rho veep ... Senior Class 
" place ge tter" . .. eyes on M adison A venue 
and public re la tion s ... pinned to Liz . . . 
potential channel swimmer ... champion of 
the right-or what he th inks is right! ... 
cheerful at the 8 : 30 coffee klatch ... hours 
in the darkroom-alone? 
WARREN RYBAK 
"Harry" for hours .. "Punchy" fullback 
st ra igh t from the "Zoo" ... Varsi ty sweater 
man .. . jealous Zetan . .. Oh, those blue 
eyes . . . gave up studying for br idge . .. 
Sally 's ball and chain . .. Norwich 's loss, 
Ursinus' gain ... Phi Psi honorary member 
. .. w rec ks own surprises . .. "Getchagoomy." 
M. MARGARET CHERRY SAWYER 
ADELE E. SCHOONMAKER 
MOLLY M . SEIP 
"Molly" .. . "Let's have a party" .. . Sig 
Nu 's Vice-Lady .. many men . . . Rosicru -
cians and I.R.C. prexes .. "Gotta pull an 
all -nighte'r" ... Dr. Miller fan .. immune 
to alarms .. . Europe via Hobo Tour . .. 
Thumper star . . . Flophou se Five member 
Pi Gamma Mu scribe . . . jazzman en-
thusias t .. Ruby staff ... "Wanta get up?" 
usually laughing . 
MARY ELLEN SEYLER 
" Melon " . . . powder puff . . . associate 
editor of Weekly . .. Sig Nu social chairman 
. Curtain Club debut, "Violets, si r? " 
dimples and red hair ... "Yo, Rinty" ... 
future animal psychologist . . . duets with 
Marge ... female Picasso ... blu shing biolo-
gist ... "Marge, let 's stay up late tonight " 
. . quick, friendly smile . . . Alpha Psi 
Omega. 
ROBERT C. SHARP 
MARY A . SC HULZ 
MOLLY M . SEIP 
DONALD J . SHIELDS 
ADELE E SCHOO A ER 
" Adel" Sig u prexy. . eaches those 
"cu te" hoodlums Rosie scribe. al w ays 
lea ves them laughing. . "10 : 30 ti me o r 
bed " . " Leenda, w here's my mad?" .. . 
Ruby s a ff . b racelets a mus t _. " Hand -
ta i lored by Adele" .. star sta t is tiCia n . 
campus cougher . singer? .. " tes t to-
morrow; letter-wr i t ing tonig ht " 
MARY A . SCHULZ 
" Mare" ... very subtle ... fo rmer Maples' 
lady ... Pismar .. . went Tau Sig way .. . 
M oose ... sp'eedy softball captain .. . early 
showers . . . " Herb" . . . crazy about the 
Ind ians . .. ex-phys edder .. . D~utsche 
secretary ... M elsterslngers and Messiah . .. 
loved student teaching . .. Clyde Beattie of 
Beardwood ... Va lley Forge cross-coun try. 
MARY ELLEN SEYLER 
ROBERT C. SHARP 
"Bob" ... "Doc" ... most loved chem. lab 
assistant! ... has fan club ... gets bang 
out of chemistry! ... lab apron has a tradi-
tion ... ''I'm sleepy!" . .. Dean's list ... 
Messiah ... chem . socie ty ... frustrated 
bio. major ... "Who's got t ime?" ... a 
Schultzie fan ... Temple Medica l School 
bound. 
DONALD J. SHIELDS 
"D.J.S." ... "They're all popsicles!" 
"More red tape? " ... "Next time I'm not 
going to leave my studying until the last 
minute" ... "Let's go for a sail!" ... "Fenc-
ing , any'one?" . .. "Have you seen Ellen?" 
" Where are my glasses?" ... "Tomorrow 
and tomorrow and tomorrow ... " 
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ELLEN C. A . SH I ELD S JAMES M. SLAW E CK I 
WILLIAM E . SPANGLER VAL ERIE S PENCER 
ARTHUR w. STANLEY RONALD G . STEPLER 
ELLEN C. A . SH IELDS 
" EI" ... "Viki, go wake Don!" ... "I t's either 
house work or school work!" ... " Have you 
seen Don?" ... " Lets' fe nce!" . "This bow 
is too heavy for me!" ... "I love you too, 
dea r. Now shu t up and sit down!" . . . 
"Aren' t you up ye t?" 
JAMES M. SLAWECKI 
" J im" ... chemistry ... treasurer of Del ta 
Pi Sig ma . .. manager of the football team 
· . . knows secretaries and businessmen wi th 
the mumps .. droodler and ca rtoonis t .. . 
jack of spades-queen of diamonds . . . " dues, 
dues" . . . Confucious jokes . . . stud ies 
anatomy in the library . 
WI LLIAM E. SPANGLER 
" Ind ian" .. . last of big hunters ... ''I'll 
never ge t pinned (again)" .. . Sig Rho ... 
bat man on a soccer field . "You guys 
ough t to see my blood brother! " handy-
man of the physio lab .. "What is it wi th 
you guys?" ... O-N ah-Tu ." 
VALERIE SPENCER 
" Val " . .. the arty one .. "so" . .. the 
second Mrs. A .. .. 0 Chi foreve r . .. "Ole' " 
· .. cheerleader . . . wild about Harry and 
Boz ... Friday 13 th .. an A.P.E . queen 
Stuckeys . . . Three Musketeers . . . 
Pogo ... Jun io r Prom queen . .. ca lm and 
cute ... property of Hoody. 
ARTHUR W . STANLEY 
"Oils" .. . former Dema s veep ... pu shing 
Yul Brynner . . . p inned, etc . ... hermit of 
Curti s Hall ... "A Hermi t Named Dave" . . . 
Ruby bu siness manager . . . conscientious 
bus. ad . ... Hobson grad- now pestering 
Stauffer ... gung-ho Stuic ... W ilmington-
Swedesboro-Collegeville round trip . . . sports 
in season ... "foo." 
RONALD G. STEPLER 
"S tep" ... bedroom eyes ... delighted with 
strips . . . Baptist to the core-temperance 
drinks stritcly .. . music by osmosis ... law : 
brain space limited ... ardent pillow student 
· . . frustrated Levillowner ... one of the 
inner circle . . "I can't skip" . Yugobag -
nesian student ... Jas, John, Dick , and T.B. 
MARGARET M STUBA 
" M arge". . S&C College Board ... "Sorr (, 
that book is being used now" .. duets wi th 
M elon ... perenn ial German student 
" Do you Ynow what I could go for? " ... 
loyal Sig Nu .. mischievous brown e tes 
Ruby ... warm personailly .. "Melon, 
lets' stay up late tonlghl." 
HENRY G. STUEBING 
"Hank" . . . treasu rer of chem. club . . . 
corresponding secretary o f A .P.O .... en-
gaged to Sara ... two years upstairs walter 
· .. IIrst floor Curtis .. . known to goof off 
· . . persis tent ca rd shark No. III . . German 
fo r hours? . . . "Mind your own business" 
· .. physics maior . . . future plans may 
include grad school ... Explosives, Inc. 
MERLE T. SYVERTSEN 
"Merle" ... high stepp ing maiorelle 
swimming team cap tain ... Phi Psi pal .. . 
bridge shark .. manager of the tenni s team 
: Dean's li ste r . .. in fec tious laugh ... 
always on the go . .. baby face ... supply 
store enthusias t .. . loves to dance ... week-
ends in Connecticu t .. a true fr iend. 
DO NALD S. TO DD 
"Don" ... Ceda rs' baritone . . . Meister-
singe rs' veep . . . a thumb in every play .. . 
Alpha Psi and Pi Nu . . . ex of Freeland 
Three ... transfer from 944 to Bea rd wood 
· .. Freeland 's German and Eng li sh tutor . .. 
"One C+ again!" ... Arm strong and Hart-
zell maior ... " Lesson plans for those devils!" 
JOHN W . TOMLINSON 
" John-boy" . . . Jeff bound; another Dr . 
Tomlinson? ... morning alarm sys tem . 
minor in breakfast .. peer less proctor? . 
724 carpen ter .. member o f the "suite" 
· . . M essiah . . "Geezy-peezy, you all! " 
· . . hunting again ... "m rrrh!" ... shoofly 
pies . .. Y-Cabinet . . . lillie known fact s: 
rigor mortis is cau~ed by death ... "Gee 
whiz, Kress!" 
ALAN N. TOMPKINS 
" Brother AI " .. . De lta Pi's bes t for '57 . .. 
" Anyone fo r ious ting?" ... elect rica l en-
gineer with a br ig ht futu re ' . .. " That lilli e 
blonde was cu te" . . . b ig black M erc . 
"Give me elbow room " ... " I' ll vouch fo r 
'em" .. . 'Tma gonna calla da cops" 
" Blasf'm a half" ... IIni shing up at U. of P. 
MARGARET M. STUBA HENRY G. STUEBING 
MERLE T . SYVERTSEN DONALD S. TODD 
JOHN W. TOMLINSON ALAN N. TOMPKINS 
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JOHANNA E. VON KOPP ENFELS 
"Joey" ... loves college; hates classes 
girl Frida y of biology dept. . . . sincere 
friend ... friendly smile . .. blue Austin 
. .. "Coffee, anyone?" ... "Oh?" ... two 
years in Bancr~ft ... "Irma's imps" ... 
those off campus week-ends . . . summer 
traveler ... mountain climbing and swim-
m ing ... " that man" . .. "v or K" . . . 
T.G . I.F. club. 
RALPH G. WALTERS 
" Ralph" . . . Delta Pi 'e r th rough and through 
... afternoon jaunts in th at Piper Cub . .. 
lives for just one more party.. .week-ends 
at Willow Grove ... Sig Nu booster ... a 
good " beverage" con tact ... mechanic first 
class ... never cracks a book, but a curve 
thrower in an hourl y. 
MARK E. W EAND, JR. 
WILLIAM C. WENZEL 
"Bill" ... tall star of Dutch Country Players 
... best friend, "Scootch" ... "Oh, that '56 
black and white Mercury convertible! " . . . 
"old smoothv" ... dancer from Spring Mount 
where $paghetti cooks with chianti . . . at 
present, bus. ad . for Supply Store bridge 
corner ... future boat builder. 
C. ROSS WESTLEY 
"Rosco" . Temple Med ... stalwart Mes-
siah bass ... baseball player??? ... flat 
feet . . . studies a little . . . conscientious 
breakfast goer . . . Naval Reserv is t . . . 
A.P.O . . .. chem . society . .. understands 
Dr. Sturgis ... mind present for exams; heart 
in Pittsburgh .. . Dean's lister ... "Bom-
berger, where's that?" ... organic lab as-
sistant; "All Bunsens out!" 
JOHANNA E . VON KOPPEN FEL S 
BERTH OLD E . W ENDEL 
WILLIAM C. W ENZEL 
RALPH G. WALTERS 
MARK E. WEAND, JR . 
" Mark". . Bug 's roomie ... three year Derr 
Devil .. Varsi ty Clu b .. . track : highs and 
lows .. . one of Kurt's grapplers ... Dean's 
Teamer .. . late Zetan ... sports cal clan 
. . . "I hate mornings" . . . Lehigh w eek-
ender ... Tomarken En t. ... I.M. Boxi ng 
Champ ... perpetual griper . .. " Gotta lose 
weight" . . . law school bound . 
BERTHOLD E. WENDEL 
" Bert" ... "Clark, put down that knife!" 
''I'm coming up to get you, Conti!" .. . loyal 
to Stine Hall and the week-end breakfa st 
club .. . Beta Sig .. . Lantern ... Messiah 
... intramura l boxing ... math and more 
math . .. graduate school next. 
C. ROSS WESTLEY 
PATRICIA A. WOODBURY 
J. SCOTT ZANGER 
"Scott" ... ec. major from Jersey .. . Joey 
Chitwood specialist .. intramural football 
and basketball ace . . . daserted Don for 
married life with Tick ... now resi ding ih 
Collegeville . . . secretary of ZX ... in the 
market for baby sitter ... Thumper expert 
at stags . . . Manassa Mauler from Bocks 
... water skiing for hours . 
THOMAS R. ZERN 
"Tom " ... everyone's friend ... veep of the 
D.P.'s ... week-end warrior ... the big 
blue Olds ... married for money ... " It 's 
;nat inee time" ... subject to the Voice of the 
Turtle . .. "This house is burglar proof, I 
hope!" ... "Something to remember you 
by" .. . Tom's fated to succeed . 
C HAR LENE G. ZIEGLER 
ANNETTE J. WYNI A 
J. SCOTT ZANGE R 
CHARLENE G. ZIEGLER 
" Beaner" . " Hi there" ... Deanie Beany's 
private sec. Phi Psi pretty . . . one of 
"those" psych majors ... "Gonna take a little 
snooze" ... F.T.A .... "Guess what, I'm in 
trouble aga:n!" . . . " He's so cu te" . . . 
effervescence . . . sympathies, sympa thies 
... "We'll make culture vultures of them!" 
PATRICIA A. WOODBURY 
"Pat" ... Snell-Belle. . . ormer Maples lady 
. . . " Haf a find a gas s a on" ... co-captaon 
basketball ... " A ll I see is grass!' 
Superhouse firebug ... Hi-FI-er ... hoc ey 
captain ... "Where's A lbert?" . .. ew York 
escapade ... lost shore wee ·ends .. . forst 
A ll-College goalie ... Florida? Phoebe's 
aunt ... Tau Sig forever! 
"Nett" 
much! 
ANETTE J. WYNIA 
those 'eyes, those teeth , she's too 
. . devotee of HI-FI and classical 
mu sic ... Verdi and Dostoevskl ... mil 
from a cha mpagne glass ... "How wretched!" 
. . . refugee from Lynnewood . . . psych 
major ... that pixie haircut! ... grad school 
bound ... sincere friend with an en terpr ising 
character. 
THOMAS R . ZERN 
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./ 
caught in a maze composed of both challeng-
ing and stimulating pursuits and lackadaisical 
and prosaic activities, the ursinus undergrad-
uate is faced with choosing the path which will 
be a major influence in his life for the rest of 
his college career and afterwards. as an in-
dividual the underclassman is so confronted 
whether or not he realizes it, but in a collective 
sense the undergraduates are responsible for 
sustaining the traditions and spirit of ursinus 
college. improving and changing some of 
these elements when the situation demands it, 
but keeping always the indefinable essential 
spirit of that which is ursinus, these members 
will pass this intangible ursinus to the future 
citizens of our college community. 
underclassmen 
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• • Juniors 
ALLAN DANIELS 
Presiden t 
TED HOLCOMBE 
Vice-President 
The Class of 1959 can look back on its three years at Ursinus with thoughts 
of accomplishments, excitement, and pleasure. It seems as though it were 
only yesterday when we were the "lowly Frosh of old U.c." 
In our freshman year, under th e leadership of Ben Hauser , the class pre-
sented the first of many successful dances, " Red Riot ." Following this th e 
class closed its year's activities with the "Mardi Gras," a carnival with a 
jazz band contest. 
Our sophomore year was highlighted by the presentation of two dances, 
"The Dogpatch Drag" and the "Soph Hop," under the leadership of Ben 
Houser . With "elite, elegant, energetic Elaine" and "Mr." Schmoyer lead-
ing the way, the Class initiated the Frosh in our traditional customs. 
Our class, this past year under the leadership of Allan Daniels, president; 
Ted Holcombe, vice-president; Linda Brenner, secretary; and Barbara 
DeGeorge, treasurer, had a very successful junior year highlighted by a 
dance in the fall entitled, "The Oriental Turnabout," and the Junior Prom 
which was held in the spring. With an early start on the 1959 Ruby, the 
class looks forward to another, and perhaps the best, year at Ursinus. 
What's so pleasing to the eye, boys?-Jack Haag, AI 
Kinloch, Bruce Cuthbert, AI Daniels, Ken Trauger, Rudy 
Dippl, Shel Wagman, and Bill McQuoid. 
LINDA BRENNER 
Secretary 
BARBARA DE GEORGE 
Treasurer 
Ginger aiel- Elsie Cattlett , Ed Gobrecht , Judy Ada ms, 
Bill Miller, Bill Kenny, and Jack Elander. 
What, we worry?-Bob Blew, Jack Schumacher, Fred Glauser, 
and Jay Salwen. 
Glorious Glenwood Dazel-Letty Achey, Barb DeGeorge, Lee 
MeitznElr, Beth Davis, and Carol Fisher. 
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Wondering if they should clean the gun o r shoot- the 
photographer - Jack Phillips, Jim Kriebel, and Ben 
Houser. 
.-tit 
Studying for Twenty-One in twenty years!-Jay Heckler, Charle s 
Gelbach, and Russell Shellenberger. 
Lookout for the wate r from above!-Bob Angstadt, Bert Leven-
son, and Mike Becker. 
J 
It's t ime for a break!-Jeanne Burha ns, LOIs LeFever, Stevie 
N icho ls and Marcia Swan . 
Anyone for tea? - Carol Robacker, Evelyn Spare, and Ros Meier. 
Cutting class to see " Happiness fo r Homemakers " !-Dick Mad-
dock, Wayne Williams, Bob Carney, Harry Zall, and AI Wilson. 
Discussing cars, girls , sport s, girls, books, girls!-Ray Pa ine, George Her-
man, Barry Dempsey, and Paul Lim . 
Standing on the corner watching all the girls 
go by!-Ken Bailey, Bill Carson , Mike Semach, 
Tom McCabe, Reigh Harri son, and Jack Strunk. 
Three car coats and a six button 
Benny-Cora Lee Eddy, Carol Car-
penter, Carol Will ia mson, and Ca rol 
LeCato . 
Still looking for the leaf, boys?-Bill 
Robson, Joe Cardona, Rudy Cel is, 
Bob Bond, Bob Burn s. 
Six Little Angels-Mary Wilson , Liz Wheeler , Jackie 
Robbins, Un iden tified Person C?), Fay Diet rich, and 
Alice Irwin. 
Bul gang, where is the bridge deck?-D ick Barbour, 
Bili Guttschall, and M ille r Preston. 
Now then, what about that fudge faclor-!-
Wa lt M yer and Frank Johannesen. 
Getting ready to li sten to the sounds 
of Brubeck and Company-Ed Cl isby, 
John Neely, Bill Barcklow. 
An interruption in the midst of a gab session-
Joyce Gilbert, Terry Jacobs, Elaine Emen-
heiser, Patty Rob inson, and Tama Williams. 
Guess who's got a full housel-Watson Coverdale, Bruce 
Birch, and Ronald Hayes . 
A rela xing few minutes in Stauffer Reception Room-
Anne Buxton, Val Cross, Helen Schumacher , Merle 
Thoma s, Carol Shreiner, Linda Brenner, and Penny Hill. 
Say, how about one of you cheap 
skates buying another magazine ?-
Dick Menkus, Sam Fogal, Dick 
D'Eustachio, and Ted Clair. 
It 's time to get together in Paisley Reception 
Room-Trudy Fetterolf, Nancy Parsly, Carolyn 
Royle, and Pat Patterson. 
Aren't you girls a little old for toys?-Barbie Tucker, Sandy Piper, Ann 
Colbert, Annabel Evans, Peggy Sti tley, Rene De Ryder, and Ruth Mercer 
don't think so. 
Is it anyone we know, boys?-Paul Constant ine , Jerry Mal ick, 
Merrill Ande rson, Jack Jones, and Wally Ch ris t. 
Taking the pause that refreshes-Diana Vye, Lolly Strasser, Mill ie 
Hartzell , Nancy Owen, and Rosie Bellairs. 
She does write a lovely letter , doesn't she?-Mike Drewn iak, 
Inky Wagner, Tony Cianci , Jack Prutzman, and Ra y Maestrelli. 
What sort of a meeting are we interrupting?-Don Durr, 
Jim ferry, Harland Smith, F. Fos er, and Ted Holcombe. 
Who hid the MAD comics?-Just ine Baver, Peggy Follet , Joan Schaefer, 
and Laura Loney . 
The feminine touch that Freeland needed-Judy Bu shay, 
Elizabeth Albert , Faye Taggart , and Fu sako Ono. 
sophomores 
October found us back again, more confident and more resolved. Ha ving 
emerg ed from our successful freshman year, we organized the new Frosh, 
led by "serene, sagacious, sophisticated Sandy," "Mr. Gest, Sir ," and our 
soph rule rs . 
Under the leadership of John For rest, presid~nt ; J ohn Myers , vice-presiden t; 
Helen Pearson, secretary; and Bruce Drobn yk, treasurer, we began to 
organize our class activities. Th e "Sophomore Sputni k," depicting a mock 
Russian invasion of outer space, was an entertaining and successful class 
dance. During the second semester we presented the annual Soph Hop . 
During th is yea r many of our classmates we re beginning to excel in the 
various phases of col lege life . In the cla ss room , on the athletic fi eld, and 
in the fraternities , sororities, and campus organizations the so phomo res 
began to assume important roles. As we progress through our college days , 
takin g on new responsib ilities and con tin uing to work together to produce 
successful class functions , we are demonstra ting the enthusiastic spirit and 
unity of the Class of 1960. 
HELEN PE ARSON 
Secretary 
Officers or the Class of 1960 stroll from Bomberger Hall to 
classes in Pfah le r Hal l of Sc ience. 
First Row: M . Shilton , T. Critchfield , S. Rinehart, B. Drobn yk, trea surer; J. 
For re st, pres ident ; H. Pearson, secre tary ; S. Wagner, J. Brinton . Second 
Row: K. Scheffiy , F. Bardman , L. Magness, J . Scholl , S. Kloss , J . Refford, 
N . Blickenderfer, C. Dearnaley. Third Row: J. LeCato , G . Cummings , L. 
Wolf , M . Smith , A . Harries, A. Ri ttweiler, L. Podolak , L. Witmer . Fourth 
Row: B. Rom ig , A . M i lls , S. Lesher , G. Kleckner , K. Schnabel, M . Penning-
ton. Fifth Row: G. Busler , J. Bauman, B. Bro wn, B. Kallenbach , R. Scheid-
eler, R. Megill , P. Hill. Sixth Row: M. Weller , . Zindel, R. Sh ippee , R. 
Taylor , P. Rowe , J. Innes, T. Engel , R. Tempest. Se venth Row: W . Kelm , 
D. Wright , D. Watson , J . ~oelner , H. Beh ling, R. Hunsicker, J. Buchanan 
Eighth Row: R. Brumfle l, A . Street , R. Kre isinger, R. Avery. Nin h Row. 
D. Lindemuth , T. Stoudt , R. Watson , J. Lutz , L. Joseph. 
, 
JOHN FORREST 
Pre siden t 
JON MYERS 
Vice-President 
Jack Bauman, Kathy Scheflley , Mike Blewett and Bruce 
Drobnyk portray a modern version of the " Lone Ranger" 
cit the novel dance , "Sophomore Sputnik," presented 
by the Class of '60 early In the fall semester. 
First Row: H. Baile, L. Sperber, M. Pax son, M. Moock, B. McClure, I. Rein-
iger, A. Moyer , A. Markland, J. Whittam, L. Ransom . Second Row: V . 
Keller, L. Day, N . Buchanan , S. Johnson, L. Foard, J. Miller, J. Gillinger, 
P. Karppiner, E. Moennig. Third Row: J. Whitehead, A. Hurd, C. Schmidt, 
S. Struve, G. Below, S. Henne, M. Miller, C. Da vis . Fourth Row: C. Ander-
son, C. Gingery, G. Snyder, B. Bates , H. Clark, N . Herre , C. Forry. Fifth 
Row: L. Dean, N . Springer, S. Critchley, S. Abel, C. Weisse, R. Turnbull , R. 
Petersen . Sixth Row: R. Shissler, L. Drummond, C. Wade, B. Brecht , P. 
Rowe, B. Garlick, R. Boggio. Seventh Row : E. Haigh, A. King, S. Bobb, J. 
Steele, E. Brookes, M . Blewett. Eighth Row: G. Morr is; P. Houser, J. 
Deisinger, J. Procak , J. Vetter , G. Armstrong , K. Moyer. Ninth Row : A. 
McGrath, A. Hill , P. Vokrot , H. Treiman, W. Lorentz, A. Brown, D. Masser. 
-\ .,:,.~ , 
-,~ . 
BRUCE DROBNYK 
Treasurer 
freshmen 
Customs began for the Class of '6 1 soon after their arrival at Ursinus. We 
will long remember the voluminous commands and orders given us by 
"most honorable, serene, sagacious, sophistica ted Sandy," by "M r. Boggio, 
Sir," and by the other soph rulers. After several weeks of requirements 
such as dinks, name cards, and slep shows, customs came to a close on 
Hom ecoming Day much to the happiness of the Freshmen . 
On October 28, 1957, the class became uni ted as the election of class officers 
was held. This day was quite eventful, filled with skirmishes and " rumbles" 
with the sophomores. The junior class officers introduced the officers of the 
freshman class at the freshman banquet held that evening in spi te of the 
sophomores' attempts to keep the new'ly elected freshman officers from 
attending. 
The freshmen , now coordinated as a class, are looking forward to four 
years of success and achievement at Ursinu s. DON FA MOUS 
Preside nt 
The Freshman Banquet. 
First Row: L. Woodcock, B. Winterstein, F. Lanan , J. Church, D. Mumbauer, 
R. Elmo, M . Fu sco, D. Schachterle , J. Schachterle, C. Borthwick, G. Tr ip ician. 
Second Row: R. Russo , W . Nace, D. Pengelly, J. Myers, E. Woodward, S. 
Sands, E. Delate , M . Thompson, L. Habel, J. Tomkins. Third Row: C. Harri s, 
C. Wood , M . Bair, P. Toma sovich, E. Slim, J. Knerr, T. White, L. Lee, C. 
Koffke, R. Heacock. Fourfh Row: B. Peterson, P. Heasley, D. Effinberger, 
M . Maze rich , M . Oehrle, N . Craft, V. M i ller, S. Pontius, P. Longmeyer, B. 
Gadiger, J. Meszaros . Fifth Row: S. Lamb, J . Powell , J. DeVaul, S. Cohen, 
H. Blu m, J. Dunguba, C. Benner, K. Behler, S. Pontius. Sixth Row: J. 
Whiteman , J. Faust , B. Pearl , J. Hollinsworth, B. Mehrer, R. Chris tman , G. 
Ford , C. Heffelfinger, D. D'Agistaro. Seventh Row: J. Day, B. :Johnson, 
W. Kurz , L. Glass, C. Studley , P. McHale, B. Linker, B. Herr, J. Painton. 
Eighth Row: R. Stankes, B. Bowman, A . Rosenburg , A . McCowen, B. Kelley, 
R. Lamki n, V . Weiss, D. Kinckner, R. Casel, J. Detweiler, W. Abel, P. Simp-
son. Ninth Row: R. Leeds , V. Morgan, D. Bourne, J. Ignatin, H. Murphy, 
I. Moore, C. Sl inghoff , M . Dresner, J. Bracken . 
FRANKLYN COOK 
Vice-President 
SALLY E IKN ER 
Secretary 
Freshman Women's Tea at Dr . McClure's home. 
First Row: D. Doy le, M . Katzen , I. Madley, M . Madish, C. Harreleon, B. 
Hauer, R. Forepaws, S. Scherr, D. Bethke , G. Rice . Second Row: B. Dean, 
J. Pettigrew, S. M cSparren, J. MacDougall , C. Mallick, L. Yonkers, P. Hunt, 
M . Veri , A. Statzell , B. Pine . Third Row: D. Hagerty, S. Wilding , S. Motta , 
B. Swope , S. Korte, B. Heale, E. Rankin , N . VanBuskirk . Fourth Row: C. 
Nicholai , M . Sensening , J. Bardusch, P. Cadmus, B. Simpson , G. Greene, 
D. Godfrey, N . Brill , C. Fried, S. Stevens. Fifth Row: M. Lozier, M. Eve ry, 
M . Dempsey , L. Schaumberg, C. Jones, D. Egge , E. Trauger, B. Bender. 
Sixth Row: D. Emery, R. Koch, L. Habgood, J. Heckler, B. Siurman, R. Lev-
itt, W . Wehr, P. Shults. Se venth Row: D. Williams , F. Bauman, G. Sander-
cock, W . Burns , J. Santosuosso, W . Krumwiede, B. Broz, C. Hollingsworth. 
Eighth Row: R. Hallman, G. Gould , D. Gurzon, B. Randall , R. Bachman. 
LOTTIE VARANO 
Treasurer 
= 
whether our interests lie in creative activities 
such as dramatics, music, or journalism, serv-
ice projects to help our fellows, or spirited dis-
cuss ion about religion, politics, or philosophy, 
we are able to find a campus organization 
which will answer most of such demands. 
not only do these groups fulfill these specific 
needs, but also they provide an excellent out-
let for our energies and a way to learn re-
sponsibility, leadership, and co-operation, 
qualities which will certainly be useful in our 
later years. 
organizations 
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hall board 
The Hall Board is th e organization which acts in a judicial 
capacity for the W .S.G.A. , and the me mbe rship· of this group 
is composed of th e dorm itory presi d en ts , the president of 
the girls ' day study, the chairman of the freshman customs 
committee, and the officers of the W.S .G .A. 
This group meets whenever it is deemed necessary, and the 
vice-president of the W.S.G .A. presides over these sessions . 
The Hall Board helps to enforce most of the College regula-
tions and to d eal with offenders of both the College rules 
and the student government rules . 
w.s.g.a. 
The function of this council is to act 
in an executive capacity for the bene-
fit of the students. The group is 
composed of ten girls, including four 
offic~rs nominated by the central nom-
inating committee, four class repre-
sentatives, a representative from the 
girls' day study, and the chairman of 
the Hall presidents. 
The council meets once every two 
weeks, and its functions include help-
ing to welcome the new students and 
to organize the Christmas banquet 
and dance. This organization also 
has complete charge of May Day 
activities among its other business. 
Seated: N. Owen, treasurer; A. Irwin, vice-
p resident; l. Jewett , president; G. Snyder, 
secretary. Standing: M. Maack, C. Armstrong, 
A. McKey, l. Molitor, S. Rinehart , R. Bellairs. 
First Row: B. Holtzman , secretary; l. Strasse r, D. Don ia. Second 
Row : A. Irwi n, cha irman ; l. Jewett, A . McKey, J. Hartgen , E. 
Catlett. Standing : D. Blakney, R. Pet raitis. 
senate 
The membership of this group which acts in a legis-
lative capacity for the women's student government 
includes one senator from each of the dormitories 
and the girls ' day study and the president and vice-
president of the W .S.G.A. The presiding officer is the 
president of the W .S.G.A., and the group is con-
cerned with dormitory problems, revision of the 
student government ru les, and student requests to the 
administration. 
First Row: M. Maack , sec retary; R. Bellairs, N. Byrne. Second 
Row: L. Jewett, president; E. Wheeler , H. Schumacher, J. 
Schaefer . Standing : C. Schmidt, D. Gingerich, A. Irwin, vice-
president. 
m.s.g.a. 
Seated : C. Anderson, F. Glausei', president; K. Grundy, H. Per lman. Standing: J . Detwe iler, 
J . Heck le r, B. Ke im, W. Kinderman, T. Zern , G. M o rita. 
The Men's Student Government Organization , usually 
known as the M.S.G.A., is aided in its func1ions by 
Dean Pancoast, and it consists of representatives from 
each class. 
The administrative duties of this organization include 
choosing proctors, awarding concessions, and improving 
campus conditions . The M .S.G.A. also serves in a 
judicial capacity, dealing with infractions of the rules 
governing men's conduct. 
The Soph Rules Committee gave the freshmen an op-
portunity to get acquainted and build up their unity. 
Wearing dinks and name tags, the freshmen could be 
seen going through their paces. The women will not 
forget their " square meal" nor the men their "midnigh t 
track meet," and the sophs will remember the response 
of the class of '61 to the coaxing of the juniors and 
the sound of " charge ." 
First Row : C. Anderson , L. Mol i tor , T. Critchley, R. Bella irs, R. Turnbull. Second Row : W. 
Kinderman, G. Snyder, L. Drummond, V. Keller. Th ird Row: B. Keim , R. Boggio, S. Rine-
hart, F. Bardman . Along Rail : T. Winchester, T. Meyers, B. Sh ippee; K. Moyer, B. Meg il l. 
soph rules 
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y.m.-y.w.c.a. 
Pause that refreshes-Frosh take a 
break at square dance sponsored by 
the "Y". 
First Row: C. Dearnaley, N. Owen, R. Mercer, L. Martyn, B. Rom ig. Second 
Row: T. Clair, treasurer; S. Fogal , vice-president; N . King, president; T. 
Bennignus, president; C. Carpenter, vice-president; M . Shilton, secretary. 
Third Row: Mr. R. Schellhase, advisor; R. Tempest, C. Hoover, J . Tomlin-
son, P. Constantine , K. Trauger, W. McQuoid, B. Kreisinger. 
Plenty to eat at the annual spaghetti dinner for fresh-
men. 
The YM-YWCA at Ursinus is faced with the 
task of fulfilling the major part of religious 
need on the campus. Therefore, the organi-
zation, of which every student is nominally 
a member, provides a program designed to 
meet student Christian needs with thought 
and fellowship. 
The fou r commissions of the "Y" hold weekly 
meetings to plan the work they have been 
set up to do. A mong the many projects per-
f ormed by the commissions are the following: 
work camps, vespers prog rams, concentration 
on in ternationa l re latedness, campus fellow-
ship, et al. 
A ctin g as a bod y the "Y" serves the College 
in numerous w ays. The " rec" center, educa -
tional seminars, associa t ion meet ings, discus-
sion g roups, cultural trips, week-end retreats, 
and so f o rth are typical proj ec ts. 
This year the " Y" initiated two m ajor pro jec ts, 
emphasis on re ligious thought and cultural 
accessibility and culminated its year w ith 
greater visions. 
Two students ogle at immensity of Supreme Court on 
"Y" Washington trip . 
Doc tor Ba ker and Art King d iscu ss poe try at the weekly Kaffe 
Klotsch . 
Where the work's done-A comm ission leader p lans 
the year's activities at Fernbrook retreat. 
Members of the barnyard fraternity laugh as new mem-
ber lays an egg at his initiat ion . 
A tradit ion of the spring retreat is dunking the new 
presidents, but this time the adv isor got i t. 
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newman club 
The bi-mon thl y meetings of the N ewman 
Club afford the Catholi c students an oppor-
tun ity to get together for discussions and 
questions regard ing th eir faith. 
The Reverend Edward J . Conran , J.C.D ., of 
Saint Eleanor's Church, Collegeville, presides 
at the meetings and advises the group when-
ever problems arise . 
Highlighting the year was the Communion 
breakfast held before Christmas vacation at 
the Collegeville Inn. 
First Row : G. Trip ici an , E. De late , E. Wood w a rd , J . 
Schaefer. Seco nd Row: J . Dre nguba , R. Pu leo, A. 
Hutch ko, P. Toma sovic h, R. Maestrell i, P. Folle t. 
chi alpha 
Chi Alpha is an organization for those who are interested 
in going into full-time Christian service, and any others 
interested in an intelligent approach to their Christian faith . 
Various phases of the Christian faith are discussed through-
out the yea r, and many in teresting speakers are heard. 
Chi A lpha sponsors the annual candle light communion 
service at Christmas and seeks in other ways to stimulate 
t he religious life of the campus. 
Seated: S. Fogal , W. Kenny, vice-moderator; C. Hoover , mod-
erator; P. Stitley, secretary; R. Pauli, treasurer . Standing: T. 
Bennignus, R. Mercer, K. Trauger, L. Joseph , R. Moran. 
canterbury club 
The Canterbury Club is an exten sion of the 
w ork of the Episcopal Church into the college 
commun ity. 
Programs w h ich include open discussions 
and talks by prominent churchmen, as well 
as social events, help Ep iscopalian students 
and other interested persons to develop a 
d eeper understanding of the church , the ir 
co l lege responsibilities and each other. 
First Row : E. Slim . Second Row : M. Shi lton, D. Mad-
dock, B. Hea le . Th ird Row : M. Blewett, D. Moran, W. 
Lou x . 
Bollom : A. Le g e r. Sealed : M. Seip, secre ta ry-treasu rer; 
A. Ma tu sow , presi dent ; L. Ne mphos. Standing : C. 
Armstrong , C. Hoover . 
. pi gamma mu 
Pi Gamma Mu is the national honorary social science 
society which offers scholastic recog nition to out-
standing students in the field of social studies. Its 
lifelime members are chosen from among those 
students who have maintained a " B" average in 
twenty hours of social studies courses and fulfill 
certain oth er qualifications . 
This year the group sponsored a political speaker 
in conjunction with the International Relations Club . 
One of the high lights of the year's acti vi ties is the 
banquet held during the spring semester. 
This yea r the Debating Club argued the following 
question : " Resolved That Compulsory Membership 
in a Labor Organization as' a Condit ion of Employ-
ment Be Illegal. " 
Affi rmative charges that the union shop facilitated 
union corruption and trampled basic worker rights 
were challenged by the opposition who stated that 
a ban on union shops would seriously weaken the 
entire labor movement. 
A ctive Ursinus debaters participated in tournaments 
at Temple and Rutgers as well as ind ividual meets 
with LaSalle, St. Joseph 's, and Villanova . 
debating society 
Seated: A. Matu sow, J. Bonn , president. 
Standing : H. l evenson, C. Hoover, Dr. A . 
Kershner, advi sor; P. Schultz, E. Mack, E. 
De l uca. 
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The Lambda Upsi lon Chapter of 
Alpha Phi Omega, national service 
fraternity , is an organization whose 
purpose is to assemble college men 
in the fellowship of the Scout Oath 
and Law, to develop friendship , and 
to promote service to humanity. Al-
though established on campus only 
three years ago, the fratern ity has 
become an integ ral part of college life 
and has never failed , when called 
upon , to aid the faculty and stu-
dent body in various ways . This yea r 
the chapter presented its first an-
nual Homecoming Q ueen, Mi ss Jan e 
Mowrey. Th e fraterni ty is looking 
forward to enla rging its scope of ac-
t ivity in the near fu ture. 
alpha phi omega 
Seated : J. Tom linson, J . Bonn, recording secreta ry; J . Eckersley, vice-president; W . Robson, 
vice-p res ident; R. Bond, treasurer; R. West ley. Standing: T. Bennignus, S. Peters, R. Tempest, 
C. Hoove r, J . Cardona , R. Taylo r, R. Miller, W. Hoffma n. 
campus chest 
This central committee for the united 
fund-raising program on the Ursin us 
campus is composed of interested stu-
dents who organize and direct the 
Campus Chest campaign . Supported 
by the various campus organizat ions 
.and the sororities and fraternities , the 
drive had as its 1958 goal $1,500. The 
money raised by personal solicitation, 
the Ugly Man contest, the student-
faculty show with its traditional auc-
tion, and many other money-rais ing 
projects went this year to the follow ing 
groups: World University Service, 
American Friends Service Committee, 
the American Cancer Society, and the 
Pennsylvania Association for Retarded 
Childre·n. 
Left to Right: B. Francis , co-chairman; W . McQuoid, l. Witmer, R. Tempest, C. Eddy, W. Kress-
ley, A. leger, N. Abramson , director of Stydent-Faculty show; J . Tomlinson, co-chairman. 
Left to right : J . von Koppenfel s, K. Khuen-Kryk, S. Lesher, A. 
Harr ie s. 
French club 
The increasing amount of interest on th e part of th e 
stud ents has enab led the French Club to en large its 
scope of activity. The function of th is organization 
is not only to acq uaint those on campus w ith the 
variou s aspects of French cu lture, but also to foster 
actual participation in activities which promote 
greater understanding between the two civil izations. 
Among ils programs are songfests, guest speakers 
wi th slides of France, student speakers who have 
visited France, the Chri stma s party, and the Farewel l 
Banquet. 
. 
I. r. c. 
The purpose and function of the In-
ternational Relations Club is to stimu-
late an interest in world affairs and 
to provide a center for intelligent, 
informed discussions. Aided by their 
sponsor, Dr . Eugene H . M ill er, and 
various national organizations, the 
club is able to secure outstanding 
speakers on current international 
problems. Through its affiliation with 
the Association of I nternationa I Rela-
tions Clubs, the organization actively 
participates with other member col -
leges in the annual conventions and 
the model United Nations Assembly. 
The annual spring banquet climaxes 
the year's activities. 
die germania 
The chapter for the German club, Die Ger-
mania, was reissued during the second 
semester of last year to provide an organi-
zation tha would stimulate thought about 
German life, traditions, and customs. The 
group intended to offer topics of interest 
throughout the year that would be available 
to the entire campus. The year's activities 
include slide shows, the Christmas programs, 
tr ips to Philadelphia to see foreign films, and 
programs of appreciation of German music 
and literature. 
First Row : G . Kleckner, C. G inge ry . Second Row : P. Karppinen, 
treasurer; N. Spr inger, secretary; K. Khuen-Kryk, A. Harr ies, G . 
Po llins . Standing: R. Maestrel li, P. Houser, M. Blewett. 
First Row : R. Pu leo, J. Burhans, M. Neborak, J . Hartgen, J . 
Sanders. Second Row: B. Glodfelter, A . Leger, vice-president; 
M. Se ip, president; M. Meeker, secretary-t rea surer; K. Khuen-
Kryk. Third Row: E. Gobrecht, J . Kr iebel , A . Matusow, M . 
Weand , B. Hoffman , P. Rowe. 
These Ursinus seniors were chosen to appear in the 
1957-58 edition of Who's Who Among Students in 
American Universities and Colleges. The students 
recognized in this annual publication of the national 
honorary organization are selected from approxi-
mately 700 colleges and universities and are nomi-
nated on the basis of the student's scholarship; his 
participation and leadership in academic and extra-
curricular activities; his citizenship and service to the 
school; and his promise of future usefulness. The 
selection committee is composed of officers of the 
student government councils and of the college ad-
min istration. 
m 
cub and key 
Founded in 1939 to give recognition to those men 
who have proved themselves worthy examples of 
the highest ideals of the College, the Cub and Key 
Society is limited in membership to seven men who 
are chosen in 'their junior year to serve during their 
senior yea r. 
Membership in the society is based on character, 
scholastic achievement, and participation in extra-
curricular activities. 
Besides holding several social functions during the 
College yea r, the society sponsors a scholarship 
which is given at Commencement to an outstand-
ing freshman man, and seeks to serve the College 
wherever possible. Cub and Key functions after 
graduation as an alumni body. 
The Whitians is an honorary society for women, pre-
viously known as the Rosicrucians . It was given its 
present name in honor of its founder , Elizabeth B. 
White . Permanent membership is granted to junior 
and senior women who have maintained a scholastic 
average of 85 for four semesters and who are quali-
fied on a basis of extra-curricular activities, leader-
ship, and character. Temporary membership is 
granted to all women having an 85 average during 
the previous semester. Each semester permanent and 
temporary members are invited to a social event, 
which this fall was a Smorgasbord luncheon at the 
Collegevi ll e Inn . The organization has established 
a p r ize to be awarded each year to the woman stu-
dent who at the end of the first year has the highest 
schol astic standing. 
Left to right: C. Hoover, W. Montgomery, H. Redden, K. Grundy, 
secretary, treasurer; T. Bennignus, president. 
the whitians 
Left to right: D. Brown., A. Schoon-
maker, secretary-treasurer; M. Seip, 
pres ident; G. Livingston , A. Leger. 
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First Row: C. Royle, J. Sanders, N . Byrne, A. Evans, G. 
Sangree , A. McKey, L. Jewett, C. Edd y, J . Mowrey, P. 
Tomasovich . Second Row: S. Korte, L. Podolak , N. Blicken-
derfer, A. Hurd, L. Wolf, F. Bardman, V. Keller , R. Bellairs, 
M. Meeker. Third Row: M. Sensenig, C. Dearnaley , M. Pen-
nington, K. Scheffiey, M. Shilton, C. Davis, B. Peterson, D. 
mei stersingers 
Lamm, L. Witmer, S. Hillard , M. White. Fourth Row: J. 
Hartgen, C. Freed, L. Joseph, C. Hoover, W . Kressley, P. 
Shults, D. Todd , B. Kreisinger, S. Fogal, T. Bennignus . Fifth 
Row: J. Jones, J . Kriebel , W. McQuaid, N . Cole, W. Haines, 
R. Miller, D. Emery, R. Pauli, B. Guttschall, W. Miller, E. 
Mack, J. Dei singer, B. Barrow. 
Dr. Ph i lip and Sam Fogal , student conductor of the 
Meistersingers, discuss a minor problem before a con-
cer t in Bomberger Hal l. 
The Meistersingers is a mi xed choral group under the direction of Dr. 
William Philip . Work is done in both secular and religious music and pro-
grams are presented by the group b efore various church groups, schools, 
and service clubs in the vicinity of the College . 
Each year the group displays its musical talents before various churches 
and schools on the eastern seaboa rd in its spring tour which helps to make 
new friends for Ursinus. 
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A busy season is concluded as the Meistersingers don formal attire and 
present a varied program before the student body in the Annual Spring 
Concert . 
The Meisters ingers pose in front of the i r well-travelled bus and banner 
during the spring tour. 
I 
chapel choir 
First Row: A. Hu rd, P. Hunt, K. Sche ffley , M . 
Penn ington, M . Cording , G. Sangree, D. Lamm, 
J. Meszaros, C. Benner. Second Row: L. W olf, 
S. Korte , C. Harris, M . Sensen ig, B. Peterson, 
B. Winterstein , L. Woodcock , M . St i tley, A . 
EVdns, C. Dearnaley . Third Row: J. Deisi nger, 
W . Miller, P. Schultz, E. Gobrecht, J. Kriebel , 
D. Todd . Organist: S. Small. 
Evan s, T. Benn ignus, trea surer. 
male quartet 
One of the musical traditions at 
Ursi:1US is the male quartet which is 
closely affiliated with the Meister-
singers. Besides performing in con-
cert with the Meistersingers, the 
quartet has a large amount of work 
of its own . The group services the 
College by presenting programs to 
campus organizations and alumni 
groups. Furthermore, the quartet 
gives the College a personal touch in 
concerts for chu rch organizations and 
clubs throughout the area. 
pi nu epsilon 
Membership in the Gamma chapter of Pi Nu Epsilon, the 
national honorary music fraternity, may be attained by those 
students who have achieved a scholastic standing which is 
above average and who are activ2 in the musical organiza-
tions on the Ursinus campus. The objects of the fraternity 
are to stimulate an interest in and to further the aims of the 
musical activities, to foster and develop a broader interest in 
music and musical affairs, and to honor men and women who 
have devoted time and effort to the musical organizations 
of Ursinus College. 
L. Joseph, accompanist; T. Bennignus, 1 st Tenor; C. Hoover, 2nd Tenor; 
J . De isinger, 2nd Bass; W . McQuoid , 1 st Bass. 
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One of the larg est and most active 
organizations on the Ursinus campus 
is the Brownback-Anders Pre-Medical 
Society. The aim of the society is to 
give an insight into the diverse 
aspects of modern medicine and to 
foster the ideals of the practicing 
physician. 
Under the able leadership of Dr. 
Wagner , noted physicians in various 
fields speak to the society. Trips are 
also made to medical schools and 
hospitals. 
Believing that serious studies should 
be tempered with a little recreation, 
the society also sponsors an annual 
spring dinner dance. 
First Row: G. Miyaza i, G. Mori ta , D. Dunfee, 
P. Haynicz, Dr . P. Wagner, advisor; J. Eckers-
ley, president; J . Bonn, S. Peters, J. Da vies . 
Second Row: A. Hutchko, I. Lederman, J. 
Pr ice, N . Abramson, L. Martyn, R. Petrait is, 
H. Per lman, R. Gdgor, vice-president; J. Tom-
linson. Third Row : H. Zall , H. Levenson, R. 
Menkus, J. Cardona , M . Becke r, S. Wagman , 
M . Anderson, W . Robson. Fou rth Row: J. 
Jones, R. Maeslrelli, W . Christ, J. Mal ick, R. 
Bond, C. Schr'einer. 
pre-medical 
society 
First Row : H. Behling , R. Scheide ler, L. Kil-
patrick, M . Weller , J . Hoerne r, J . Da vies, L. 
Podolak . Second Row : C. Mallick, A . Mc-
Kown, R. Lubk ing, A . Rosenberg, J . Heckler, 
S. Burns. Third Row: I. Madley, I. Lederman, 
A . Rittweiler, M. Anderson, J . McDougal. 
John Eckersley, president of the pre-medical 
soc iety and Dr. Wagner inspect a slide in the 
hi stology lab. 
beardwood 
chemical society 
The Society offe rs inte rested students 
an affiliation with the Ame rican Chem-
ica l Socie ty a'ld an opport unity to 
learn more about the practical aspects 
of chemistry. Mon thl y meetings fea -
tured a movie on the steel industry, 
a talk on "Chemica ls from Ursinu s 
Labs" by Dr . Staige r, and a discussion 
on "Jets, Rockets, Missiles , and Satel-
lites" by Mr. Polishuk. During the 
yea r plant .trips were taken, one of 
which was to Merck, Sharp and 
Dohme . Th e year concluded with a 
dinner meeting to which the alumni 
were also invited. 
Firs t Row: Dr. Staiger, L. Dean , C. Davis, J . Mal ick , R. Dod ig , H. Schumacher, J . Mill er, B. 
Gattiker, Dr. Sturgis . Second Row: C. Schreiner, G . Mor ita , R. Bond, J . Tomlinson , N. Cole, 
J. Pr ice , S. Peters, G. M iyazaki , S. Buchanan . Th ird Row: R. Sharp, R. Wes tley , R. Wallers , 
l. Litka , W. Christ, E. Mack, D. Bretzger. 
s.e.a.p. 
The monthly meetings of S.E.A.P . include social gatherings, movies , out-
door programs, panel discussions and talks by prominent educators pro-
viding rich experiences for its members in pre-professional activities . In 
co-sponsorship, Mr . J . Allen Minnich and Dr . Mark G . Messinger supervise 
the organization. The officers are Sue Berge r, president; Adele Schoonmaker, 
vice-president; Lois Molitor, secretary; Lenny Lubking , treasurer; and Janet 
Geatens, assistant treasurer. 
Christopher Rohm , S.E.A.P. State Presi-
dent, and Joan Martin, S.E.A.P . South-
eastern District Secretary. 
First Row: S. Berger, president; l. 
Molitor, secretary; A. Schoonmaker, vice-
president; J . Geatens , ass istant treas-
uter, C. Rohm , J . Martin. Second Row: 
Dr. Messinger, advisor; Mr. Minn ich, 
advisor; N. King , R. Dodig, M. Myers, 
G. Livingston , M. Shulz, J. Berman. 
Third Row: C. Gingery, C. Eddy, IJ. 
Ba ver, N. Byrne, N. Buchanan , C. Ro y le , 
R. Cairo, S. Cohen, D. Todd , B. Francis. 
Fourth Row: R. Meier, l. Wheeler, F. 
Dietr ich, E. Spare, D. Vye, D. Blakney, 
J . Gilbert, l. Sperber, E. Emenheiser, M. 
Cramer. Fifth Row: A. EVqns, M. Stit-
ley, G. Sangree, I. DeRyder, N. Gilmore , 
N. Parsly, l. Achey, l. Meitzner, T. 
Jacobs. Sixth Row: J. Mowrey, A. Wil-
son, B. Rogers, B. Settles, B. Alexander, 
B. DeGeorge. 
Ursinus was proud to have Chris Rohm as the state president of the S.E.A.P . 
and Joan Martin as the south-eastern district secretary. 
Merle Syvertsen and George Miyazaki , Art. 
Ann Lege r an d Tom Bennignus, Co-
Ed itors . 
the 1958 
ruby 
Hoping to present to the reade,s of the 1958 Ruby a pictorial 
record combined with much of the current thought about the 
student and his present and future role in the world, the co-edi-
tors have added a number of features in their attempt to attain 
this objective. 
Besides the help of the indispensable literary staff the Ruby was 
greatly aided by the untiring effort of the efficient and capable 
business staff. Our staffs have enabled us to present what we 
hope is a more encompassing book which has caught some of all 
the aspects of our campus community. It may seem superfluous 
to name some of these additions but we feel that the modern type 
and artwork, the additional pictures, and the supplementary prose 
do capture the whole Ursinusiana. 
Molly Seip, Marge Stuba, and Ira Lederman, Organizat ions and 
Activities. 
Adele Schoonmaker, Norman Cole, Linda Kulp , and 
Meg Myers, Typing and Copy. 
Joan Martin and Bob Gilgor, Sen io r Write-ups. 
Ro Puleo and Bruce Mac-
Gregor, Sports . 
Bill Ruffing, Fred Rodell, Judy Ha rtgen , AI Hutchko, and 
R. Moser , Business Staff. 
Ken Grundy and Otis Stanley, Co-Business Managers. 
Seated : C. Robacker, fea ture editor; M . Seyler, associate edi tor. Standing: J . Schae fer, news 
editor; C. Carpenter, assistant spor ts editor; N . Owen, circula tion manager; F. Glauser, as-
sistant news ed ito r; A. Leger, assis tant feature editor. 
Ed i tor-in-chief William Montgomery in one of 
his ve ry rare spare moments. 
the weekly 
The Ursinu s Weekly , written and edi ted by th e students , is a record of 
campus activities and provides information on events in the Philadelph ia 
area that are of special interest to th e Ursinus community. 
The feature pag e of Th e Weekly contains the best of student creative writing 
including satire, criticism, stories, and essays. Th e feature page also acts 
as a "sounding board" for student opinion through articles, editorials, and 
letters to the editor . 
Seated: L. Strasser, S. Garside, R. Mercer. Second Row : B. Glodfelter, M. Shilton , K. 
Scheffley, L. Dean, J. M i ller, A . Evans, N . Parsly, B. Gattiker, S. Henne, K. Schnabel. Th Ird 
Row: P. Rowe, R. Cole, T. McCabe . 
the lantern 
literary staff 
The literary magazine of Ursinus has a twofold 
purpose- to give interested persons a medium 
for literary expression, and to present works 
of exceptional merit in the fields of both poetry 
and p rose. By publishing articles on a wide 
variety of topics , this publication has attained 
a dive rsity that appeals to many differen t 
types of readers. The Lantern staff endeavors 
to produce a magazine that is readable and of 
high qua lity, and has made considerable 
prog ress towa rd this end· during the past year. 
business staff 
Business Staff: R. Quinn, manager; L. Dryfoos, C. Minter. 
Editorial Staff-Sitting: B. Wendel , editor. Standing : I. Lederman , associ-
ate editor; A . Matusow, W. Montgomery. 
Art Staff: P. Folet, M. Weller, L. Loney. 
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curtain club 
Open to all students inte rested in dramatics, 
the Curta in Club presents during the Ursinus 
th e atr·e seaso n a n umbe r of pla ys and other 
theatrical acti v it ies. Beginning the year with 
the annual rece ption at the home of Dr. and 
Mrs. He lfferich , this dramatic organi zation 
prese nts a number of one-act productions as 
well as the two three -act plays, one of which 
is presented in the fall and the other on May 
Day week-end. 
Th e Curtain Club affords an opportunity to 
learn all aspects of dramatics including act-
ing, staging, directing , producing, costumes, 
and makeup. Any student may become a 
member through actual parti cipation in any 
of this myriad of activities. 
First Row : M. Seyler , K. Schnabel , V . Cross, C. Dearnaley, R. Mercer. 
Second Row : C. Robacker, A . Leger, secretary; P. Rowe, treasurer ; A. 
McKey, president; R. Gilgor, vice -president; D. Vye, historian ; N. 
Abramson . Third Row: D. Todd, B. Montgomery, J . Terry, J . Schaefer, 
J . De isinger, E. Gobrecht, B. Glodfel ter. 
Membership in th e Delta Tau cast of Alpha 
Psi Omega , the national dramatic fraternity, 
is recogn ition of outstanding service in all 
aspects of college dramatics . The group helps 
to further all dramatic activities and serves 
on the casting committee for the Fall and 
Spring productions . This year the fraternity 
built the set for Ten Little Indi ans and par-
ticipated in much of the acting , directing, and 
advising of the season's presentations . Dur-
ing the second semester the group witnessed 
West Side Story. 
During the fall Alpha Ps i gained four new 
members : Katrinka Schnable, Mary Ellen 
Seyler, Philip Rowe, and Norman Abramson . 
Additional members were taken in during 
the spring. Faculty sponsors of the fraternity 
include Dr . and Mrs. Helfferich, Mr . H. Lloyd 
J ones, and Mr. Geoffrey Dolman . 
F,rst Row : M . Meeker, D. Todd , D. Vye , h istor ian; P. Rowe, treasure 
B. Gilgor, vice -president; A . McKey, president; A. Leger, secretar 
B. Montgomery, N . Abramson , B. Glodfelter, M . Seyler. Second RoV! 
J. Sanders , B. Bates, J. Refford, M . Paxson , S. Garside , C. Dearnale 
V . Cross, A . Markland , L. Podlak , N. Springer, A. Evans . Third RoV! 
R. Mercer, K. Schnabel , L. Strasser , J. Terry, W . Hoffman , A. MatusO\ 
M. Miller , E. Gobrecht , J . Da y, J. De is inger , E. Delate, B. Francis. 
stars and players 
The Stars a nd Pla ye rs is a sma ll g roup 
of Curtain Club members including 
the officers who have distinguished 
themsel ves by th ei r interest and par-
ticipation in Curtain Club activities. 
It is the governing body of th e club, 
and from its members are chosen the 
candidates fo r membership in Alpha 
Psi Omega. 
First Row : C. Robacker, secre tary-t reasurer; 
B. Montgomery, president; B. Gilgor, vice-
president. Second Row: V . Cross, D. Vye, 
D. Todd , A . M cKey, A. Leger. 
The discovery of Wargrave-"Five l ittle Ind ian boys si tt ing in a row, One got in Chancery, 
and then there were four ." 
This year the Curtain Club successfully presented as its main fall 
production the thrilling mystery drama, Ten Little Indians, by the 
well-known Agatha Christie. Ably directed by H. Lloyd Jones, 
faculty director, and Angie McKey, student director, this play fea-
tured James Terry, Va lerie Cross, and Robert Gilgor in the main 
roles . 
group productions 
The Curtain Clubbers are given an additional 
opportunity to exercise their talents in the 
numerous group productions. The season 
opened with two presentations: a one-act 
play, The Shirkers, directed by Norman 
Abram son and Beverly Glodfelter, and includ-
ing in the cast Philip Rowe, Da v id Williams, 
and Diana Vye; and a dramatic reading from 
Cyrano de Bergerac, directed by Katrinka 
Schnabel, and Philip Rowe, featuring Carolyn 
Dearnaley, William Hoffman, and Allen 
Matusow. 
During the spring term two more group pro-
ductions were presented. 
The annual recept ion 
The finishing touches 
fall play 
The Shirkers 
Readings from Cyrano de Bergerac Submerged-Spring 1957 
closer than organizational ties, deeper and 
longer lasting than dormitory life is the frater-
nity or sorority experience. rather than the 
casual association which much of college life 
affords is the brother or sister relationship 
which continues long after graduation. bring-
ing a warm cama raderie and light-hearted 
fellowship to th e campus, fraternities and 
sororities furn ish most of the college's socia I 
life and draw students together in a very rea l 
way . every activity, each orphan's pa rty, the 
closed stag, the rushing season, hazing, and 
the reception of new members make the 
sense of brotherhood and sisterhood an ele-
ment of increasing meaning. 
sororities -- fraternities 
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inter-sorority co unci l 
Both these councils were formed to foster brotherhood and 
cooperation among the fraternities and among the sorori-
ties, to establi sh rules for all activities, and to settle any 
disputes . 
Last year the I.F.e. sponsored the first I.F.e. weekend. 
This year the council sponsored a bigger and better week-
end by using the dynamic ideas of the present council. 
One of the interesting events of the spring semester is 
,/' 
First Row: M. Sa wyer, J. 
Ma r t i n, secre tary; M. 
Me eke r, presi dent ; H. 
Ames, vice-presi dent ; A. 
Schoonma ker , G. Li vi ng ston. 
Seco nd Ro w : I. Ra wcliffe, R. 
Mercer , E. Emenhe iser , J. 
Burhans. 
the interfraternity track meet, which creates a feeling of 
b rotherhood and friendship through competitive spirit. 
The I.S.e. sponsored a penny carnival for the benefit of 
the campus chest. 
The I.F.e. and the I.S.e. are continually trying to improve 
the campus social life and to create a mutual respect, not 
only for the fraternities and sororities, but also for many 
of the other campus organizations. 
,/'----~~~----~~-,~~~,~--.~~~-=~~~ 
First Row: R. Blood, presi-
d ent; W. North, secretary-
treasurer; D. Hodgson, J. 
Idler, A. Hutchko, W. Car-
son. Second Row: M. An-
derson, W. Coverdale , A. 
Stoll, W. Montgomery, J. 
Jackson. 
inter-Fraternity council 
First Row: K. Buggeln , R. Maestrell i, treasurer ; R. Famous, vice-presi-
dent ; D. Hodgson , pres ident ; R. Wagner , secretary; A. Stoll. Second 
Row : A. Cianc i, A. McGrath, J. Prutzman , M. Drewniak , C. Anderson , 
W. Delany, J. Wenhold , C. Gest , E. Ha igh. Third Row: E. Savastio, 
W. Horrocks , J . Morrison , J. Myers , T. Winchester , W. Shinehouse, H. 
Nelson , R. lipp l. cott, K. Moyer. 
alpha phi epsilon 
The brothers of Alpha Phi Epsilon again showed their tradi -
tional b rotherhood and loyalty ... the "Old Timer's" ,day 
reunion and the reigning of Barbara DeGeorge uS our queen 
.. . the annual open party and rushing stag . .. the exclusive 
social blasts at the barn ... the end of a successful year with 
the sp ring dinner dance when we parted ways until next fall. 
Anyone for pinochle or darts? rhe gang's all here! 
Set 'em up, boys! 
Gad, I'm growing o ld ! 
What's in a picture? 
First Row : D. Wright , correspond ing secretary; J. Kershner, record ing 
secretary; K. Fa y, pres ident; W . Coverdale , vice -president; B. Wendel, 
treasurer; J . Stee le . Second Row: R. Shippee, J . Price , L. Powell , B. 
beta • sigma 
lambda 
The traditional Blue and Gold .. man y Vets ... Homecom-
ing festivities at the Prop Room . . cocktail s with 0 ' Chi . .. 
the orphans ' party at Christmas . . . Mardi Gra s for the stu-
d e nts in Jarw ar y . .. dinner dance in Ma y ... pinnings, en-
gagements, marriag e s ... anoth e r great year has passed for 
the brothers of Beta Sig . 
The p icture of happiness. 
Heller, W . Dunnington , J. Salwen, B. Drobn yk. Th ird Row : D. Durr, 
B. Brown, J . Terry, J. Ph i ll ip s, R. Ha yes, B. Birch , B. Houser. 
First Row: R. Angstadt, chaplain; e. Reid , treasurer; J . Jackson, pres i-
dent; J . Cooper, vice-p resident; R. Moser, secretary; M. Anderson , 
I.F.e. representative. Second Row: R. Schmoyer, R. Lord, G. Arm-
Delta Mu Sigma ... better known as DEMAS ... brotherhood, 
loyalty, lasting friendships ... a p rosperous and eventful 
year guided by " Bops" J ackson ... the "Mixer" with Omega 
Chi a smashing success ... Demas orphan's party ... Barbara 
McClure, Homecoming queen .. . fall rushing-four new 
members ... Ken Grundy and Hal Redden make "Who's 
Who" ... Christmas Ca roling .. . I.F.e. t rack champs ... 
pa rticipation in I.F.e. week-end ... Spring rushing party 
g rea t success ... annual dinner dance held at Reading 
Country Club ended an eventful year ... ten seniors depart. 
strong, B. Dempsey, M. Becker, R. Chern, J . Schumacher, P. Vokrot , 
R. Scheideler, F. Glauser. Th ird Row: P. Lim , A. Stanley, H. Redden , 
R. Dicke rson, W. Christ , E. Brookes, K. Grundy, R. Megill. 
Physical culture experts Fall informal initiation. 
Chern and Re id. 
delta • mu sigma 
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First Row: R. Wa lters, W . Carson, correspond ing secretary; T. Zern , 
vi ce-president; W . Montgome ry, presid e nt; C. Miller , secretary; J . 
Slaweck i, treasure r. Seco nd Ro w : M. Semach, T. Hake , R. Ge ry, R. 
Harr ison , T. McCabe, R. Cauffm a n, R. Burns, D. Ze ig ler, W . Mill e r. 
Th ird Row: K. Ba iley, W . Wh itehead , l. Litka, A. Hill, J. Strun k, l. 
G raburn , H. Ha itz, S. Sm al l. 
delta pi sigma 
Homecoming Queen Marlene White reigned at the Delta 
Pi "Old Timers" banquet that opened the year . .. Dr . 
Heilemann our favorite spy ... cake sale extraordinaire ... 
energetic pledges . .. Christmas orphan's party with Sig Nu 
. .. Final Fling , a great success- aga in with Sig Nu . . . New 
Year's Eve- wow! .. . thumper everywhere we went ... 
hunting Easter eggs with- yau said it- Sig Nu ... terrific 
Dinner Dance at the Lehigh Valley Club ... another suc-
cessful year for Delta Pi Sigma ended with the annual get-
together stag-grads "wept" buckets . 
Carol singers being rewarded . 
Days w e ll spe nt o n cam p us. 
rho • sigma 
lambda 
Sons of Old Ursinus ... memories ever bind us ... " The Opener" 
... Homecoming at the Bull Tavern ... Jackie Robbins crowned 
the Queen of Sigma Rho .. . 1907 Ford ... closed pa rt y with Ta u 
Sig .. . Christmas caroling with Ph i Ps i ... commemoration of 
finals at the Poco nos ... published Alumni " Newsletter" ... in-
crea sed the Sigma Rho scholarship .. . a successful yea r under 
the leadership of John Idler brought to a close with an exciting 
dinner dance. 
Sig Rho's a ca pe ll a choir. 
Memories for the old-timers. 
Homecoming I!! 
First Row: W . Connelly, W . McQuoid , recording secretary; l. Dryfoos, 
treasurer; J. Idler, president; A. Daniel s, corresponding secretary; A . 
Hutchko . Second Row: K. Trauger, sc holarship chairman; G . Bu sler, J . 
Haag , J . Forrest, S. Finkbi ner, T. Hall , K. Gray, W. Spangler . Th ird 
Row: F. Roedel, B. Cuthbert , l. Drummond, D. Watson , W . Zindel , 
S. Wagman , R. Dippl. 
zeta chi 
Zeta Chi and friendship ha ve become synonymous at Ursinus 
. .. fun and enjoyment reign as the "Zoo" and its outside 
components frolic through the year .. . socially minded 
Zetans . .. alum ni welcomed at the annual Homecoming 
festivities .. . fun for all at the " Football Finale" ... o rphan's 
party at Christmas with Phi Psi . .. Christmas caroling at the 
girls' dorms ... challenged at another I.F.C. track meet . . . 
memorable dinner dance .. . lasting friendship w ith all the 
Zetans ... " Drink, drink, drink the drunken Zetans ." 
Two pie-eyed Zetans . 
Alumni welcomed at Dinner Dance. Sa y Schl itz and smile. 
First Row: R. Quinn, trea surer; W . Rybak, corresponding secretary; 
T. Holcombe, vice-p resi den t; R. Blood, president; W . North, I.F .e. 
representat ive; W . Roge rs, socia l chairman; S. Zanger, secretary. 
Second Row: R. Peterson, R. Britta in, W. W i lliams, A. W ilson , B. Mac-
Gregor, A . Ze lley, M . Blewi tt, M . Weand , e. Fox . Third Row: e. 
Rohm , A. A rge r, H. Perlman , R. Johnson, e. Parker, R. Blew, H. Zall, 
R. Turnbull. 
First Row: J . Baver , S. N icho ls, M . Swan , M . Sey ler, co·social chair-
men ; C. Robacker . Second Row : C. Carter , L. Marty n, chapla in; D. 
Owen , record ing sec retary; A . Schoonmaker, pres ident; A . Leger, 
correspond ing secretary; J . Burhans , treasurer ; L. Kulp. Third Row: 
H. Schumacher, J . Hartgen, M . Stuba , R. Me ier, L. Loney, L. Lefever, 
J. Schaefer, M . Foll et, E. Spare . Fourth Row : L. W itmer, K. Schnabel, 
G. Snyder, C. Gingery, R. Petra it is, C. Dea rna ley, S. Struve. 
alpha sigma nu 
"A mighty crew" ... begi n and end yea r with week-ends 
a t O .c. ... "Mr . Schlitzer" and his moving stairs . . . effective 
rain dance rs . . . successful rushing party at Woodside Manor 
... Ch ristmas and Easte r parties for Bethany orphans with 
Del ta Pi ... knitters of che rry and silver scarves ... "The 
peppiest girls " . . . Homecoming Luncheon , Lorelei dinne r, 
memorable dinner dance . .. initiation and pizza at "Jean -
hans" ... pledges find new meanings for o ld symbols . . . 
" thumper" a t closed parties ... January 's " Final Fling" with 
Del ta Pi .. . " Let's have a party " .. . loyal we will always be. 
Sig Nuers attend Igor prem iere . 
Dinne r dance in term ission . 
/ 
Flfs t Row : A . Hurd , S. Piper , F. Tagga rt, A . Evans , B. Tucker. Seco nd 
Ro w : F. Ono, N . Gi lmo re , record ing secre tary ; G . Sangree , co rres -
pond ing secret ary; R. Mercer , v ice-presiden t; M . M eeke r, pres id en t; 
R. DeRyder , treasurer; A . Colber t, chaplain . Thi rd Row: A. M i l ls, G. 
Below, P. Ka rp p inen , P. Sti tley, alu m ni secre tary; V. M acCalmont, S. 
Henne, S. Jo hn son . Fou r th Row: C. Sc hmidt, M . Co rd ing , N . Spri nger, 
V . Ke ll er, J. Sanders , L. Foa rd . 
Those meetin g s in room 
eight! 
Info rma l ini t ia t ion an tics! 
Ca rd s plu s Kb, K'ers equal a 
party ! 
" And K.D.'s will all remember all their good times in the 
past" . .. welcoming back alumnae at the Homecoming 
Luncheon .. . " Fancy Pants" .. . dance at the rushing party 
· .. thirteen new sisters for breakfast . . . noisy pizza party 
· .. Student Union informal initiation . .. alumnae smorgas-
bord dinner .. . gentlemen for dinner before the Lorelei 
· . . Topton's orphan 's party ... lazy fun on the shore week-
end . .. farewells to graduating sisters at the annual dinner 
dance .. . but always remembering that " wherever we stray 
sisters of K.D .K. will be friends, friends, friends ." 
kappa delta kappa 
omega chi 
What 's this act ion? 
Everyone's going 0 Chi! 
First Row: J . Berry , A. M cKey, M. Thomas , R. Ervin , N . Byrne, chap-
la in; l. Brenner, co rresponding secretary. Second Row: P. Sawyer, 
B. DeGeorge , recording secretary; J . Carino , vice-president ; G. Liv-
ingston , president; V. Cross, trea surer; P. Hill and l. Achey, social 
"Vive, sorori y sang he members of Omega Chi a' our firs 
mee ing, coffee ime in Barb s room . .. onderfu memories 
of he "Mixer" wi h Demas . . . he annual Homecoming 
Luncheon a La es ide ... our rushing par y a agner s ... 
he Be a Sig-O' Chi Chris mas par y for he Be hany orphans 
he dinner before he Lorelei ... our abulous shore 
week-end.. and, bes of all, cherished memories 0 our 
dinner dance .. . " 0 ' Chi, ha s off 0 you. 
B ~ - f!X - orphans = erry Chr,s mas. 
chairmen. Third Row: D. Blakney, C. Schreiner, J. Bush ay, A . Bux-
ton , l. Ransom , l. Me i tzner, C. Fisher, P. Pa terson, C. Royl e. Four h 
Row: J . Wittam, A. Markland, l. Podolak, A . Rittweder, Bl ic en-
derfer, J. Refford , G. Kleckner , M. Wh ite. 
Fashion belles o f '60 pose at Martha's Chr is t-
mas Party. 
Jolly Pals of Ph i Psi. 
phi alpha 
• 
pSI 
First Row: C. Ziegler, S. Cummings, A. Irish , D. Gingerich, M. Syvert-
sen , S. Biddle . Second Row: L. Molitor, N. Owen, recording secre-
tary; R. Bellairs , correspo'1ding secretary; E. Emenheiser, vice-presi-
dent ; S. Fen stermacher, treasurer; D. Vye, J . Miller . Th ird Row: J . 
Surf City-Treasure Hunt ing . 
"We are all the Pals of dear Phi Alpha Psi " ... what fun we 
have together ... Homecoming Luncheon . . . our rushing 
party with its "Sorority Game" ... breakfast with our eleven 
new Pals ... informal initiation and Christmas party at 
Martha's . . . caroling with Sig Rho ... orphan's party with 
Zeta Chi ... bowling, pizza , and party parties .. . our shore 
week-end ... the grandest finale-the dinner dan~e followed 
by one of Sandy's parties ... and so " Pals, Pals, Pals, we will 
always be!" 
Alexander, E. T. Williams, L. Strasser, S. Berger, J. Gilbert, M. Hart-
zell, T. Jacobs , P. Robinson , L. Fay . Fourth Row: M. Paxson , J . Scholl, 
L. Magness, M. Pennington , K. Scheffiey, F. Bardman, S. Klauss , H. 
Baile, L. Sperber. 
Firs t ,r~ow : M. Moock , R. Cairo , N. King, J . Mowry, R. Francis , S. J us-
tice . Second Row: L. J ewi ll, A. Irwi n , record ing sec re ta ry; R. Raw-
cliffe , vice-persident; J . Mar tin, presid e nt ; J. Ro bbins, treasurer; F. 
Die tr ich, correspond ing secre tary; C. Carpenter, chap lai n. Th ird Row: 
Posing for Mrs. Pearson. Even Phoebe says "h i!" 
M. Schul tz, C. LeCato, M. Wilson , L. Wheeler, C. Eddy, C. W illiamson, 
S. Nembach, I. Reiniger , S. Wagner, T. Cri tchfield . Fourth Row: G. 
Cummings, S. Rineha rt, J . Brinton, B. Kallenbach , M. Sh il ton, B. 
Ro m ig, B. McClure , H. Pearson, A. Moyer, P. Woodbury . 
tau sigma 
gamma 
"Tau Sig Spirit never dies" .. . this spirit is ever present 
throughout . . . the fabulous rushing party . . . fun at Sue J's 
.. . Christmas luncheon in New York ... closed party with 
Sig Rho .. . the Lorelei dinner at the Inn . . . Tau Sig 's car 
wash . . . swim and pizza parties ... an Easter party with 
Zeta Chi for the orphans ... fun and sun at the shore week-
end .. . the dinner dance which tops another succe ssful 
year ... and of course, treasured memories of al l this and 
'.'Phoebe," the sergeant-at-arms . . . " 'til we meet again " at 
the Old Timer's Day Luncheon. 
nobody has ever been able to say what sport 
is, but life would hardly be the same without 
it. sport is not all things to all people, but 
today it is something in more different ways 
to more people than it has ever been before. 
it is play for many and work for a few. it is 
what no one has to do and almost everyone 
wants to do. it is exercise and rest . it is man 
exuberant and man content. sport is not art 
or religion, morals or ideals. but with all of 
these it shares values which are at least 
humanly high and always highly human . 
sports 
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B. Di llio,f/",on!). First Row: D. Famous, manager; R. Bogg io, W. Rybak, A. Arger, C. Hassler, 
R. Famous, captain; W . Rogers, C. Rohm , R. D'ckerson, J. Jackson, R. Petersen. Second Row: 
K. Moyer, T. Holcombe, J . Prutzman, M . Drewniak , J. Bracki n , A . Wilson , R. Paine, B. Settles, 
J . Terry, R. Staneus, P. Simpson, R. Gu rzy nski, head coach. Third Row: S. Zul ie, manager; 
J . Sandercoc k, W . Linderma n, T. Kershner, W . Horrocks, C. Anderson, R. Diem, J. Forrest, 
J . Myers, C. Ges t, L. Varano, J . Detweiler . 
This yea r the Bruins suffered th e ir most disappointing football campaign 
in several yea rs, finishing w ith a 2-6 record for the season . Th e gridders 
took the ir two victo ri es ear ly in the season and had mild hopes of an unde-
feated yea r w hen the asian flu and other unforeseen circumstances allowed 
them to score only three tou chdow ns to their opponents' nineteen through-
out the remainder of th e seaso n . 
The Bears opened th ei r 1957 campaig n edg ing a strong Susque hanna e leve n, 
6-0, on two field goals b y captain Bob Famous . The second week-end 
brought a morale-raising win over Drexe l, 12-6, that pla ced center Bob 
Petersen on the All East team of th e week. 
Their first defeat came hard as the Bears fell to a 39-0 romp by Wilkes 
College before a large homecoming crowd . Bob Famous was awarded the 
Kenneth E. Walker trophy at the close of the game. The grid contest sched-
uled at Swarthmore was canceled on account of the flu conditions . The long 
trip to Staten Island met with the second straight shutout against the Bears 
when Wagner College copped a 13-0 victory. 
The losing streak continued into November when the Ursinus eleven fell 
under, 19-6, to Haverford College and freshman Bob Ortman . Dick Dicker-
son and Mike Drewniak led the Bruin attack. Chris Rohm climaxed his 
football career for the " Red, Old Gold, and Black" in the contest with Lebanon 
Valley when he scored on a ninety-one yard touchdown pass and run. The 
Ursinus attack fell short in a 13-7 final score. 
The season ended when an undefeated Juniata squad sent home the Bruins 
with a 42-7 defeat. Tackle Bill Rogers scored the first touchdown of his 
career after picking up a loose fumble . 
[IS '0 GO 
football • • • 
Captain Bob Famous shows off enormou s 
Ken Walker Memorial Trophy presented 
to him after Homecoming Game. 
Head Coach Ray Gurzynski flanked by assistants Curt 
Coull and Harry Spangler. 
Drexel man swamped by Ursi nu s tack le rs. 
Bob Famous in a long run aga inst Susquehanna. 
Managers Jim Slaweck i, Don Famous, Steve Zul ie. 
A tense moment at the bench in homecoming game 
with W ilkes. 
Ted Kershner b rea k s 
through ho le in the de-
fense. 
Sen io r Bill Delaney, handling p ivot 
and center spot. 
Senior Dick Chern takes 
firs t quarter tap in 
Swarthmore ti lt. 
At forward, 6 '3" senior 
and rebounder Dick 
Chern . 
Top rebounder and 
high scoring sopho-
more Jim Whenhold. 
Average : 13 .8 points 
per game. 
Ball hawking junior " Inky" Wagner 
at guard. Average : 13.8 points per 
game. 
Freshman newcomer at guard, John 
Detwe i ler. 
During the first days of December, hopes were high for our Bru in 
courtmen . After suffer ing a backbreaking 0-18 record last year, 
the Urs inus cagers returned to open their 1957-1958 campaign 
with a well-deserved win over Rutgers of South Jersey, 67-52. 
The victory streak ended here. Seventeen losses followed. 
Under the experienced hand of Coach Paul Zdanowicz, the Bears 
put the ir all into every game in hopes that they would again meet 
victory. They came close, losing to Haverford,. 66-63, Ph iladel -
phia Pharmacy, 71-69, and Delaware, 83-78 . After suffering 
eleven straight defeats, the Bea rs sti ll managed to trouble the 
Blue Hens of Delaware, ti eing the score at 72-72 with minutes 
remaining. 
Junior " Inky" Wagner and sophomore Jim W enho ld led the 
Bruins in scoring, both averaging 13.8 points per game. Wen-
hold also led in rebounds with 9 .7 per game, suppor ted by 
seniors Dick Chern and Bill Delany. 
At midpoint in the season added talent appeared in the form of 
freshmen Glen Snyder and John Detwe iler, who filled the vacan-
cies left by Wayne Williams and Tom Winchester at midsemester. 
Captain "Inky" Wagner chats w i th Coach Zdanowicz. 
Forward Jim Wenho ld eludes Delaware guard. 
varsity basketball 
Jun io r Marv Koff d rives hard 
from corner during second half 
of Dela ware tilt. 
Promi sing young f reshman Glen 
Snyder sinks iump shot to t ie 
the Blue Hens at 72-72 w ith 
minutes rema ining. 
Front Row: R. Wagner, J. Schumacher, P. Zd anowicz, coach; G. 
Snyder, J. Detwe il er. Back Row: J. We nhold, R. Ba rbour, W. 
Delany, R. Chern , R. Schmoye r, ma nager . 
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In his first year as J.V. coach , Curt 
Coull talks with captain "Ding" An-
drews. 
First Row: J. Heckler, H. Andrews, captain; D. Gould , J. Neely , l. Habgood. Second Row: 
Coach Curt Coull , G. Armstrong , T. Stoudt, D. Emery, R. Scheideler, P. Vokrot, manager. 
• basketball J. V. 
Under the watchful eye of Coach Curt Coull, the J.V. basketball team showed 
constant improvement throughout the campaign this year. The junior cagers, 
led by 6'4" freshman Dennis Gould and sophomore "Ding" Andrews, were 
much more impressive than their 3-12 record indicated. The squad copped 
their three wins early in the season, defeating Philadelphia Pharmacy, Haver-
ford, and Swarthmore. Then came the loss of freshmen Glen Snyder and 
John Detweiler who were deemed more advantageous to the varsity. 
Showing great promise for the future were freshmen Jay Heck ler, Larry Hab-
good, and Dave Emery. 
Freshman Dave Emery succeeds in out jumping his Dela-
ware opponent. 
One arm belongs to freshman Dennis Gould (3 4) in 
his effort to cheat De laware of a rebound. 
Coach Kuhrt W ieneke d iscusse s M.A.C. Cha mpio nsh ips 
w ith capta in Jack Prutzman . 
Swarthmore 's Tom Stevenson find s h imse lf in trouble 
as sen ior Dick Blood executes a quick reversal. Bout 
went to Stevenson on a close 4 -3 decision. 
wrestling 
W restling again stole the spotligh on sports th is year, as i has in 
recent years. Led by Coach Kuhrt Wieneke and capta in Jack Prutz-
man, the matmen went on to compile their most Impress ive record 
in several years, 6-1. 
Both Prutzman ( 157) and sophomore heavyweight Wally Nielson 
went undefeated during season, with Prutzman going on to take a 
second place in the M.A.C. Championships. Nielson, also unscored 
upon du ring the season, managed to place fifth in his division. 
Se n io rs Hal Redden ( 137) and Don Hartman ( 167) ended their col-
leg iate w res tling careers with impressive records of 4-2 and 5-1 
respectively. Both boys were eliminated in the M.A.C. semi-finals. 
Se n io rs Ed Ma rshall ( 123), Mark Weand ( 147), and Dick Blood 
( 177 ) did more tha n their sha re in their highly competitive divisions, 
w hil e sophomo re Bobby Turnbull ( 130) added his 3-4 slate to the 
wi nni ng cause. 
The loss of fre sh men Pete Smith ( 147) and heavyweight Paul Simp-
son through ineligib ili ty possibly p reven ted the undefeated season. 
Kneeling : R. Turnbull , H. Redden , M. Weand, P. Sm ith. Standing: R. 
Blood, P. Simpson, W. Nielson , D. Hartman, J. Prutzman , c-apta in. 
Pictured above is se nior Hal Redden p la nning a q uick reversal 
on Dela w are 's Fred Grampp. Hal decisioned Grampp 10-7, b u t 
the grapplers fell 10 the Blue Hens, 17-11 . 
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Coach S. Pancoas t and R. Famous. J . Batchelo r, R. Wagner, 
W. Jo iner, R. Cauffman, L. Drummond, J . Schumacher, H. 
Mu rphy, J . Baum~n , G. Armst rong , W. Carson , J . Haag, J. 
Ig natin, G. Herman, and E. Carle. 
Inky Wagner snags line dr ive off third base . 
baseball 
The Ursinus baseball squad entered the 1958 campaign confident of 
another winning season under coach Sieb Pancoast. Six lettermen 
returned to the squad, headed by captain Bob Famous; they consisted 
of juniors Wally Chr ist , Inky Wagner and Wayne Williams, and sopho-
mores Jim Wen hold and Ed Savastio . 
The offense was mainly centered around Famous, Christ, and Wen-
hold, while Dick Chern , Jack Haag , and Lynn Drummond handled the 
brunt of the pitching . A host of freshmen also helped the Bears in 
producing another outstanding team which started the season hoping 
to better its 11-7 record of last year . 
Sophomore J im Wenhold ta kes the long stretch at first. 
Sophomore backstop Wally Christ sights high foul over home plate during practice. 
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Booter captain Ken Grundy. 
Stevens 
Rutgers 
Alumni 
LaSalle 
Swarthmor,e 
Drew 
Have rford 
Drexe l 
Delaware 
Lehigh 
F & M 
Fi rs! Row: A . Kinlock , R. Schmoyer, J. Bauman , K. Grundy, captain; J. 
Riddel , K. Bailey . Second Row: R. Angstadt , W . Spangler, C. Luck, B. 
Dempsey, W . Barcklow, B. Settles. Third Row: E. Brookes, E. Cl isby, W. 
Crumwiede, R. Harrison, R. Fulton , A. Stanley . 
soccer 
Th e soccer season ended with a disappointing 3-8 record, 
bu t th e scores were not indicative of the caliber of soccer 
d isp layed . The booters just lacked the finesse to score. Con-
sidering the difficu lt schedule, .the Bakermen must be ad-
m ired. Of the twenty-three leagu e teams, Ursinus had 
games scheduled with such schools as Swarthmore, Drexel , 
and Frank li n and Marshall which were in the fir s t, second, 
and th ird p laces, res pective ly, ill the Southern Divi s ion . 
Games were also p layed against Rutgers and Steve ns which 
were in the first and fourth slots, respectively, in the North-
ern Division. Led by Captain Ken Grundy, the booters held 
Rutgers to a 1-0 score and frightened Swarthmore with a 
2-2 ha lftime tie . The iine, with Bob Angstadt g etting five 
goals, Ben Sett les four, and Ken Grundy and Ed Brookes 
three eac h, netted sixteen goals, while the opposition tallied 
t.h irty-one. 
Grad uating along with inside-left Ken Grundy are half-back 
Bill Spangler and goalie Otts Stanley. 
They 
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Junior Ken Bailey battles Glenn Bowman for 
possession during first half of 6-2 Swarthmore 
victory. 
track 
Paced by captain Ken Buggeln , the Ursinus cindermen awaited the 
opening of the track season with a great deal of optimism . Coach 
Ray Gruzynski welcomed seven lettermen back to the squad along 
with other hopeful candidates and promising freshmen . 
Buggeln has excelled in dashes and middle-distance runs during his 
first three years, now holding school records in the 220 and the 440 . 
The loss of weightman Bob Carney at midsemester severely weakened 
chances of a winning season. 
Outstanding performances were noted by seniors Mark Weand, War-
ren North, Dick Dickerson , and Dick Brittain ; juniors Bi ll McQuoid and 
Rudy Dipple; sophomores Bob Brumfield , Bob Petersen, and Lynn Gra-
burn; and freshman Vern Morgan. 
Sophomore Bob Petersen-up and over the bar. 
First Row: K. Buggeln, captain; R. Brittain , F. Genter, W . North , H. Behling , R. Petersen, l. 
Graburn, M. Weand, B. Dill,o. Second Row: A . Wilby, M . Preston , R. Kell y, A. Walton , B. 
Dempsey, V. Morgan, R. Schiedler, R. Bachman , R. Brumfield , J . Andrews, A. Bailey, coach. 
Senior Dick Dickerson perfects his start ing posit ion 
at practice. 
Coach Ra y Gurzynski gves start ing pointers to 
captain Ken Buggeln . 
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First Row: J . Ancir~ws, R. Gilgor , G . Morita , captain ; S. Wagman. Stilnding : A. 
Martella , E. Clisby, S. Quinn, coach. 
tennis 
The 1958 tennis 'team coached by Sidney Quinn hopes to better its 
5 won and 5 lost record of last year. The nucleus of the team will 
be centered a round returning lettermen Art Marte lla , Robert Gilgor, 
and Eugene Morita . Ed (lisby, Phil Rowe, and Boris Broz should 
give the team additional support. With a fe w new prospects in the 
lineup, the team should have a successful season. 
April 21 
23 
26 
30 
May 3 
5 
7 
8-9- 10 
12 
22 
24 
VARS ITY TENNIS SCHEDULE 
Fran klin and Mars ha ll (Home) 
Swarthmore ( Away ) 
. .. Haverford (Away) 
LaSalle ( Home ) 
Delaware (Away) 
P.M .C. ( Away ) 
Drexel (Home) 
Midd le Atlantics at Haverford 
Moravian (Away) 
Albright (Home) 
Elizabethtown (Home) 
FOOTBALL 
C. Anderson 
A . Arger 
R. Bogg io 
J . Brackin 
R. Br ittain 
D. Dicke rson 
M . Drewn iak 
R. Famous-capta in 
J. Forrest 
C. Hassler 
T. Holcombe 
J. Jackson 
T. Kershner 
J. Myers 
R. Paine 
R. Petersen 
J. Prutzman 
W . Rogers 
C. Rohm 
J. Sandercock 
P. Simpson 
J. Terry 
A. Wilson 
J. Slawecki-manager 
SOCCER 
R. Angstadt 
K. Bailey 
E. Brookes 
B. Dempsey 
R. Fulton 
K. Grundy-captain 
R. Harrison 
A. Kinlock 
R. Schmoyer 
B. Settles 
W . Spangler 
J. Crossley-manager 
BASKETBAll 
R. Chern 
W. Delany 
J. Detweiler 
G. S'nyder 
R. Wagner-captain 
J. Wenhold 
R. Schmoyer-manager 
WRESTLING 
R. Blood 
D. Hartman 
E. M arshall 
W . N ielson 
J . Prutzman-captain 
H. Redden 
R. Turnbu ll 
BASEBALL 
W. Chr is t 
R. Famou s-cap!a in 
E. Sava stio 
R. Wagner 
J. W enhold 
W . W ill iams 
TRACK 
D. Dickerson 
R. Brumfield 
K. Buggeln-capta in 
R. Petersen 
TENNIS 
J. Andrews 
R. Gilgor 
A. Martella 
E. Morita-capta in 
S. Wagman 
HOCKEY 
S. Justice 
P. Woodbury-captain 
A. Irwin 
F. Bardman 
S. Wagner 
C. LeCato 
T. W illiams 
I. Reiniger 
C. Bentley 
B. Hofnagle 
C. Eddy-manager 
lettermen 
BADMINTON 
C. Willi amson 
C. LeCato 
S. Rinehart 
J. LeCato 
L. Wheeler-captain 
B. Alexander 
C. Heffiefinger 
M . Schulz-manager 
P. Woodbury 
F. Dietrich 
SOFTBALL 
M . Schu lz-capta in 
P. Woodbury 
C. Ca rter-manager 
BASKETBALL 
R. Rawcliffe - capta in 
P. Woodbury-captain 
F. Bardman 
I. Re inige r 
G. Snyder 
S. Wagner 
A . Irw in 
J. Gilbert 
M. Cramer-manager 
SWIMMING 
M . Syvertsen-captain 
L. Wolf 
T. Williams 
J. Robbins 
J. Berry 
S. Nichols 
D. Schacterle 
C. Carter-manager 
TENNIS 
S. Rinehart 
C. leCato-capta in 
R. Rawcliffe 
B. Alexander 
J. leCato 
• M. Syvertsen-manager 
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varsity 
hockey 
The girl s' varsity hockey team, captained by senior Pat Wood-
bury, posted another w inning season with a record of 5-1-1. 
They opened the year with a big win over Temple, the 
strong est team that the " Belles" met during the season . The 
only loss was to West Chester, 1-0. The strong West Ch ester 
defense proved to be too much for the Ursinus line which 
was hampered by sickness and inexperience. 
The "Belles" made Ursinus proud by placing eight girls on 
the All College teams. Later four of these eight players 
distinguished themselves further by earning positions on the 
A ll Philadelphia teams: Alice Irwin and Pat Woodbury, 
Ph iladelphia II; and Ingie Reiniger and Sue Wagner, Phila-
delphia III. 
All of the team showed the pep and drive which led to the 
ever present will to win and to improve over each previous 
game. 
I. Re in iger, P. Woodbury, A. Irwin, S. Wagner. 
Sen io r, Sue Ju stice; Coach, E. Snell; Sen ior 
Capta in, P. Woodbury . 
First Row : C. leCato, S. Just ice, A. Irwin, T. Wiliams, 
E. Emenheiser. Second Row: N. Krombolz , I. Reiniger, 
P. Woodbury, Coach E. Snell , F. Bardman, S. Wagner . 
Goal ie Terry Jacobs stops a drive into 
the cage . 
Coach Jen P. Shi ll ingford and cap ta in 
Terry Jacobs . 
First Row: T. Jacobs, J . Gi lbert , F. Diet rich , l. Wheeler, l. Meitzner , N. 
Pa rsly . Se cond Row : G. Rice, G . Alexander, J . Brinton , l. Sperber, M. 
Crame r, G. Below, N. Faus t, E. Trauge r. 
Captained by Te rry Jacobs , the J .V. hockey team had a fa irl y 
successful season and ended with a 6-3-2 record . The team, 
coached by Jen P. Shillingford , wa s boosted by freshm an 
talent, and both the fre shmen and veterans of last year added 
the spirit and pep which p roduced a winning team a nd will 
fo rm a strong nucleus for future varsity team s. 
O utstanding players included freshm e n Nancy Kro mbol z, 
Gogo Alexander, and Na.ncy Faust. The push ing team 
play and spi rit e xhibited by the forward line and ha lf backs 
proved quite successfu l as the season progre ssed . Half-back 
Faye Dietrich showed herse lf to be one of the more ve rsat ile 
members on the squad . Although the season was not a per-
fect one, it definitely showed potential for next year . 
• J. V. 
hockey 
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Captain G. Alexander and Coach Eleanor Snell. 
08 
First Row: G. Ri ce , S. Stevens, captain ; G. Al exander, L. Sperber, F. Die tr ich. Second Row: 
M. Lozier, E. Trauger, Coa ch I: leanor Snell, P. Hoehl, L. Wheeler. 
• J. V. basketball 
The freshman class was the main composite of this year's team, although the 
upperclassmen gave the team the added experience necessary and depth 
fo r winning. Despite the many obstacles met by a new team , the jayvees 
showed an impressive record of more wins than losses . It is felt that with 
their ability and experience the varsity next year will again have the material 
for a winning team. The team was captained by Gogo Alexander, who dis-
played good potential as a forward. The team progressed rapidly and did 
a good job of working towards preparing themselves to play varsity basket-
ball next year . 
Four Freshmen " goofing off" at a practice session. 
Co-capta ins Pat Woodbury and Rene 
Rawcliffe. 
Pat and Rene show the team good form at a practice 
session. 
varsity 
basketball 
Depending mainly on the five returning players Rene 
Rawcliffe , Pat Woodbury , Susie Wagner , Alice Irwin, 
and Gail Snyder, the basketball team d eveloped into 
a well organized unit. The highlight of the season 
was the weekend trip to Poughkeepsie, New York, 
fo r the game with the girls of Vassar Coll ege. Th e 
Belles showed their spirit and determination in beating 
Beaver after losing their only game to them last year. 
Despite the fact of losing the first game, the Belles 
surged back to a winning team once more with a more 
than satisfactory record. Although the Stroudsburg 
game was a disappointing loss , also the team was re-
juvenated and was able to bounce back again to do a 
good job. It is felt that the' combination of Miss 
Snell's coaching and the team's spirited efforts pro-
duced a good season again this year. 
First Row: Manager M. Cramer, A. Irwin, T. Jacobs , C. Bentley, 
J. Br in ton . Second Row: S. Wagner , J . G il bert , P. Woodbury, 
Coach Eleanor Snell, R. Rawcl iffe , G . Snyder , l. Magness. 
• • sWimming 
Captain Merle Syvertsen and Coach B. Ruhr talk over the season afte r a 
close meet. 
Th e 1957-1958 swimming team, coac hed by Mrs . Beverly 
Ruhr , made up fo r its small size w ith a large amount of spirit 
and determination. Th e re turn of vete ran undergraduates 
and th e addition of two freshmen to th e te am made possible 
a ve ry successfu l seaso n and provided th e basis for building 
an even stronger team for next year. 
Outstanding team members were freshma n Dori s Schachte rle , 
Ann Iri sh, and Tama William s in frees tyle; Kath y Sche ffle y and 
captain Me rl e Syve rtsen in breaststroke; Me rl e and Linda Wolf 
in backstroke; Jackie Robbin s and Linda in butterfly breast-
stroke; Jud y Ber ry an d Stev ie Nichol s in diving ; Me rle , Linda 
and fr es hman Fritz i Lanan in th e 75 ya rd medl ey; and Ann, 
Tama , Jackie, and Dori s in th e 200 YMd freestyle relay . 
M . Syve rtse n , ca pta in; F. Lanan , T. Williams, S. Nic hols , D. Schac hterle , J. 
Robbin s, J . Berry, A. Irish, L. Wolf , K. Scheffley, M. Meeker, B. Ruhr , 
coach; C. Carter, man age r. 
Jackie Robb ins and Tama Williams 
watch as Judy Berry poises in prep-
aration for a back d ive. 
Captai n Mary Schultz and Coach Elea nor Snell. 
Susie Wagner catches a good throw to th ird base. 
First Row: l. Sperber , M. Cramer, M. Lozier, D. Schachterle, C. Bent ley. Second 
Row: S. Wagne r, l. Magness, G. Snyder, Captain Mary Schultz, l. Wheeler , 
P. Woodb~J(y, E. Trauger, and Manager C. Carter . 
The 1958 Ursinus softball squad began the spring campaign 
hampered by the loss of three ou tstanding players who held last 
yea r th e important positions of catcher, second baseman, and 
short fie lde r. 
Fou r returning va rsity players, Pat Woodbury , Mary Schulz, Gail 
Snyder, and Susie Wagner , formed the nucleus for this season's 
Ursinus ten , and training and practice by the newer members 
unde r the capable instruction of Coach El eanor Snel l quickly filled 
the vacated positions. The Bell es had an eventful though limited 
schedu le against such opposi tion as West Chester, East Strouds-
burg , and Reading. 
softba II 
tennis 
The 1958 girls' tennis team, trying to equal last year 's unde-
fea ted season, began early practice. The team, coached by 
Jen Shillingford, was fortunate in having six re turning va rsi ty 
p layers: Captain Carol LeCato, Rene Rawcliffe, Bunny A lex-
ander, Jeanne LeCato, Sandy Rinehart, and Joan ne Scho ll. 
Th e su'ccessful season was g reatly a ided by the added power 
of f reshmen Carol Heffelfinger a nd Georg ia Al exan de r. Th e 
te a m worked hard and disp layed the necessar y d rive and 
sp irit which adds up to a win ni ng team . 
Capta in Carol LeCato of the 
success ful 1958 team. 
First Row: J. LeCato, Capta in C. LeCato, T. Will iams. Second 
Row: Coach Jen P. Sh il lingford, S. Stevens, C. Heffelfinger, R. 
Ra w cl iffe , S. Rinehart, G. A lexander. 
Sandy Rinehart send s a hard serve for another Ursinus 
w in. 
Firs' Row: B. Hauser, J . LeCato, S. Rinehart , Capta in Liz Wheeler, C. LeCato , F. Dietrich, M. 
Moock . Second Row: Coach Jen P. Shillingford, S. Pontius, T. W illiams, C. Heffiefinger, A. 
Statzell, R. Forepaugh, M. Schultz. 
The 1958 lacross season showed a 
larger membership than in any other 
year since its introduction into the ath-
letic program in 1955 . Those return-
ing from last year's varsity were sen-
iors Sue Justice and Pat Woodbury; 
juniors Liz Wheeler , Tama William s, 
and captain Alice Irwin ; and sopho-
mores Judy Brinton, Lucy Magness, 
and Susie Wagner. Several freshmen 
were able to fill the positions left by 
last year's seniors. 
Another game was added to the sched-
ule this spring making a total of four. 
The climax of the season was a trip to 
Goucher College. 
lacrosse 
badminton 
The Badminton team was under the 
supervis ion of Jen P. Shillingford. 
This year's squad having lost four of 
its varsity players tried hard to equal 
last years' undefeated season. Fresh-
man Carol Heffelfinger, junior Bunny 
Alexander and sophomore Sandy Rine-
hart added spark and power to the re-
turning varsity players including Carol 
and Jeanne LeCato, Carol Williamson, 
and captain Liz Wheele r. A highlight 
of the season was the defeat of Swarth-
more on their home cou rt-the first 
time this has happened for approxi-
mately eight years. 
Firs' Row: G. Rice , S. Justice , M. Cramer, M. Lozier , T. Williams, J . Brinton. Second Row: 
E. Trauger , N. Krombolz, P. Woodbury, L. Wheeler, L. Magness , S. Wagner , L. Sperber. 
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Firs t Row: E. Brookes, W . Williams, A . Cianci , A . Arger , R. 
Schmoyer, R. Wagner, W . Rogers, pres ident. Second Row: B. 
Dempsey, R. Harri son , R. Paine, H. Redden , v ice-pres ident; C. 
Rohm , K. Bugge/n , R. Brittain , J . J ackson . Th ird Row: D. Lim , M . 
Weand , R. Chern , E. Sebastio , A . W i/son , J . Wenho /d , W . Delany, 
J. Forrest , A. Kinlock , M. Blewett , J. Prutzman , M. Drewn iak , W . 
Chr is !', trea surer . Fourth Row: T. Holcombe, W . Rybak, K. 
Grundy, C. Ha ssler , R. Pe tersen, R. Bogg io, G . Morita, R. 
Famous, secr~tary; C. Anderson . 
Sch nabel. 
varsity ·club 
w. a. a. 
The Women 's Athletic Associa-
tion, the governing body of 
girls' athletics at Ursinus Col-
lege, was led this year by Sue 
Justice . One of the main pur-
poses of this organization is to 
stimulate interest and partici-
pation in girls' sports . A dog-
gie roast was held in the col-
lege ' woods in the fall for 
freshmen . The "Shuffle" and 
the WAA Show were very 
successful events this year . The 
WAA activities end with an 
annual banquet given in the 
Spring when recognition is 
given for contributions to giTls' 
athletics at Ursinus . 
The Varsity Club this year was composed of sixty-two members, all of whom 
were Ursinus athletes who have earned a varsity letter in an intercollegiate 
sport. Officers of the organization were William Rogers, president; Hal 
Redden , vice-president; Robert Famous, secretary; and Walter Christ, 
treasurer . 
This year was another successful one for the Varsity Club, from the organi-
zing and selling of football programs to the spring show presented in 
combination with the W.A.A. 
First Row: I. Reiniger, P. Woodbury, M . Schulz, C. Carter, C. Edd y, S . Justice , president. 
Second Row: I. Rawcl iffe , J. Le Cato, secretary; F. Dietrich , vice-president; C. LeCato, treas-
urer; S. Rinehart, E. Williams. Third Row: M . Cramer, E. Wheeler , F. Bardman , S, Nembach, 
C. William son , S. Wagner, J . G ilbert , K. Scheffley, B. Kallenbach. Fou rth Row: J . Robb ins, 
M . Ca iro , J . Martin , E. Emenhe iser , T. Jacobs , A . Irwin , T. Sperber. 
During the football season the band helps to create a livelier school spirit, 
and in the spring of the year it prepares for the spring concert which is 
presented on May Day. This year the band was under the student director-
ship of Samuel Fogal with Wayne Kressley as field marshal. ·Although the 
band is small in size, it has a great deal of quality and is known as one of 
the better small bands in this area . At present the band is undertaking the 
project of obtaining new uniforms for the future. 
majorettes 
The majorette squad this year was com-
posed of five girls under the leader-
ship of Merle Syvertsen. 
Marching at both the games and the 
post-game parades, the ma jorettes 
clad in their red, old gold, and black 
uniforms, helped to lend color and 
sparkle to the football season at Ur-
sinus. 
The twirling squad participated in the 
band formations and one of the high-
lights of thei r activities was the flre-
twirling exhibitions which were pre-
sented by Sally Lesher. 
S. Lesher, S. Eikner, C. Mall ick, and M. Syvert-
sen . 
band 
Outer Circle: M. Pa xson, T. Critchfield, l. Glass, S. Peters, R. 
Tempest , W . Lorenz, C. Slinghoff , D. Watson, R. Watson , J . Tom-
linson , M. Cramer, l. Joseph, l. Mitchell, P. Schultz , E. Gobrecht, 
P. Tucker, l.. Foard , R. Sherman, J . Heck ler, P. McHale, and 
R. Linke r. Inner Circle : W. Kress ley , L. Podola k, l. Kloss, M. 
Shilton, P. Hoehl, K. Scheffley, M. Pennington, M. Meeke r, B. 
Bates, and S. Fogal, director. 
"Go, beahs, go!" 
cheerleaders 
The cheerleaders, headed this year by co-captains Hal 
Redden and Joan Martin, do their share to help build 
school spirit and to support the Ursinus teams . Shouts 
of " Fight, Bears, Fight" and " ' U' With a 'U' " can be 
heard rain or shine at every gridiron and court con-
test. Our peppy cheerleaders are an enthusiastic and 
attractive part of our sports. scene as they lead the 
student cheering at the various athletic events. 
"Come a vevo, come a vivo!" 
First Row: D. Vye, H. Pearson , J . Robbins, J . Martin, R. Cairo, L. Brenner, 
L. Day. Second Row: R. Megill , H. Redden, A. Hutchko. 
spirit committee 
" ... when the sa ints go marchin' in." 
The Spirit Committee is always on the job from the beginning 
of the footba l l season to the last inning of the baseball 
season. Dances, pep rallies, pep tags, and ribbons are the 
ma in ways in which the committee helps to foster enthusi-
asm. This yea r money was raised by the group for its 
specia l p ro ject, " New color guard uniforms or bust." As one 
of the most active organiza t ions on campus, the Spirit Com-
m ittee l ives up to its idea l of maintaining high spi r it at 
Ursi nus Co llege. 
"We're from Ursinus, and no one could be prouder; and if you 
cannot hear us, we'll yell a little louder!" 
Firs t Row: A. Hutchko, vice-president; J. Martin, president; J . 
Robbins, secretary; L. Day. Second Row: G. Livingston, treas-
urer; J . LeCato; M. Paxson. Third Row: L. Brenner, H. Pearson, 
M. Moock, S. Rinehart, C. Harrison . Standing: D. Vye, J . Mc-
Dougall, J. Bardusch, K. Schnabel. 
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one of the outstanding romantic poets mir-
rored the thoughts of a great many students 
when he called books a dull and endless 
strife . of course, this statement of intellectual 
heresy is not wholly true, but the need for 
rela xation is unmistakable, and the college an-
swers it in an open manner . traditional events, 
social functions , and the casual get-togethers 
which mean so much to every student round 
out the college experience in a way in which 
pure academic pursuit is unqualified to do, 
and these activities add to the personality that 
essential facet which will carry the student 
beyond the here and now. 
features 
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old-timers 
day 
Decora tions won by Shre iner . 
. ------
Get your programs here! 
Wi ll he make it? 
GAYLE LIVINGSTON 
Homecoming Queen 
Old·Timers return. 
Fratern i ty Queens : Seated: Jane 
Mowrey, A<I>Il ; Barbara McClure , 
~:\I:;:: ; Jack ie Robb ins, ::£P.\ ; Joan 
Martin, ZX. Standing : Barbara De· 
George , A<I>E ; Ga yl e Livingston, 
B:£.\; Marlene Wh ite, ~ rr::£ . 
Stormy Weather 
Three da ys later 
Homecoming-highlight of the fall season at Ursinus as the Old 
Timers revisited many of the familiar landmarks. At the Wilkes-
Ursinus game and at the sorority luncheons, numerous friendships 
were renewed and faded memories were made alive once more . 
After the football game, at which Bob Famous was awarded the Ken-
neth Walker Memorial trophy as the outstanding football player, most 
of the grads attended the open house in the new girls' dormitory. 
Most of the Old Timers and students continued their homecoming 
celebrations at various fraternity functions or private parties, ending 
the day's activities at the annual homecoming dance in the Thompson-
Gay gymnasium where Gayle Livingston was crowned Homecoming 
Queen. 
As i~ n Flu 
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christmas at • urslnus 
Christmas is one of the happiest times at Ursinus 
and is the reason for many fond memories ... a 
determined and spirited performance of the Messiah 
... crisp winter wind and the fresh smell of pine 
in the dorms ... soft candlelight reflecting the warm 
glow of happy and contented faces ... a twinkling , 
beckoning tree and a familiar looking Santa Claus 
. . . sometimes off key but beautiful ca roling by the 
men of Ursinus ... sleepy-eyed girls at an all -night 
dorm party ... and the feeling of true friendship 
lasting through the years . 
Ursinusites greet the Yule wi th the trad ition al 
Chr is tmas Dance. 
"0 come, al l ye fa ithful." 
Not good, but plenty loud . Mrs. Claus visits a dorm party. Mr. Claus relaxes before his appearance at 
the dance. 
Students and faculty chatt ing at the men's banquet. 
Preparations for the women's banquet. 
Candlelight Communion Service 
"Dolce, gentlemen, please ." Orchestra warms· up for evening 
performance of annual presentation of Handel 's Messiah. 
This dashing knight caught everyone's attention. 
Our gues ts meet some of the people who attended the ball. 
Enjoying the music of Bud Rader. 
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the • senior prom 
As Bud Rader played, we danced at our Senior 
Pro m, "Knight of Nights," amid the decora-
tion s artfully ar ranged by Loi s Molitor and 
AI Hutchko . The date of December 13, 1957, 
turned out to be a most lucky day , and eve ry 
escort at Sunnybrook resembled the swas h-
buckling knight p la ced in the cen te r of the 
floor . Dr . Helffe ri ch escorted the Lord and 
Lady of th e Ball , Tom Bennignus and Joan 
Martin , to thei r thrones, and short ly afte r-
wards Dr . Staiger annou nced the permanent 
class officers. The Senior Ball was certainly a 
night to remember. 
Dr . Staiger wit h the permanent class officers : John 
Idler, Gayle Livings ton, Ken Grundy, and Hal Redden. 
Some of the happy couples take time out to sit down 
and talk with old friends. 

lorelei 
On February 21, the women of Ursinus feted their escorts at 
the annual Lorelei. True to tradition the women paid th e ex-
penses incurred during the evening and also made co rsages 
for their dates. In a silver and pink Sunnybrook Ballroom, 
Bobby Dale and his orchestra provided the music, and a 
carousel with four hearts and cupids adorned the center of 
the floor. Th e King of the Lore lei and the new members of 
the Whit ians were also announced . 
Molly Seip, Wh itian 's president, congratulates Carol LeCato and Laura 
Loney, upon the i r tapping. Other new Wh it ians include Judy Berry, Mary 
Schulz, and Liz Wheeler. 
Dancing to the strains of Bob Dale's orchestra. 
Cupid and hearts-a trad itional Lorelei theme . 
Mrs. Pancoast crowns Ken 
Grundy as King of the 
Lorelei . 
It's your turn to wear the 
corsage tonight! 
Fa ntasia, the perfect se tt ing for this glitter ing 
castle . 
the • • Junior prom 
We shall never forget " Fa ntasia," our Junior Prom , wh ich was held on 
Ap ril 12, 1957, at Sunnybrook. The ballroom sparkled with p ink angel 
hai r, and a cast le with blinking lights beckoned to all of us from the center 
of the floor , as we danced to the music of Bud Rader . Val Spencer was 
crowned Queen by Dr . Pancoas t, and Hal Redden, Connie Hoover, Bill 
Montgomery, Ken Grundy, and Tom Bennign us were announced as the 
new members of Cub and Key. 
Dean Pa ncoast crowns Val Spencer, Queen of the Junior Prom. Members of the court 
include S. Berge r, R. Ca i ro, J. Mart in, and G. Livingston. 
Ken Grundy, Hal Redden , Bi ll Montgomery, Conn ie Hoover, and Tom Bennignus were 
announced as the new Cub and Key members . 
Everyone enjoyed the good music at the 
Jun ior Prom . 
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may day 1957 
Magical Make-Believe was the ti t le of las t year's May 
Pageant. It was presen ted by the wo me n of Ursi nus 
on May 1 1 under the capable manageme nt of Marge 
Struth and the direction of Connie Poley . It featu red 
such lovable fairyland cha racte rs as Snow Wh ite, Cin-
de re ll a, Raggedy Ann, and Alice in Wond e rland , a ll 
acclaiming the beauty of the May Q ueen, So nn ie 
Smi th, and he r court. The Curta in Cl ub's pre se nta-
t ion of Sabrina Fair ended th e da y' s fes ti vi ti e s . 
Mother and her naughty kittens. 
The crow ning of the M ay Queen . 
The trad itional Maypole Dance. 
The M ay Queen , Sonni e Smith , and her court. 
May showe rs fa iled to d ispel the trad itional cheerful-
ness . 
The Pied Pipe r, Bobbe Hunt. 
Lois Molitor, May Day directress , and Barbara Tucker, 
pageant wr iter. 
may day 1958 
Mice, vegetables, roosters, honey bees- all these cavor ed in the 
May Day Pageant, "May Time Is Fair Time." It was presen ed on May 
10, and the biggest and best from around the countryside came 0 be 
judged by the queen, Joan Martin. Under the management of Lois 
Molitor this delightful fantasy came to life. In he even ing the Cur-
tain Club p resented its annual spring product ion . She Stoops to 
Conquer was a fi tt ing conclusion to the day. 
Joan Mart in, May Queen. 
The 1958 May Court : Seated: Jack ie 
Robb ins, Sue Berger, Nancy King, 
and Helen Pearson . Standing: Jane 
Gilinger, Ginny MacCalmont, Sa lly 
McSparren , Joan Meszaros. 
Standing : R. Quinn and K. Grundy. Seated: 
R. Gilgor, co-director; C. Hoover, W. Mont-
gomery; A. McKey, co-direc tor; G. Liv ingston, 
T. Bennignus, J. Mowrey. 
Freshmen rehearse for the annual Student-
Faculty Show. S. Korte, M . Oehrle, C. Bre'n-
ner, H. Blum, S. Eikner, N. Craft, accompanist. 
Catherine Drinker Bowen James R. Shepley 
campus 
An hilarious melodrama, Gold in the Hills, 
was presented by the Senior Class on 
March 7 and 8 to raise money for the 1958 
Ruby. Produced by AI Hutchko and di-
rected by Angie McKey and Bob Gilgor, 
the melodrama featured Bob Quinn as 
the villain, Ken Grundy as his cohort, 
Gayle Livingston as the innocent farm girl, 
Joan Martin as her sister, Bill Montgomery 
as the father , Jane Mowrey as the house-
keeper, C. Hoover as the honest-hearted 
sweetheart, Don Todd as the constable, 
and Tom Benningnus as the little boy; Ann 
Leger was the promptress. Between-the-
acts entertainment was provided by AI 
Matusow, Don Todd, Tom Bennignus, Hal 
Redden, Bops Jackson , and Carl Hassler. 
The Campus Chest campaign was aided 
by the successful annual Student-Faculty 
Show directed by Norm Abramson and 
Richard Schellhase and produced by Joan 
Schaefer. Fred Glauser, master of cere-
monies, introduced a number of variety 
acts and skits including two faculty skits, 
Pilgrim's Progress and The Ballet of the 
Black Sneakers, and a fashion show pre-
sented by the day women . Dr. Miller auc-
tioned off many offbeat articles such as a 
burlesque garter donated by Mr . Rafetto 
and Dr. Staiger's exclusive perfume blend. 
An innovation was the presentation of stu-
dent awards to Dr. Stei n, Father of th-:! 
Year; Mr. Wilcox, Best-Dressed Faculty 
Member; Mr. Pettit, the Medical Award; 
and Mr. Schellhase, Bachelor of the Year. 
A number of outstanding speakers were 
brought to the Ursinus campus this year, 
and they presented many interesting and 
varied programs. The Forum Committee 
sponsored Sasha Siemal, the distinguished 
Martin Zippin 
coups 
hunter and explorer; Dr . Hubert Alyea, an 
expert on the peaceful use of the atom; 
James Shepley, Chief of Correspondents, 
Time Inc., U. S. and Canadian News Serv-
ice; Catherine Drinker Bowen, noted au-
thoress and lecturer; and Hermann El its, an 
Ursinus graduate in the United States For-
eign Service. The YM-YWCA art seminar 
also presented two excellent programs by 
artist Martin Zippin, who spoke on con-
temporary and abstract art, and sculptor 
Raphael Sabatini, who spoke on modern 
sculpture. 
The large and well -equipped recreation room provides 
fac i lities for card playing , hi -fi music, television, read-
ing, and shuffleboard. 
The spacious Pa isley reception room with its picture 
windows, fireplace, and attractive appointments is an 
ideal place in which to relax or entertain visitors. 
A n exter ior v iew o f the new girl 's dorml ory, shOW ing Bea rdwood , 
Paisley, and Stau ffer Halls. 
The three recently completed dormitories for women at Ursinus 
College, dedicated on Founders ' Day, Sunday, N ovember 10, 
prOVide accommodations for approximately 250 stud ents . The 
north building is named Paisley Ha ll in honor of Dr. Harry E. 
Paisley of Philad elphia , Chairman of the Board of Directors at 
Ursinus since 1910 and member of the Board since 1907 and 
his wife Carrie Strassburger Paisley . The east building is named 
in honor of the Reverend George A. Stauffer, Ursinus 1894, and 
his wife, Laura M. Stauffer, whose gifts over a number of years 
have enabled the College to erect this building The west build-
ing is named Beardwood Hall in honor of Hannah Beardwood, 
the sister of Mathew Beardwood, M.D. and Sc.D., Professor of 
Chemistry at Ursinus from 1903 to 1940; Dr . Beardwood be-
queathed a large part of his estate to Ursinus for a women 's 
dormitory to be named in honor of his sister. A sizeable grant 
from the Pew Foundntion was also used towards the construction 
of these buildings. 
Each room, with its cheerful interior and modern fur-
nishings, provides a pleasant atmosphere for work or 
leisure. 
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campus 
commentary 
what is ursinus? it is more, much more than 
the pictorial record we have presented in the 
preceding pages, for much of our college 
life has been imbued with intangibles. our 
life as students has included a great deal 
besides the outward part icipa t ion in class-
room activity, athletic events, and campus 
activities-ou r years have also been a period 
of gaining maturity, a new outlook on life, 
and a deeper understandi ng of the persons 
and situations around us . it has been a time 
of joy and sorrow, fellowship and loneliness, 
and adventure and fear. 
what are the elements tha t make ursinus 
unique, even as every other college campus 
has a distinctive personality made up of both 
tangibl e and intangible qualities? 
for many of us ou r studen t life began in an 
aura of anxiety and excitement as freshman 
customs bore down upon us, and an over-
whelming number of new experiences intro-
duced us to the intangible ursinus . once 
again, let us ask ourselves what ursinus is. 
th e whole ursinus includes the conglomera-
tion of emotions and experiences which have 
subtly molded us throughout our stay. ursinus 
is the hurried cup of coffee at morning coffee 
"c lutches" and th e daily rush to chapel. it 's 
the q uick hand of bridge at the supply store 
between classes, th e chance conversation at 
a drug coffee break, and the all-night cram 
session before that big test. it 's the lazy 
afternoon spent listening to records or read-
ing and the quiet work on a snowy night or 
a starry spring evening. it's the bull session 
in the dorm lasting until the early morning 
hours- the occasional break from the every-
day conversation of clothes, dates, courses, 
and complaints when we search for solutions 
to the unanswerabl e big questions of re-
ligion , ethics, and life as well as the more 
concrete probl ems of ourselves and our fut-
ure, politics, and society. 
fun and fellowship al so play an important 
role in the composition of the intangible 
ursinus. as fr eshmen many of us enter into 
a different world of social events and fra-
ternity parties. as we continue in our college 
career man y of us become a part of the social 
. . . ru sh to chapel 
... bull 
I~ 
mu sic 
... camaraderie 
clubs and enjoy the many good imes together 
a a closed party, an orphan s party at christ-
mas or easter, or IUS an informal ge together 
with some of our members. 
much of this joviality can also be found in 
dormi ory life which may range from wa er 
fights to an impromptu party or a few 
moments of leisure spent in a gab session. 
and, of course, we shall never forget the 
many pranks and practical jokes played in 
the dorm or on the campus and the trad i-
tional snowball battles in front of freeland. 
for some of us fellowship has also been 
found through our participation in campus 
activit ies - the camaraderie engendered by 
working together for a common goal, whe ther 
it be found at a retreat, a cu rta in clu b pres-
entation, o r a musical rehea rsal, can be one 
of the answers in our search for security and 
understanding . 
ursinus, object ivel y, is a group of buildings 
housing facilities to produce, in accordance 
with certain cha rter princ iples, educated 
young adult s. but ursinus, subjective ly, can 
be much more, for during ou r years of col -
lege we ca n find, if we really desire to do so, 
the answers to many of our questions and the 
spirit of ursinus which we shall never forget 
in the future . 
we are a small and compact college, away 
from the flurry of urban activity, and al-
though we may lack the great museums and 
facilities of a large university, ursin us is a 
sustantial college devoted to an adequate 
preparation for the future. looking back 
upon our many memories of unforgettable 
experiences, we feel that we have gained 
something unique here, and we shall never 
forget the little things: ursinus in the autumn 
when the campus is ablaze with brilliant color, 
and the bewildered freshmen rush about in 
a maze of confusion and excitement while 
the other undergraduates start a new year 
filled with plans and aspirations; ursinus on 
a quiet wintry evening when the entire 
campus is covered with gleaming newly 
fal!en snow, and the dormitory lights shin-
ing in the still night tell the story of work 
and play; and ursinus in the spring when the 
dogwoods are in bloom-the whole campus 
seems to spring to life again for the final 
fling of the year, and the seniors prepare to 
say good-bye to college years but will carry 
t~e spirit of ursinus with them throughout 
life. 
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campus 
Dr. Creager ap ing Liberace . 
The Stuics-pace-setters in neater attire and good taste_ 
Hey ! Everything's upside down. 
That's not what the manua~ says. 
Gracious dining at Ursinus. What, me flunk? Eg yp t was never like th is . 
Hmmm . 
Don't move those rabbit ears! The three musketeers. 
candids 
April love. 
"The pause that refreshes." 
Tryin' to prove something? 
Bachelor of Buffoonery. 
Piece de resistance du iour. 
Uncle! 
Follow the leader. Curtain Club kudos. 
Cream bar, anyone? 
The good old days. 
we have attempted to show something of what ursinus 
has meant to us during these past four years . it has been 
an oftenti mes se lective world awa y from the erratic pulse 
of the present, but o ur exper iences shall rema in wonder-
fu l memories even as they become less vivid with each 
passing year . 
our generation has witnessed the first decade of a new 
era . tbis age poses a challenge, for each one of us is 
faced with the potential for either unparalleled achieve-
ment or unequalled catastrophe . the graduate is about 
to enter this changing milieu equipped with some meas-
ure of acumen, and it is hoped a large degree of under-
standing . 
man has made a start towards conquering space-we hope 
that we may participate successfully in the struggle to 
achieve peace and maintain freedom . 
senior directory 
ABRAM~UI", NORMAN 
1 0 16 Unruh Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
AMES, HE LEN JANE 
507 4th Street, New Cumberland, Pennsylvan ia 
ARGER, ANDREW 
823 Trinity Avenue, Bronx 56 , New York 
ARMSTRONG, CHRIS TINA M. 
559 Kathmere Road , Havertown, PennsylvanIa 
AYRE, THOMAS 
R. D. # 1, Collegeville, Pennsylvania 
BARTHOLOMEW, JAMES R. 
247 South Walnut Street , Bath, Pennsylvania 
BENN IGNUS, TH OMAS E. 
1502 Beacon Avenue, Cincinnati 30, Ohio 
BENOLlEl, W. RONALD 
4 24 Flourtown Road , La fayette Hills, Pennsylvania 
BERGER, SUE ALENE 
1 100 Logan A venue, Dan ville, Illinoi s 
BERMAN , MRS. JOAN STERN 
1747 W illiam s Wa y, Norris town, Pennsylvania 
BERRY, JUDITH ANN 
2704 Wood leigh Road , Ha vertown , Pennsy lvania 
BIDDLE , SYDNEY BLAKE 
116 Washington Avenue , North Wales, Pennsy lvania 
BLOOD, RICHARD MIDDLETON 
8 Hamil ton Road , Verona , New Jersey 
BODY, RALPH WilliAM 
56 N . Read ing Avenue, Boyertown, Pennsyl va n ia 
BONN, JERRO LD CHARLE S 
14 51 Helle rman Street, Philadelphia , Pennsy lvan ia 
BOOKE, PETER W. 
128 Muirfleld Road , Rockville Center, New York 
BRETZGER, CONAlD 
225 Randall Avenue, Freeport , New York 
BRITTAIN , RICHARD CAY l TON 
16 West Mahoning Street, Dan vi lle, Pennsylvania 
BROWN, DORETTA MAY 
228 South Church Street, Mount Pleasant, Penn sylvania 
BUGGElN, KENNETH EDWARD 
809 Seacliff Road , Ocean City, New Jersey 
CAIRO, MARIE REGINA 
505 Summit Avenue, Fort Washington , Pennsylvania 
CAR INO, JOSEPHINE A. 
57 Main Street, Williamstown, New Jersey 
CARTER, CAROLYN S. 
Toll Gate Road , Mickleton , New Jersey 
CAUFFMAN, ROBERT HARVEY 
30 North Park Avenue, Norristown, Pennsylvania 
CHERN, RICHARD STEVEN 
240 Berkley Street, Clifton Heights, Pennsy lvan ia 
COlAMECO, BERNARD A. 
Apartment 9A , 8 Danial Avenue, Newark, Delawa re 
COLE, NORMAN RUSSEll 
134 Powelton Avenue, Malvern , Pennsylvania 
COLE, ROGER SPENCE 
1437 Virginia Avenue, Havertown, Pennsylvan ia 
CO RDING , MARLENE FLORENCE 
8615 Colonial Road , Brooklyn , New York 
CRANE, MIC:HA~l EDWARD 
2303 Beach Avenue, Longport , New Jersey 
CROSSLEY, JERRY CHARLES 
5931 North Franklin Street, Philadelphia 20 , Pennsylvania 
CUMMINGS, SANDRA CAROL 
7332 Belden Street, Philadelphia , Pennsylvan i,. 
DE lANY, WIlliAM PEAr SON, JR. 
237 West Germantown Pike, Norristown, Pennsylvania 
DE lUCA, EDMOND G., JR. 
1008 Morgan Street, Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania 
DOD IG, ROSE MARIE 
502 Vineyard Street , Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 
DONIA, DEANNE FARESE 
40 Old Army Road, Bernardsville, New Jersey 
DUNFEE , DAVID Old Gravel Road , Zieglerville, Pennsylvania 
DUNNINGTON, WESLEY P., JR. 
70 Wynnedale Road, Narberth, Pennsylvania 
DURR, CONAlD MATTHE W 
24 East Grant Street, Woodstown, New Jersey 
ECKERSLEY, JOHN WIlliAM, JR . 
7025 Cleveland Avenue, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania 
EHRING, DONALD KRIEBE L 
907 Edge Hill Road, Glenside, Penn sylvania 
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FAMOUS, ROBE RT M. 
Schwen sVllle, Pennsylvania 
FAY, KENNETH R., JR . 
McKendimen Road Medford Lakes, ew Jersey 
FENSTERMACHER, SANDRA lEE 
177 South Fran Street, Souderton, Pennsylvania 
FONTAINE, CARL E. 
1220 Fayette Street, Conshohoc en , PennsylvanIa 
FRANCIS, REBECCA KNIBB 
87 S,xth Avenue, Collegeville, Pennsylvania 
GAETENS, JANET lOUISE 
43 Evergreen Road, Norristown, Pennsylvania 
GERY, ROBERT C. 
261 Main Street, Ea st Greenville, Pennsylvania 
GEYER, JAMES BLAINE 
273 Chestnut Street, Sprrng CIty, Pennsylvania 
GI lGOR, ROBE RT SAMUE l 
1700 Danforth Street , Phrladelph la 15, PennsylvanIa 
GINGERICH, DARLA lEE 
R. D. = 1, Seven Valleys, PennsylvanIa 
GlODFElTER, BEVERLY W. 
12 Moffette Street, Methuen, Massachusetts 
GODLEY, WALTER l., JR. 
905 Wootton Road , Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 
GOlDBE RG, RICHARD EAR l 
5755 Nor th 17th Street, Philadelphia , Pennsylvania 
GOTSHAlK, MA RY RHONE 
2569 Baird Boulevard, Camden , New Jersey 
GR AY , KENNETH WILLIAM 
585 Li ncoln Avenue, Maywood , New Jersey 
GRUNDY, KENNETH WILLIAM 
1914 Harte l Street, Ph iladelphia 1 1, Pennsylvania 
HAINES, WI llIAM lANDI S 
54 South 11th A venue, Coatesville, Pennsylvania 
HAll , THEODORE G., " 
2807 Spr ingfield Road , Broomall, Pennsylvania 
HARTGEN, JUDITH ANN 
211 Harbor Street, Branfo rd , Connecticut 
HARTMAN, DONALD WILLIS 
439 Main Street, Collegeville, Pennsylvania 
HASSLER , CARL WilLIAM 
2165 Cleve land Avenue, West Lawn , Pennsylvania 
HAYNI CZ, PETER 
R. D. # 1, Monroeville, New Jersey 
HEllER, BRUCE lE WIS 
704 Wa shington A venue, Northampton, Pennsylva nia 
HODGSON, DONALD R. 
512 Ott Road , Bala-Cy nwyd, Pennsylva n ia 
HOOVER, CONRAD CHARLE S 
755 College Avenue, Trappe, Pennsylva nia 
HOU SER, ORIN GARDENER 
Bordentown Military Institute, Bordentown, New Jersey 
HUTCHKO, ALVAN JOHN 
1153 Princess Avenue, Camden , New Jersey 
IDLER, JOHN NUSSlE 
11025 Knights Road, Ph iladelphia 14 , Pennsyl vania 
IRISH, ANN l . 
West Lake Road , Harbor Springs, M ichigan 
JACKSON, JOHN CLIFTON 
31 South Massachuse tts Avenue, Atlantic City, New Jersey 
JASTRZEMSKI , RONALD J. 
500 Ithaca Avenue, Riverside, New Jersey 
JEWETT, CAROLINE RUTH 
Stoneham Farm, Chester Depot, VI. 
JUSTICE, SUE ELAINE 
623 Abing ton Avenue, · Glenside, Pennsylvania 
KERSHNER , JAMES CLAUDE 
Norwood and Whitaker, Mont Clare, Pennsylvania 
KING, NANCY l. 
210 Carlton Avenue, Westmont, New Jersey 
KRESSlEY, N. WAY NE 
164 Glentay Road, Lansdowne, Penn sylva nia 
KUlP , LINDA GRACE 
422 North York Street, Pottstown, Pennsylvania 
lEDERMAN, IRA ROBERT 
801 East 10th Street, Brooklyn, New York 
lEGER, ANN lOUISE 
847 North Third Street, Reading , Pennsylvania 
LlTKA, ADAM lANE 
383 1 Germantown Pike, Collegeville, Pennsylvania 
• senior 
LI V IN GS T O N , G ALE 
71 Ben son A venue, Sa yv ille, New York 
LORD, RICHARD LYN W OOD 
Red Bank A venue , Woodbury, New Jersey 
LUBKING, LEONARD ANDRE W 
373 Upland Wa y, Drexel Hil l, Pennsy lvania 
MC KEY, ANGELINE JOS SELYN 
Wonalancet, New Hampshire 
MAC GREGO R, DAVID BRUCE 
95 Adam s Street, Garden Ci ty, New York 
MACK, EDWIN S. 
212 6 - 80 th Street, Jackson Heights 70 , Long Island, New York 
MAR SE LLA, LORETTA A . 
201 Jacoby Street, Norris town, Pennsylvania 
M AR SH ALL , E DW ARD J ., J R. 
439 M ain Street, Col legevi ll e, Penn sy lvania 
MAR T I N , JOA N F . 
Kingfishe r Lane , Westbrook, Connecticu t 
'VI A RT YN , L O I S J EANETTE 
88 Eas t Bringhurst Street, Ph il adel phia 44 , Pennsy lvan ia 
M A SSI N O, L O UI S FRAN K 
357 Ty :;on A venue, Glenside, Pennsyl van ia 
M ATU SOW , A L AN J OS EPH 
7 22 Nedro A venue, Philadelphia 20 , Pennsy lvan ia 
M EE K ER , MARILYN L O I S 
R. D. #3, Box 601 , Pottstown , Pennsylvania 
M ILLER , C HARLE S IR V IN , JR . 
327 Summer Street, Roye rsfo rd , Pennsy lvania 
M ILLER , J O HANNA MUN SON 
110 Kell s A ve nue, Newa rk, Delaware 
MILLER , RI C HARD PAUL 
161 Hi ll side A venue , Berg enfi eld , New Jersey 
MILLER , W ILLIAM M ., JR. 
224 Ea st Seventh A ve nue, Trappe, Pennsy lvania 
MINTER , HENRY C LARK , J R. 
240 Ea st Seventh Street, Lansda le, Pennsy lva nia 
MIYAZAKI , YO SHIO GEORGE 
116 Walnut Street, Bridgeton, New Jersey 
MOGEE , EDW ARD 
30 Oak Lane, Ha vertown, Penn sy lva nia 
MOLITOR , LOI S V IC TORIA 
214 King 's Highw ay, Swedesboro, New Jersey 
MONTGOMERY , W. W ILLIAM 
" Bur-M ont," Schw enksv ill e, Pennsy lvani a 
MORAN , RI C HARD JOHN 
1504 Melrose Terrace, Fol som, Penn sy lvani a 
MORITA, EUGENE T 
865 MacArthur Road , Seabrook, New Jersey 
MOSER , ROBERT JAMES 
2101 Third Street, Norris tow n, Penn sy lvan ia 
MOYE R, DA V ID LAW R E NCE 
140 Ea st Oakland A venue, Doy lestown , Pennsylvani a 
MYERS , E . MEGAN 
40 South Ann Street, Lancaster, Penn sy lvani a 
NELSON , HARRY E. 
82 -66 - 170th Street, Jamaica, New York 
NEMBACH , SU SAN PHILLIPS 
Kintnersvil le, Pensy lvania 
NEMPHOS, LOUIS 
409 Swede Street, Norris tow n, Penn sylvania 
NORTH, W ARREN EARL, JR . 
117 Central Avenue , Ocean City, New Jersey 
OTTINGER, EDW ARD DORN, JR. 
Box 66 , Kimberton , Pennsylvania 
PAULI, ROBERT ERNEST 
1646 Main Street, Trappe, Pennsylvan ia 
PERLMAN , HERBERT CHARLES 
2323 Atlantic Avenue, Atlantic City, New Jersey 
PETER S, STANLEY FREDERICK 
Valley Forge Trailer Park, R. D. # 1, Norris town , Penn sy lvania 
PETRAITIS , RUTH 
R. D. #2 , Collegeville, Pensyl vania 
POWELL , LARRY NEWMAN , JR. 
Tyburn Road, Morri sv ille, Pennsy lvania 
PRICE , JEROLD HOW ARD 
1035 Wa shington Street, Reading , Pennsylvania 
PULEO, JOSEPH ARTHUR 
25 East Fornance Street, Norristown, Pennsylvania 
PI,JLEO, ROSEMARIE KATHRYN 
2647 Ridge Pike, Norri stown , Pennsylvania 
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RAW CLIFFE , IRENE M . 
363 Chestnu t Stree t, Nutley, New Jersey 
REDDEN , H ARRAL AR TH UR , JR . 
22 9 Prospec t A venue, Litt le Silver, New Jersey 
REID , CHA RL ES W YATT , JR. 
195 Ana lomi nk Street, Eas t St roudsburg , Pennsylvania 
ROEDE L , FRE D JOS E P H 
806 North 57 th Street, Camden 5, New Jersey 
ROGE RS, WIL LI AM H A RRI SO N 
233 North Third A venue, Roye rsfo rd , Pennsy lva nia 
RO H M , C H RISTOP HER ALA N 
13 17 M oore Street, Hun tingdon , Pennsylva nia 
RUC H , NE W T ON C. 
3 18 Ga rden St reet, Moun t Holly, New Jersey 
R U FFIN G, W IL LI AM A ., JR . 
7 Anderson A ve nue, Phoenixvi ll e, Pennsy lva nia 
SA N GRE E , ABIG AIL H AS TIN GS 
3 10 Hamilton Road , Glassboro , New Jersey 
SAWY ER , M ARI O N M ARGARET 
Ridge and Germantown Pikes, R. D. # 2, Col legevil le, Pa. 
SC HOON M A K E R, ADE LE EDNA 
135 Thelma Terrace, linden, New Jersey 
SC H ULZ, MAR Y A. 
R. D. # 1, Coope rsbu rg , Penn sy lva nia 
SEIP , MO LL Y M ARY 
12 1 Gran t Street, Eas ton , Pennsy lvania 
S E Y LER , M AR Y ELLEN 
R. D. #3, Reading , Pennsy lvan ia 
SHARP , ROB ERT C HUR C HILL 
86 Sharp's Lane, Trenton 10, New Jersey 
SHIELD S, DONA L D JAMES 
Arco la Road , R. D. # 2, Collegevi lle , Pennsylvani a 
SHIELD S, M RS. ELLEN A . 
Arcola Road , R. D. #2, Collegev ille , Pennsylvania 
SHINEHOU S E , JOHN W ILLIAM 
City Line Avenue, Phoeni xv ille, Pennsy lvani a 
SLAW EC K I , JAM E S MI C HAEL 
419 Fifth Avenue , Royersford , Penn sy lvania 
SPANGLER , W ILLIAM EDMUND 
36 Cedarbrook Road , Ardmore , Penn sy lvania 
SPEN C ER , V ALERIE 
Rancocas Wood s, Mt. Ho ll y, R. D. #2 , New Jersey 
STANLEY , ARTHUR W OODROW 
126 Killoran Drive , Collins Park , Dela w are 
STEPLER , RONALD G . 
251 South Church Street, Moorestown , New Jersey 
STUBA, MARGARET MARY 
1806 Harmon Road , Conshohocken, Pennsy lvania 
STUEBING , HENRY GEORGE 
910 Pennypack Circle, Hatboro, Pennsy lvania 
SYVERT SEN , M ERLE THYRA 
42 E. Marthart A venue, Havertow n, Pennsy lvania 
TODD, DONALD STANTON 
Box 194, R. D. #2 , Lan sdale , Pennsyl vani a 
TOM LIN SON , JOHN W ESLEY 
900 Chester Pike, Sharon Hill , Pennsylvan ia 
VON KOPPENFEL S, JOHANNA E. 
706 Arch Street, Spring City, Penn sylvania 
W ALTERS, RALPH G. 
39 W . Mount Ki rk Avenue, Norristown , Pennsy lvania 
W EAND, MARK E. 
805 Buttonwood Street, Norristown, Pennsylvania 
W ENDEL , BERTHOLD E. 
15-08 George Street, Fair Lawn, New Jersey 
W ENZEL , W ILLIAM CARL 
Cedar Road , Spring Mount, Pennsylvania 
W ESTLEY, CHARLES ROSS 
Box 98 , Skippack , Pennsylvania 
W HITEHEAD, W ILLIAM H . , III 
Flowerdale Farm, Schwenksville, Pennsylvania 
W OODBURY , PATRICIA ANN 
100 Hauxhurst Avenue, Weehawken , New Jersey 
W YNIA, ANNETTE J 
R. F. D. # 1, Mays Landing , New Jersey 
ZANGER , JAN SCOTT 
2 Main Street (Rear), Collegeville, Pennsylvania 
ZERN, THOMAS R. 
249 Broad Street, Spring City, Pennsylvania 
ZIEGLER , CHARLENE G. 
133 East Oak Avenue, Moorestown , New Jersey 
patrons of the 1958 ruby 
CLAUS L. ANDERSON 
MR. & MRS. C. GORDON ASTHEIMER 
F. W . BARDUSCH 
MR. & MRS. FRED BENNIGNUS 
JAMES P. BERRY 
GEORGE A. BRENNER 
MR. & MRS. EMIL F. W . BRETZGER 
MR. & MRS. ROBERT C. BRITTAIN 
RADE K. BROZ 
MR. & MRS. JAMES W. BUCHANAN 
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM A. BURGER 
DR . & MRS. J . E. P. BURNS 
DR . WILMER F. BURNS 
MR. & MRS. JOHN CAIRO 
ALVIN M . CARTER 
CHATLIN 'S DEPARTMENT STORE 
RICHARD H. COHEN 
GEORGE F. CORDING 
RUTH K. CROSSLEY 
MR. & MRS. W . RUSSELL CUMMINGS 
MR. & MRS WILLIAM P. DeLANY, SR . 
MR. & MRS. E. DEMPSEY 
HERBERT DeRYD ER 
MR. & MRS. RUDOLPH DODIG 
MR. WESLEY P. DUNNINGTON, JR . 
MR. & MRS. JOHN EPPS 
ANTHONY R. FARESE 
MR. & MRS. A. O. GATTIKER 
MR. & MRS. JOSEPH F. GEATENS 
MR. & MRS. LOUIS I. GILGOR 
REV. & MRS. L. C. GOBRECHT 
MR. & MRS. W . LAURENCE GODLEY 
MR. & MRS. KENNETH W . GRAY 
DR. & MRS. MARK D. GRIM 
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM GRUNDY 
DR . & MRS. CHARLES P. HADTKE 
MR. & MRS. I. LANDIS HAINES 
MR. & MRS. ALLAN E. HALL 
MR. & MRS. PAUL HANZLIK 
MR. & MRS. FREDERICK A . HARTGEN 
MR. & MRS. H. F. HODGSON 
MR. & MRS. H. CONRAD HOOVER 
MR. & MRS. F. J. HUTCHKO 
MRS. EVELYN N . IDLER 
L. CDR . W. J. JOHNSON 
MR. & MRS. FLOYD E. JUSTICE 
MR. & MRS. WALTER F. KLECKNER 
MR. & MRS. N. R. KRESSLEY 
MR. & MRS. ERNEST A. KULP 
MR. & MRS. M . LEDERMAN 
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patrons of the 1958 ruby 
IRVIN A. LEGER 
MR. & MRS. LYNWOOD LORD 
MR. & MRS. T. WAYNE LOUX , SR. 
MR. & MRS. ANDREW F. LUB KING 
MR. & MRS. W. A. MARTIN 
MRS. RICHARD H. McKEY 
ANNA T. MILLS 
MRS. WALTER V. MOLITOR 
MR . & MRS. G. M . MONTGO MERY 
M R. & MRS. GEORGE H. MORITA 
M R. & MRS. RAYMOND V. MOSER 
MR. & MRS. A . MOTTA 
W. A LVIN MOYER 
MR. & MRS. MARK NACE 
MR. PETER NEMPHOS 
MR. & MRS. WARREN E. NORT H, SR . 
MR. & MRS. ELWELL PALMER 
MRS. W. T. PETRAITIS 
MR. & MRS. JONATHAN G. PETTIT 
HOWARD J. PRICE 
MR. & MRS. E. REINIGER 
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM C. ROBSON 
MR . & MRS. FRED J. ROEDEL 
MR. & MRS. MAX G. ROHM 
DR . JAMES M . RUSSO 
MR. & MRS. ALEXANDER RYBAK 
MR. & MRS. GEORGE SAURMAN 
MRS. F. CARTER SCHAUB 
MR . & MRS. ALLEN SCHEFFLER 
MRS. M . K. SCHMELZ 
MR. & MRS. FRANCIS L. SC HMIDT 
DR. & MRS. PAUL E. SCHMOYER 
MR. & MRS. EDMUND B. SCHUMAKER 
MR. & MRS. RONALD SH ISSLER 
MR. & MRS. WILLIAM SNYDER 
CHA RLES W. STANKUS 
MR. & MRS. WOODROW W . STANLEY 
DR . & MRS. JAMES M . STEELE 
MR. & MRS. H. EDWIN STEPLER 
MR. & MRS. WILLARD STERN 
MR. & MRS. H. C. STEVENS 
MR. & MRS. GEORGE H. STUEBING 
MRS. E. F. TOMKINS 
DR . & MRS. J. WESLEY TOMLINSON 
MR. & MRS. EARLE K. WAGNER 
WEISS BROTHERS 
MR. & MRS. GUSTAV WENDEL 
JOSEPH S. WH ITEMAN 
MR. & MRS. KENNETH F. WOODBURY 
MR. & MRS. CHARLES WYNIA 
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URSINUS COLLEGE 
* 
The Oldest College in 
Montgomery County 
* 
The Only Co-Educational College In 
Montgomery County 
* 
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
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Compliments 
of 
JAPANESE GIFT SHOP 
SHIGET ARO MIYAZAKI, Mn1!ng er 
116 Walnut Street 
BRIDGETON, N. J. 
Tuxedos, Cutaways, White Jack.ets 
and Accessories 
PARK HOLL Y 
Formal Wear to Hire 
516 West Main Street 
NORRISTOWN, PA. 
All Merchandise on Premises 
BRoadway 2- 6000 
Compliments 
of 
ALPHA SIGMA NU 
SORORITY 
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Eat the Best Bread 
BORZILLO BAKERY, INC. 
BORZILLO'S HEARTH BREAD 
Main and Walnut Streets 
NORRISTOWN, PA. 
BRoadway 5- 0226 BRoadway 2-2663 
C 011t P liments 
of 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
SORORITY 
DEL T A MU SIGMA 
FRATERNITY 
congratulates 
THE CLASS OF 1958 
Compliments 
of 
BET A SIGMA LAMBDA 
FRATERNITY 
Compliments 
of 
DEL T A PI SIGMA 
FRATERNITY 
Complim ents 
of 
OMEGA CHI 
SORORITY 
HERMAN C. IDLER CO. 
Established Since 1896 
REAL EST A TE - INSURANCE 
1502 Susquehanna Avenue 
PHILADELPHIA, P A. 
COl1tpliments 
of 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
FRATERNITY 
Best Wishes 
Graduates 
PHI ALPHA PSI 
SORORITY 
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Compliments 
of 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
SORORITY 
YOURS EVERY DAY IN Y OUR NEWSPAPER 
THE TIMES HERALD 
Montgomery County's Great Home 
Newspaper 
AN AMERICAN NEWSPAPER SINCE 1799 
Daily Circulation Now Over 
25,000 
Compliment s 
of the 
SOUDERTON 
INDEPENDENT 
rrC0111111erciai Printers Since 1876" 
PA 3-4802 
Compliments 
of 
THE SPIRIT COMMITTEE 
IT'S NEW! 
SCHULZ BUTTERNUT BREAD 
In the new taste tempting Picture Package 
It puts appetite appeal in every meal 
At Your Grocers At Your Home 
SCHULZ BAKING CO. POTTSTOWN, PA. 
ALAN WOOD STEEL 
COMPANY 
((Producers of Quality Steel for More Than 
a Century and a Quarter" 
* 
ALAN WOOD STEEL COMPANY 
Conshohocken, Pennsylvania 
144 
Compliments 
of 
LAKESIDE INN 
LIMERICK, P A. 
LAMONT CLEANERS 
502 Main Street 
Eagleville 
HU 9-9002 
BR 9-1582 
Complete Dry Cleaning Serv ice 
- Shh"t Laundering 
- Alteloations f5 R epairs 
- Formal W ear R ented 
- Dependable Daily Sel"vice 
You will be proud to wear a 
LaMont Cleaned Garment 
McFADDEN'S CLOTHES 
SHOP 
For Men and Boy 
Bridge and Main Streets 
PHOENIXVILLE, P A. 
Knitting Supplies - Glassw au 
Notions - Cards 
COLLEGEVILLE 
BEAUTY & GIFT SHOP 
478 Main Street 
COLLEGEVILLE, P A. 
Phone 60 6 1 IONA C. SCHATZ 
MERIN STUDIOS 
1010 Chestnut Street 
Philadelphia 7, Pa. 
* 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
rrO/ficial Photographers to the 1958 Ruby" 
MArket 7-8450 
PIERCE & REESE 
Just Consistently Fine 
Meats - Poultry - Provisions 
Frosted Foods 
* 
130-132 North Delaware Avenue 
PHILADELPHIA 6, PA. 
145 
We Would Be Pleased and Honored to H ave Your 
Savings Account - May We Serve You? 
Current Dividend 3 Y2 (I< Per Annum 
EAST GIRARD SAVINGS AND 
LOAN ASSOCIATION 
7048 Castor Avenue 
PI 2-0880 
1500 E. Susquehanna Avenue 
GA 3-2410 
7917 Ogontz Avenue 
PHILADELPHIA, P A. 
Each and Every Account Insured to $ 10,000 
Compliments of 
THE LEINBACH 
FOUNDATION 
St. Petersburg, Florida 
DR. IRWIN S. LEINBACH 
Ursinus - 1929 
Compliments of 
THE PEPSI COLA 
BOTTLING COMPANY 
Asbury Park, N. J. 
THE 
COLLEGEVILLE 
NATIONAL 
BANK 
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SCHUMACHER'S 
Compliments of 
Meats and Sausages 
THE BECKERS 
* 
SCRANTON, PA. 
Atlantic City, N. J. 
SUPERIOR TUBE COMPANY 
* 
MAKERS OF FINE SMALL TUBING 
IN MANY METALS 
* 
German town Pike 
between 
Collegeville and Evansburg 
Compliments 
of 
THE KNOELLERS 
at the 
COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY 
147 
Congratulations to the 
Class of 1958 
A lld 01/1' Sincere Wish es for SII CCI'H 
in the Coming Y ears 
* 
COLLEGE CUT RATE 
PAUL N. LUTZ, Manager 
5 th and Main Streets 
PERKIOMEN MUTUAL 
INSURANCE COMPANY E-CUT KNITTING MILLS 
rrproperty and Inland Marine 
Insurance" 
Royersford, Pa. 
Manufacturers of Infants' a11d 
* 
Children's (SPeedon) 
Insurance With Safety at a Savin g 
.Knit Underwear 
Collegeville, Pa. 
SYNTHANE 
CORPORA TION 
Manufacturers 
of 
Laminated 
Plastics 
* 
OAKS, PA. 
Compliments 
of 
THE REDDEN AGENCY 
Realtors - Insurors 
RED BANK, NEW JERSEY 
148 
COLLEGE VI L L E 
LAUNDRY 
Nex t to the Hock ey Field 
Shirt s a SPecialty 
Prompt Service 
C07nplime-nts 
of 
THE INDEPENDENT 
* 
Collegeville, Pennsylvania 
Compliment 
of 
SCHRADER'S ATLANTIC 
STATION 
46 0 Main Street 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
COLLEGEVILLE AUTO 
PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
216 Main Street 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
HU 9-7113 
Since 1860 W Alnu t 2-2421 
FELIX SPATOLA & SONS 4 GEN ERATIONS 
Es t a blish 1880 
Fresh and Froz en Fr uits and 
Vegetables 
Frozen Sea Food 
DISTRIBUTORS OF 
Snow Crop Institutional Ju ices 
Sea-Pak. Frozen Sea Food 
Simplot F1'oz en Idabo Potatoes 
Daily Made Fruit Segments 
* 
WA 2-5600 
12th & Hamilton Streets 
PHILADELPHIA 
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HITSCHLER & BENDER CO. 
Pou ltry - Butter - Eggs - Cheese 
Ma1'garine 
Purveyors of Top Qualit)! fo r 
Ov er 95 Years 
Reading Terminal Market 
PHILADELPHIA 7, PA. 
Amer ica's Oldest ( 17 01) Air-Condit ioned 
PERKIOMEN BRIDGE 
HOTEL 
Route 422 and 29 
* 
Dinners - Banquets - Buffets 
Priv ate Dining Rooms 
SPECK'S 
Pipin' Hot Sandwiches 
Soft Ice Cream, 
Milk Shakes 
* 
HU 9-9956 F. Willis DeWa ne 
WILL'S SERVICE STATION 
Mobilgas f5 Mobilubrication 
Third Avenue and Main Street 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Route 422 
LIMERICK, P A. Official AAA (/nd K eJlstone Se/"vice 
Compliments 
of 
FOREMOST DAIRIES' INC. 
* 
Manufacturen of 
Dolly Madison 
and 
Foremost Ice Cream 
POTTSTOWN, P A. 
Catalogs - Price Lists - Programs - Periodicals 
Offset and Letterpress Printing 
* SMALE'S PRINTERY 
ESTABLISHED 1928 
785 North Charlotte Street 
POTTSTOWN, PA. 
* Announcements - Mailing - Stationery - Addressing 
MRS. GEORGE D. SMALE and HAROLD SMALE 
150 
HEYSER LANDSCAPING 
AND 
TREE SERVICE 
* 
402 North Park Avenue 
NORRISTOWN, PA. 
HARRY MANDRACHIA 
Our SPecialty: 
Potatoes - Watermelo1ts 
Tomatoes 
* 
2814 West Main Street 
NORRISTOWN, PA. 
PHOENIX IRON & STEEL CO. 
STRUCTURAL DIVISION 
Mfg. - Structural Steel 
* 
PHOENIX STEEL TUBE DIVISION 
Mfg. - Seamless Steel Tubing 
* 
PHOENIX BRIDGE COMPANY 
Steel Fabrication and Erectio1t, 
* Phoenixville, Pennsylvania 
W. E. RYAN, INC. 
E. A. WOODRING 
COMPANY 
rr Down Home Farms" 
Butter - Eggs - Poultry 
* 
520-522 North Second Street 
PHILADELPHIA, P A. 
Food Service Equipment 
China - Glass - Silver 
Utensils 
* 
5026 Spruce Street 
PHILADELPHIA, P A. 
SHerwood 8-1050 
Compliments 
of 
THE 1958 RUBY STAFF 
ANN L. LEGER, THOMAS E. BENNIGNUS, Editor's 
ARTHUR W. STANLEY, KENNETH W. GRUNDY, Bu siness Manager's 
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